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METHODIST ANNUAL

Eugene Spear’s Retirement The Pratt Memorial Church
Names Officers, and Asks
After 44 Years Recalls
Return
of Mr. Marr
Valued Efforts

Volume 88........................... Number 33
PERSONAL PROBLEMS

ROCKLAND LASSIES LOST
AT THE CAPITOL
And Bill Has No Alibi, Except That His Girls Could Easily
Win In Three-Division Game

Rotarians Told How To
Handle Young Men —
Looking Forward
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CHECKED AT CHISHOLM'S STORE
i Company.
When that company Rollins, Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Herman “scaling down" of savings banks' ac-! could easily defeat Oardlner playing j Sundstrom,If ................ 0
0
0 vigorous reductions had become
was merged a short time later he A. Stanley, Mrs. W. A. Ellingwood counts and the setting up of securities' under the three-division arrange- ; Mullen, if ................... 1
0
2 drastic cute in expenses, but per
I remained as manager of the Rdfck- and Herman R. Winchenbaugh.
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sonnel was still retained in readiness
and mortgages of doubtful value in ment.”
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land-Belfast area.
Stewards: Miss Nettle Britt, Ray separate account to be credited to the j The Rockiand team was chape22 lor the hoped-for upturn of business.
7
I “In December. 1929, he was suc mond Hoch, Leroy A. Chatto, Ralph
In 1932 dire necessity forced ever in
Referee. Barry. Umpire, Walker.
reduced accounts as the securities roned by Miss Tower, a member of
ceeded by Thomas C. Stone, being U. Clark, Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs. Henry
creasing cute in personnel and salaries
were liquidated.
relieved at his. own request. Since deRochemont, Mrs. Esther Dolliver,
which has continued to the present.
“I believe we can work it out so! culture committee, and the minority I
NATIONAL CAPITOL
i then he has been a Commercial Rep John A. Stevens, Mrs. A. W. Greg that the depositors will not lose one unfavorable report by two.
What have we left today? What is
resentative in the Bangor District, ory, NJJss Alice Hovey, Mrs. Rebecca cent ultimately, although the money
the wise procedure for the business
• • • •
President
Gets
Authority
To
[ working mostly out of Rockland.
Ingraham. Mrs. M. Koster, Mrs. L. will be tied up for some time," said
head employing two or 2000? He
The committee on Taxation yesterSlash — Beer Legal In must retain the very best units of
“ ’Gene’ is known to telephone N. Littlehale, Mrs. Minnie Miles, Commissioner Annis. "But with the day made known its approval of the
people far and wide and is the last oi Mrs. Myra Dyer. Mrs. A. E. Morton, resumption of normal values in se- general sales Ux measure and Its
staff, he must keep in his employ
April, It Appears
the old school of managers ln Maine Miss Nellie Murch, Mrs. H. J. Phil curlties ’and mortgages there Is no j disapproval of a tax on chain stores. ]
those with greatest promise for these
Congress Thursdaj1 gave President must form the nucleus around which
Hts early training remained with brook, Mrs. George B. Orcutt. Mrs. reason why every depositor shouldn’t [ The committee stood seven to three
him throughout his entire service. Shirley Rollins. Mrs. John A. Ste get his money."
for a two per cent tax on gross sales Roosevelt extraordinary powers to he builds his business when conditions
Always from youth an early riser, for vens. Mrs. Ida Simmons. Miss Min
Thc savings bank bill was amend and voted seven to three against a slash government expenditures and do Improve. He must choose his help
years it was his custom to be at his nie Smith. Mrs. H. A. Stanley. Miss ed by striking out the section which chain store Ux. The three members veterans’ gratuities a half a billion wisely, and has a wealth of fine
desk by 6 o'clock each morning, long Burdelle Strout, Parker E. Worrey, would have permitted them to invest who voted favorably on the chain ‘ doUars
the
completed move material to choose from never offered
after the office opening hour had Mrs. Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Ella Lur in preferred stock of Maine banks or store plan are said to have agreed
before.
been fixed at 8.30 o'clock. The word vey, Oeorge B. Orcutt, Mrs. Henry any national banks. The amendments on a compromise between two ex of the extra session drive to balance
After picking a promising man this
j 'now' still occupies an Important Lurvey, James L. Oorson, Harold to the trust companj- bill were simply treme Ux scales. The new draft thc budget. Final action came in the choice must be supported by careful
place in his vocabulary. With him Whitehill, Donald Haskell. Mr to clarify the language.
favored by the minority ranges from House. By a vote of 373 to 19, It training and patient supervision.
I ‘tomorrow’ is always another day Chatto is communion steward.
Thirteen banks in the State—five $1 on one store to 150 on every store adopted Senate amendments reducing These young men of good training
which will bring other work to do.
Local preachers: James L. Oor national, four trust companies and more than 20 owned or operated by the expected savings on veterans’ and intelligence offer great poten
“He plans to live at his home in son (L.D.), H. R. Winchenbaugh and four savings Institutions—were given the same management.
compensation between 610,000,000 and tial possibilities and should be prop
• • • »
J Rockland, among his friends and Cecil Witham.
permission Thursday to reopen. This
erly handled for the sake of the busi
The Senate yesterday accepted the 625.000.000.
ness. All their questions should be
neighbors of his earlier years, where
Sunday School superintendent. brought the toUl number of banking
Before approval, Democratic lead- fully and understmdingly answered
institutions in operation with little or majority favorable report upon the
he also has a small farm which he Leroy A. Chatto.
j enjoys cultivating.”
President of Epworth League no restrictions to 68 AU loan and bill of Senator Murchie. President of ers announced that the Senate amend- end their respect gained so that tbeir
building associations also were re the Senate, to repeal the primary ments liberalizing the provisions were ideas, which are bound to come to
Donald Haskell.
By all means let us please thc cus
law and substitute a modified form acceptable to the President.
opened
Thursday.
the hustlers, may be presented, con
President of Ladies' Aid: Mrs. Kath
• • • *
tomer. but do not let us pamper him erine deRochemont.
of convention.
sidered
and acted upon. They should
After being signed yesterday toy
• • • •
—J. M Weir.
The six Democrats in the Senate
be given ample work and plenty of
President of Woman’s Foreign Mis
’
Speaker
Rainey
and
Vice
President
The Maine lobster yesterday in
492 Main Street,
Tel. 260-W’
Rockland, Me
sionary Society: Mrs. Edith Tweedie. failed to muster any support from
Gamer the bill went to the White responsibility, much expected, and al
their Republican colleagues Thurs-1 vaded the House for the second timc ,
House for President Roosevelt's sig most invariably, much will be deliv
day on the party-sponsored proposal ■ this year and disrupted an otherwise
The Committees
ered.
CHAMPIONSHIP
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.*!
nature.
Membership and Lay Evangelism to repeal the liquor prohibitory uneventful session. Whittier's celeROLLER RACES
Twelve Democrats, including Rep
Ralph U. Clark. Leroy A. Chatto H amendment to the State Constitution hrated poem about “Hundred - Har- resentative Cullen of New York, Tam
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a
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for
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V. Tweedie. Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs
many
leader,
and
assistant
party
occasion and Hill of South Portland
Esther Dolliver.
j to 6 vote.
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
leader, three Republicans, and four Death of James Miller In
Music: H. V. Tweedie, Miss Burdelle
The strictly party vote was on ac- invoked it long enough to sway the
MON.-TUES.-WED.
Farmer-Laborites
voted against the
East Warren Due To Na
Strout, Mrs. H. A. SUnley.
ceptance of the minority "ought to House into voting down an attempt
March 20, 21, 22
measure.
to
permit
lobster
dealers
in
this
State
tural Causes
Religious Education: Leroy A Pa-ss report of the Committee on
FORREST HAMILTON
• • • •
of Portland
Chatto. Mrs. H. deRochemont. Mrs Temperance, upon motion of McDon- to import ’’short’ lobsters from Cana
Real Beer Is Near
VS.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick. County
W. A Ellingwood. Mrs. Ruth Hoch. aldi Democrat, of Washington, one da. impound them here and then sell
Thc Senate Thursday assured thc
FRED "JEFF” MEALEY
them out of the State.
Attorney
Burrows and Medical ExMrs.
Shirley
Rollins.
of
the
sl
k
ners
of
the
minority
report.
Nation's thirsty that so far as the
of Rockland
The dealer, under the terms of thc Federal laws go, beer of at least 3.05 t miner Frohock were called to War
“Everything points to the fact that
Finance: A. W. Gregory. G. B
33* It
Orcutt. H. V. Tweedie, R. U. Clark. the people of Maine want a change," bill would be required to post a alcoholic content will be legal some ren yesterday to Investigate the death
of James B Miller, whose body was
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
H. deRochemont. George W. Oay. McDonald said in speaking for the 65.000 bond and purchase a 6250 li time in early April.
bill, “and the responsibility is on us cense. A majority of the committee
$25.00 REWARD
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Mrs. W. A. Ellingwood.
The Senate adopted the House beer found in his camp at East Warrer. by
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
A reward of 625 will be paid fm
Benevolence: The pastor. H. V. to say whether we shall stand be on Sea and Shore Fisheries had re bill after reducing the alcoholic lim Erastus B. Clark, who had been in
information leading to the conviction
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Tweedie. Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs. H tween the people and what they want" ported that the bill "ought not to itation from 3.2 per cent and sent formed by Rural Mail Carrier Thorn
of any person stealing poultry from a
Farnsworth of Aroostook, chairman pass" but a well-organized group the measure back to the other branch ton that "something was wrong"
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A M
member of the Warren Poultrymen’s deRochemont, Mrs. Lena Stevens.
there. Clark notified the selectmen,
Foreign Missions: Mrs. H. V. of the committee, who signed the ma fought acceptance of that report for consideration of amendments.
Association.
jority
“
ought
not
to
pass"
report,
said
and
the county officals were called
only
to
lose
out
on
a
division
75
to
C. A. WEBB, Pres.
Indications were that the House
Tweedie, Mrs. Ella Lurvey.
23*34
They found that Miller had come
Social Service and Local Hospitals: I h® feIt "fully Justified ln votln« «alnst 55.
would oppose thc Senate's changes
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Wentworth of Kennebunk declared and insist upon its 3.2 alcoholic per to his death by natural causes.
Mrs. Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. H. A. the measure because there had been
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00
no demand for a change."
He was receiving assistance from
it
would prevent "bootlegging" ot lob centage. This meant the measure
Stanley.
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
After the minority report had been sters into Maine besides helping the would go to conference for a settle the city of Rockland but preferred
TONSILS
Auditing Accounts: George W
turned down, the Senate voted ac local fishermen. He was backed by ment of the disagreement and prob living alone in the humble camp
No risk to patient; no hospitalization Gay, Parker E. Worrey.
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
Church Records: R. U. Clark, Mrs ceptance of the majority unfavorable Laughlin of Portland. Walker ol ably would finally be approved and rather than going to thc almshouse.
Tel. 620
Saturdays
report on motion of Weeks of Somer Rockland and others.
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
He is survived by a brother.
sent to President Roosevelt early next
H. A. Stanley.
DR. ETHEL CRIE
set.
Tel.
3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Smith
of
Vinalhaven
marshaled
week.
Fifteen
days
after
he
signs
the
Parsonage:
John
A.
Stevens,
Mrs.
Osteopathic Physician
V* V V
5tf
Steamship Malcha.se, bound from
the opponents and declared It was bill it will, by its own stipulation, be
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston John A. Stevens, A. W. Gregory. Mrs
157S78
Searsport with 89,000 bags of pota
Without a dissenting vote the Sen “almost incomprehensible' that any come operative.
A. W. Oregory, Mrs. Rebecca Ingra
ate accepted the minority “ought to group should foster such a bill in the
In addition to the change In alco toes, passed down by Thursday,
ham and president of Ladies' Aid.
Pulpit Supply: Herman R. Win pass" report on a measure permitting Maine Legislature. He said it would holic percentage, the Senate added an bound for New York. Philadelphia
osteopaths to treat patients in hos permit the dealers "to manipulate amendment to legalize 3.05 per cent and' Norfolk. She was piloted down
chenbaugh, R. U. Clark.
Pastoral Relation: A. W. Gregory. pitals receiving money from public the market and control the price" wine and to prevent sale ot the the Penobscot by Capt. John G.
funds and sanctioned an amendment and that “it will drive every fisher legalized beverages to persons under Snow.
Leroy A. Chatto.
16 years of age. It rejected a pro
Nominating: Tlie pastor. H. de by Senator Robie of Cumberland pro man off the coast of Maine."
• • • •
posal that advertising the drinks be YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rochemont, H. R. Winchenbaugh. viding that osteopaths’ patients shall
be admitted "subject to the approval
Rev. George H. Welch officiated as prohibited in dry States.
Mrs. Ida Simmons.
If I had to live my ltfo again I would
chaplain of the House ot Representa
The Senate's final vote of 43 to 30
Scouts: The pastor (chairman). of the hospital trustees."
have made a rule to read some poetry
The
bill,
as
amended,
was
given
its
tives
Thursday
morning.
cut
across
party
lines
as
do
all
votes
and
listen to some music at least once
R. U. Clark, R. H. Britt.
The loss of these tastes ls a
first reading.
involving the prohibition laws. Thirty- alossweek.
of happiness.-Charles Darwin.
• • • •
It isn't by chance that men and
one Democrats and 12 Republicans
ONE YEAR AGO
The bill imposing a general sales
HIGHLAND MARV
supported the bill, while 13 Democrats
women marry, but it is mainly chance
banks and braes and streams around
tax
of
one
cent
on
each
dollar's
worth
and 17 Republicans including Hale YeThe
whom they marry.—Dorothy Dix.
castle
o' Montgomery.
From the files of The Courier-Ga and White of Maine opposed it.
of anything sold in the State has been
Green be your woods, and fair your
flowers.
redrafted by its author, Senator zette we learn that—

WHEN IN BOSTON—Tou can buy *
The humblest Individual exerts
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
some Influence, either for good
Agency. Washington St., next Old 8outh ♦or evil, upon others.—Beecher.
Chureh; also at' "
M Andelman’s, 284 **
Tremont 8t.

*

♦
»
♦
♦

ADELYN BUSHNELL

MARSHALL BRADFORD

‘MINICK’
MONDAY, MARCH 20

KELVINATOR
Announces New Low Prices on 1933
Domestic Refrigerators,

Effective Immediately
i
$97 f.o.b. factory and up

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

SPANISH VILLA

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

VUB1NS COFFEE
Protected By
Moisture-Proof
CELLOPHANE

AT ALL
GROCERS’
FRFR Uf UfIPUT
FntU „. nlunl

NEW ENGLAND

rockland,

distributor
maine

29c

Attention Poultrymen

POUND

Largest Shippers In Maine
Care of Charles McKellar. TeL 2-3

15c

HALF POUND

Our unlimited outlet for native
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
seU.

COHEN BROS.
WARREN, ME.

Blaisdell of Hancock, so that it will
exempt sellers who do not do more
than a 6250 gross business quarterly.
"That will exempt the little sales peo
ple make among themselves,” the Sen
ator said. The bill is still in the hands
of the Taxation committee.
• • • •

Divided committee reports were de
livered to the Legislature Thursday
on bills placing dairy products on the
ISTStf
list of farm products which may be
graded and standardized, providing
for a board of police commissioners
SPRUCE GUM
for Augusta, permitting injured or
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
sick people to be absentee voters and
mailed anywhere in the United States
legalizing amateur sports on Sundays.
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
C. H. MOOR & CO., Druggists
Hie majority “ought not to pass” re
322 Main Street,
Rorkland port on the dairy products bill was
- 10T&S1F
signed by seven members of the agriNo lots too large; none too small.
Trucks will be In Warren all winter

Saxon Lurvey and Horace Booth
were awarded the valedictory and
salutatory at Rockland High School.
Employes ol the cement company
hcld a safety banquet at Temple hall,
addressed by President Smith.
News was received that the Postoffice was to be enlarged.
William H. Olendenning Jr. was
elected exalted ruler of the Elks.
Thc High School building at North
Haven was badly gutted by fire.
Raymond E. Thurston was appoint
ed warden of the State Prison.
The Federate made a season's
record in the bowling league by top
pling 1534 pins ln a game with
Burpee Furniture. Dudley was high
wlth 341.

PARK THEATRE
Joan Bennett and Spencer Tracy,
arc co-featured in "Me And My
Gal," the comedy-romance coming
Monday and Tuesday.
The story pivots around the ad
ventures of a young New York detec
tive whose flirtation with a :ihop
girl leads to the arrest of a merci
less bank robber and killer and a
reward of $10,000 as a wedding pres
ent. The cast supporting the fea
tured players includes Marion Burns.
Henry B. Walthall. J. Farrell Mac
donald, George Walsh, Noel Madison
and Adrian Morris. "Me Andt My
Gal” is based on an original story
by Barry Conners and Philip Klein,
adv.

Your waters never drumlle!
There simmer first unfauld her robes.
And there the langest tarry.
For there I took the last fareweel
O’ my sweet Highland Mary.

Hbw sweetly bloom'd the gay green
blrk.
How rich the hawthorn’s blossom.
As underneath thetr fragrant shade
I clasp'd her to my bosom!
The golden hours on angel wings
Flew o’er me and my dearie;
For dear to me as light and life
Was my sweet Highland Mary.

Wl' mony a vow and lock'd embrace
Our parting was fu’ tender.
And pledging aft to meet again.
We tore oursels asunder;
But. O! fell Death’s untimely frost.
That nipt my flower sae early!
Now green’s the sod. and cauld's the
clay.
That wraps my Highland Mary!

O pale, pale now, those rosy lips,
I aft hae kiss'd sae fondly;
And closed for aye the sparkling glance
That dwelt on me sae kindly;
And mouldering now In silent dust
That heart that lo’ed me dearly!
But still within my bosom's core

Shall live m.v Highland Mary.

Robert Burns.
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Thou shalt love the Lord thy Ood Methodists Confident On Eve Of Attempt To Raise Their
with all thine heart and with .11
Church g j
Amounting To $4200
thy soul, and with all thy might—
®
®
Deut. 6:5.
----------------------------------------------------- —*
--------The raising of its annual budget— ;
KKPOKTS GOOD YEAR
------ ramounting this year to $4200—is the ;
Baraca Class Has Made a Fine Show- object of an intensive drive which
ing Despite Untoward Circum- wln be made by the loyal workers of
stances
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church next
Wednesday and Thursday.
The annual meeting of Baraca
The team members will have a ban
Class took place Wednesday evening quet Wednesday night at 6.15, and
at the Methodist parlors, these officers there will be singing by the popular
being re-elected: Teacher, Mrs. Wil Scotch Quartet. Thursday night at
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
liam Ellingwood; president, Mrs. 7.15 there will be an old-fashioned
C. WINNIFRED COUGHLIN
Librarian
hymn sing, directed by Marianne
Henry Lurvey; vice president, Mrs.
Bullard, assisted by the committee
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.
Gershom Rollins; secretary, K. M The intention is to make a big night
Do You Know
deRochemont; treasurer, Mrs. Harri- j of it.
That libraries offer the least ex son Dow.
And here is the organization which
pensive and the most generally used
The class has had a most successful ts going to raise that $4200:
form of recreation?
year, financially, socially and spiritual
TEAM A
That one good book in a free library ly. Its attendance at Sunday school
Leroy Chatto, Captain
can give pleasure and profit to scores has been increased 50 per cent during
II L. Dow
of readers?
the past two months. Social meetYoung
R R Ludwick
• • • •
W A Kennedy
ings have been held each month, with Oeorge Gay
a
Charles Walker
Ralph Clark
good
attendance.
pearl
studley
Parker Worrey
During the past week these books
E. B Buswell
Forrest
Karl
The class has tried to be helpful in
have been added to the library:
TEAM B
Rosamond Lehmann, "Invitation relief work. Women of the class, as
II. M. deRochemont. Captain
To the Waltz." Miss Lehmann has sisted by those from the church, have
made
winter
garments
from
86
yards
j.
a
.
Stevens
F C. Flint
bcen remarkably successful in capturClarence Merrifield Francis Havener
ing the delight, anxiety,excitement j of Red Cross material, and members o B
Elmer Benner
H H Marr
and embarrassment
of a young put on a dinner for the Boys' and
Henry Lurvey
middle-class English girl of seven- ’ Girls' Service Club of Tillson avenue. Frank Bailey
William Spinney
TEAM C
teen over her firstformal
dance at which 46 children were present
Stanley, Captain
While the theme appears slight, the There is a membership of 61. about '
H
autnors sympathetic and delicate 40 of these being active. Seven new A o Butler
Wm Ellingwood Jr.
Martin Graves
treatment makes the book an Import- members were added at the meeting ^nk’oi'Jdn"r
A W Gregory
H R Wlnchenant and charming success.
Wednesday evening.
Raymond Hoch
baugh
Mrs. Isabel Paterson, "Never Ask
The treasurer’s report showed that
oregory
Harold Whitehill
Alvary Gay
the End." A modem novel concerned the Class has raised during the past
ar»u£'
with two women and one man, all year $554.31. a good showing in these
TEAM D
over forty who happen to meet for a times. After disposing of business
Dr. II. V. Tweedie, Captain
brief time in Europe; they all had in matters a Jolly social was held, and
Atwood
Harrison Sanborn
common a Middle-West background refreshments were served by Mrs. A. Burr
Richard Anderson
Stanley Quinn
Walter Gardner
Interest in the book lies not in what O Dolliver, assisted by Mrs. Vesta
Earl Ells
they did on this holiday but in their ' Stewart, Mrs. Kathleen Marston. OscarAnderson
Victor Bucklin
Walter Dow
rare and immediate congeniality and Mrs. Thelma Stanley and Mrs. Vincie Kenneth oremt
Wendall Emery
Stanley Gay
Carl Philbrook
in their acceptance of life as it is. Clarke.
TEAM E
The annual report would not he
The technique of the novel is original
Minnie Smith, Captain
complete without tribute to Mrs
and challenging.
Warwick Deeping, “Smith.” A typi Ellingwood for the inspired teaching Mrs Lizzie Mills
Miss Gladys Staples
Mr* Ellen Baker
Jc\Us^g. {£
cal Deeping story of a young English she has given to this class. Out of her
workman, his marriage, unemploy extremely busy days she has found , ia»s
Mrs. Alice Kennedy
ment. Illness and ultimate recovery time to give Whole-hearted devotion
Chas Staples Miss Lena Conary
through the agency of a rather u> the project, the manner in which Mr»^^ Minnie Spin- Mr^Eizabeth
Utopian sanatorium
she conducts the lessons bespeaking Mr. Leona Flint
Booth Tarkington. “Wanton Maliy." the study and thoroughness gven by
team f
Seventeenth Century England is the her in preparation.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. captain
scene of this light historical romance.
Mr.. Florence
Mrs Annie Eaton
WHEREIN "THE BAND PLAYS"
ln which a young French courtier,
Mrs. Grace Lurvey
Young
Mr. Eunice Wins- Mrs Mae Oregory
banished from France, becomes in "Another Disinterested Party" Makes M‘T &ther non,. JJii
Mrs. Ro$»e
Gardner
Nellle^MuJch
volved with fugitive Quakers. Lik
Mrs Elizabeth
ver
Tart Reply To Director Dyer's
Oregory
Mrs Vesta Stuart
ened to his "Monsieur Beaucaire."
Mrs Marguerite
Claim
Miss Elizabeth
Dubose Heyward, "Peter Ashley."
_____
Johnson
Breadon
Mrs Lovenia Hen Marianne Bullard
As romantic as the old South-lts inNorth Haven. March 16.
derson
dividual scenes are masterpieces-ex- EdKor Qf
C0Urier.Oa2ette._
TEAM G
tremely good reading-a brilliant and
Replytng
the artlcle headed -A
Mrs. Katherine deRochemont. Captain
tender picture of the gracious life and North Haven Novelty •• j would Hke
Mr Elizabeth
the sporting, patrician mood of South
in(juire ,f
R q{ P. Will accept Mr. Mary LlttleHaskell
Mrs. Susie Karl
Carolina before the Civil War.
vegetables, fruit, pies, etc., in payment Mr» Minerva Small Mrs Elia Lurvey
Janet A. Fairbank. "Bright Land. for the hal],
the R Mrs. Grace Kellar
Mrs Eliza Cousins
Ini Damie Land Mrs Viola Hatch
It has an the substantial qualities of Qf p Js
foj. &
feed
Mrs Ellen Hall
ers
Emma Harvey Miss Burdelle
a Thanksgiving dinner. Well docu
with all due respect to Dyer's six- Mrs
Mrs Blanche
Strout
Mrs E B Buswell
Witham
mented narrative of American li e. in piece orchestra, they have undoubtMiss Mary Pike
Mrs. Oeo. Hallowell
a western town covering the perio edjy (QrgOtten wnen there was a 22TEAM H
between Jackson's administration ' piece band here under an expert inMrs. Shirley Rollins, Captain
and the Reconstruction.
_ A
1 structor and played many engagelllaa Myra LinnlFloyd M,
on t»« m.Lnl.nd; ,h.t ,»,» SS
ken
Mrs. Anah Gay
of Diana is the epic f
•
had
dance band from this
Britt
Miss
Doris Hyler
century ago. a full length portrait of number whuh c<)uld pUy
Mi» M^Chaje
Mrs. Anna Trask
Mrs Margaret
a fascinating woman. In a tremen- j wouldn-t g0
far as t0
lhat Mrs vinc&OUrk
Philbrook
Mrs. Lena Stevens
dous imaginative achievement, • oy. tjjey were
|jest [hat were ever here J}lss
Rogers
Miss Evelyn Graves Mrs Gladys Stud
Dell gives us a woman whom we can hut
coujd
play j>y musjc nor
yanni° Dow
ley
Mrs. Lelia Worrey
hear and see and know.
„|
yjey ask peOpie t0 pay g0od money Mlss Allc<' B'111
Rose Macauley. Shadow Flies
Ijsten t0 a whole jot of foolishness.
team j
Scene of the novel is set in Seven1 hope j am M
jn home
Mrs. Ida simmons. captain
teenth Century England in the period aotiyitieg as the party who wrote "A Mrs Martha Koster Mr. Mildred RichJust before the Civil War and the North Haven Novelty." I also hope Mr. Rnt'h' iv’.ediv Mr-dMary Perry
Rich
plot centers about the parson-poet that the high schoQl
emplQy a Mrs.
Mr. Clara
ciar. Green
Mrs. Minnie Rogers Mrs. Lena Graves
Robert Herrick and his friends. Tht j-^al orchestra,
Mrs. Minnie Miles Mr* Margaret MeMrs. Ethel Richards Knight
author has steeped herself in the at
Another Financially
Mrs Lizzie McMiss Alice Hovey
Guire
Mrs Herman Win
mosphere of the period and brings
Disinterested Party.
chenbaugh
Mrs Winnie Staninto focus and clear vision a faraway
Mrs. Etta Covel
ley
Mrs Myra Dyer
Mrs William Youni
time.
that of older boys and girls. Could
TEAM K
W. Somerset Maugham. “Narrow , we give onc gift to every child we
Mrs. Evelyn Orrutt, Captain
Corner.” Far and away the best of 1 should choose the love of books,
Mrs. Asenath AchornMl.. Estelle Bartthe Far East stories of conflicting
• • . ■
Mr. Pauline Quinn
lett
civilizations and character.
, When Janet reads Hans Andersen
Mrs Margaret Rack- Mrs. Sarah Hull
A Or Grimm or Peter Pan. why then
llff
Mrs Elura Hamlin
P. O. Wodehouse, "Hot Water
The world where daughters sweep and Mrs Abbie Connors Mr Jeannette
Mrs Rebecca IngraDunton
typical
Wodehouse tale, full of humor. , I And cook
«» and knit, is gone—and lo.
Jr
ham
Mrs. Evelyn Cates
Grace
Richmond,
“Bachelor s The age of magic blooms again
Mis. FlorenceDun- Miss Sybil Young
ton
Mrs. Genevieve
Bounty." Sweet story for sweet peo- 1 when Janet read,,!
Mrs Jessie Marr
Strout
j
The
dragon
flames
within
hls
den,
Leona
Whitehill
Mrs Gordon
pie.
1 Princesses masquerade as men.
Mrs. Maggie Graves
Spaulding

"ON MY SET"

Radio listeners would have
known that ye.-.terday was St.
Patrick's Day. just by listening to
almos t any program. And how are
you going to beat those popular
Irish ballads?
Japanese radio listeners are re
ported to have been forbidden to
tune in programs coming from
any but their own Government
stations—a step that has been ta
ken. it is said, to curb the recep
tion of alleged propaganda pro
grams from Soviet Russia. But

this is going to prove a difficult
regulation to enforce.
European countries which for
bid the broadcasting of advertis
ing matter by radio will soon have
a problem on their hands when
a powerful radio station nownearing completion in the Duchy
of Luxembourg takes the air.
This new station is to be operated
under auspices of a FrancoGcrman combine as an outlet for
adverthing programs in several
different languages.
With an

Monday Is town meeting day.
Word has been received from Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Amesbury, formerly
of this town and now of Pasadena.
Calif., that they suffered no damage
from the recent earthquake, although
the shock was the longest and most
severe they have ever felt.
' All citizens interested ln the affairs

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

/>
y

©WER COMPANY
STOpr

The snow storm arrived just In time
to make the traveling interesting for
our basketball and debating teams
doing their sprint to Livermore Falls
and Bangor. But the first robin will
of the town will be glad- ol the op soon be singing on the front lawn!
• • • •
portunity afforded them to become
The
interclass
tournament in gills'
better enlightened on the articles of
basketball
came
to
a close this week
the warrant, by attending the meet- '
ing at town hall tonight at 7 30, when . with the sophomores winning the |
championship, and the juniors a close
these matters will be discussed
second. The games were refereed by
Town meeting dinner will be served
Carrie Breen and Margaret Robertat G A R. hall by Fred A. Norwood j
I son of the varsity squad.
W R.C.. and at Masonic hall by the
• • • •
junior class. R.H8.
Representing their classes were:
Mrs. Ernest Wentworth entertained
Scphomores, Vivian Mullen Teresa
the Tuesday Night Bridge Club at
Mazzeo, Lunttte Stanley, Helen Pether home on Commercial street Mrs.
! tee, Virginia Connon. Vera Foster.
Mildred Easton will be hostess at the
Do ina deRo?hemont; juniors, Shir
next meeting.
ley Blackington. Ruth Weld. Eleanor
The Nitsumsosum Club and their
I Tibbetts, Ruth Oregory, Lucille Kanhusbands were entertained at supper
1 kin. Elzada North; seniors. Myra
and bridge Monday evening at the 1 Watts. Alice Gay, Daisy Gray, Doro
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mun
thy Spofford. Isabel Choate Kath
sey in Rockland.
arine Spear; Marjorie Jackson; fresh
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston and
men, Vemctte Morgan, Vera Ames.
Rockland spent Friday as guest of
Bernice Havener. Dorothy Boynton.
3rs. Ralph Blakely.
Marjorie Bartlett, Catherine Chis
The meetings of the Weidman Class
holm. Constance Gardner, Charlotte
will be omitted during the remainder
of the month but will be resumed on Mattatall.

the second Tuesday in April, at which
....
Ice cream sales have been conduct
time the business meeting and election of officers will Uke place
ecl
weck al recess by lhe JuniOT
C S. Staples of North Haven is a Typewriting Club,

guest at the home of his nephew.
Alvin Bowden.
The G. W Bridge Club was enter
tained Tuesday afternoon at the home
output of 200,000 watts the sta
of Mrs. John Thompson. Main
tion will be one of the most pow
street. At next week's meeting Mrs
erful in the world and will oper
Annie.Gardiner will be hoCtess.
ate on 1191 meters.
Rates for
The regular meeting of the Tryto
general programs already havr
help Club will be omitted next Mon
been set at $240 per hour, while
day evening, due to town meeting.
plays, lectures and similar broad
A toxoid clinic for the purpose of
casts will cost from $70 to $132
immunizing children against diph
for 15 and 30 minutes, respective
theria will be held in the high school
ly. A 60-word text will cost $92
building March 24. Children from
per announcement.
the rural schools will be transported
to this building. The clinic will be
The Rainbow Hour, broad
conducted by a physician and the
cast by the First Baptist Church,
State field nurse for this section
will be heard over WLBZ Wed
Parents with pre-school children
nesday from 6.45 to 7.15 p. m.
from six months to six years are
Here's hoping that the artists do
urged to bring them, as these little
r.ot become stranded on the way.
cnes are very susceptible to the disease
and need this protection. Watch
DROPPED Ol'T OF SIGHT
next week's paper for further par
Novus Homo Wonders What Hap ticulars.
• • • •
pened To the Schooner William

CENTRAL MAIN,

Edward Hayes has been appointed |
ireshman editor of the Tattler in 1
place of Carle Spear.
• • • •
Tony Accardi has returned to Rock
land High after a long absence in New
York.
• • • •
An original dramatization cf the
well known story "§ong of our 8yrian
Guest" by Knight, made and directed
by Velzora Look of the senior class
was presented at the assembly Tues
day. Miss Look's adaptation of this
wonderful explanation cf the twentythird Psalm was very feelingly por
trayed through the lines of Carl
Spear. Florence Deane. Charlotte
Mattatall. Pauline Russell and Vera
Ames. Viola Anderson's violin solo
with Ruth Dondis accompanying
closed the program.

Special Saturday

-Toast
and
Coffee
Day
You’re cordially invited
32-33

Electrical Servants
For The Home

Qur Windows For Special OrrewiNas

SOME REASONS
Some reasons why money saved and invented in this Loan A
Building Assoriation is a sound investment.
FIRST
It is • ,-eured by two classes of loans only.
Elr. t, Mortgages on real estate, the homes of Knox County
people.
Srrond. Loans lo Shareholders of the Association.
A mortgage Is taken only after the property k investigated and
approved by a Sec urity Committee, and the loan is not over 60 per
cent of the value.
Loans to Shareholders are made on pledge of their Shares which
are worth substantially more than the amount advanced.
SECOND
Thr e eecarities become stronger immediately, as thr borrowers
commence at once to make monthly payments which reduce the
loans and pay the Interest.
In another issue of this paper we shall give you other reasons.

Rcckland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

girl's soft shoe dance, a saxophone
quartet, a boys quartet, and an eccen
tric dance by Mary Stockbridge and
Mury Gay. Those who remember last
year's eccentric dance by Man- StockThe geometry classes are making bridge and "Bunty" Pendleton will

ROCKLAND, ME.

WALDOBORO

A party for the benefit of Meenahga Grange will be given at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Anson P.
Jackson Monday evening. The time
i wiU ** spent ln Playtng cards, jigcow nilMlPC
saw
puzzles, ffomoc
games, etc., fz-sr
for whiz»h
which
minstrel show posters this week.
find it well worth their while to see , a sqaall admission fee will be
• • • •
Penn
this comic act again.
Church Notes
• charged.
At the meeting of the Student
• • • •
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and two sons
Sunday will be observed as Neigh Council. Wednesday Charles Ellis. '34.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
At a speaking contest held in the who have been visiting at Mr. and
bors Day at the Baptist Church Spe- was elected as the new chief of the
Would it be a true story? Seems to
cial music for the service of worship itudenl r.aff,c po^. His force ni l 7-1 division, the prize for ’he boys Mrs. Fred Pt Stott's, returned to
me it may be. My grandpa once told
at 11 o'clock; children's story. "Being be appointed immediately, and wZl went to Lewis Black; and tha; for tne their home in Sanford Sunday.
me about an Irishman who lived near
Mrs. Florence Shuman left Tues
Neighbors to Katrina;” sermon, "The prcbably go into action next we;k.
girls to Margaret Graves
him in a small house and worked in
day for Portland where she attend
Fulfilling of the Law;" B Y P.U. at 6
• • * •
the lime quarry where he did the
ed the State Conference of the D.AR.
leader Miss Mona Stahl; evening
The one-act play contest this year
blasting His name was Jimmie
A musical program was presented
Mrs. I. S. Bailey, who has been
praise service at 7, the subject, a par takes place in the Crosby High audi
O'Neil. One wet misty day he
’visitln«her parents Mr and Mrs J
able of Jesus "The Royal Marriage torium, Belfast. Four schools will be *'2he “LH‘!.h.
brought his powder horn home nearly
nesday morning, by the Girls' Glee T. Gay, returned to her home in
Feast." World Wide Guild meeting represented: Orono. Guilford. Crosby,
full of powder and put it on the shelf
Club. Jane Welch, the president ot ' Merion, Pa., Thursday,
Tuesday evening at the parsonage: ! and Rockland High. “The Shadow
over the fireplace to dry out. Soon
the club was the leader. The program j Mirs. Nellie Overlock entertained
Ladies' Circle Wednesday at the ves Before" will be presented by the cast
the stopper dried, so lt came out. and
was composed cl tiiree numbers by at two tables of bridge at her home
try; prayer meeting Thursday, fol from Rockland High School consisting
the powder also came out a little But
the
glee club; piano duet by Uriel
lowed by choir rehearsal.
of Robert Allen, Stanley Gay. Berna McPhee and Edith Dondis; "Irish on Jefferson street Saturday after
he did not know that of course, or
noon. Mrs. Harold Clark was winner
At the Methodist Church, Rev. For dette Snow. Margaret Halliday. Ever
think that the missus was knitting
Eyes Are Smiling," Dorothea Burk of highest score.
rest F. Fowle, service of worship at ett Frohock, Carolyn MacAllister.
close by
hardt; costume dance by Annette
10.30; church school at 11.45; Epworth The production is being coached by
fj. C. Boggs. Wtaldoboro's oldest
A {park went up by chance and
League at 6. leader Beverly Wellman: Mirs Dorothy Parker. The'play rep Northgraves and Elizabeth Till; a vo , resident, celebrated his 99th birthdropped on the powder, and of course
cal duct by Ruth Thomas and Doro ! day Wednesday. A large number of
evening service at 7. subject “Action." resents an incident in the life ot the
most anyone knows powder and raw
thy Frost; and a reading by Vieno
All day session of the Ladies' Aid on great French tragedienne, M. RacLel,
neighbors and friends, including
coals won't stay near each other for
Kangas. The whole program carried
Wednesday evening; Thursday eve who discovers accidentally that she
members of King Solomon's Lodge of
, any length of time So they quickly
out the idea of St. Patrick's Day.
ning prayer service
must die at the height of her career Among the many visitors was Miss which he has been a member since
parted and things went hilter skitter.
• • • •
The whole story is highly dramatic, Elizabeth Hagar who plans to be 1864. called to pay their respects.
So did Jimmie and the missus with
Methodist Officers Chosen
Mrs. Ronald Somes and son are
and effectively produced with cos teaching again soon.
her knitting and all. Her first ex
spending the week in Boston.
The last quarterly conference of the tumes ot the period adding a finish
clamation was:
At the next meeting of Meenahga
"Jimmie, you have killed me now." year was held at the Methodist ves ing tucch.
Grange March 27 the first and sec
• • • •
WITH THE BOWLERS
try Wednesday evening with Rev. A
And he says:
ond degrees will be conferred upon
The Junior Typewriting Ciub has
“It's not you that's dead, but me.” I. Oliver, superintendent of the Au
Next Week's Games
candidates.
Was that a chance shot or a real gusta district, presiding. These officers chcecn for its slogan "Useful Typing
Monday
—
South
Thomaston
vs.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller, Mrs.
were
elected
to
serve
for
the
ensu

fcr the High School." A typist has
J happening?
I was looking at The Courier-Ga ing year: Trustees. A. L. Corson. Ar been assigned to each teacher in the Wholesalers; Wholesalers vs. Bar Ella Marshall and George Boggs
were in Vassalboro Saturday to at
zette of Jan. 21 in which Boze tells thur Berry, Ernest Torrey, Everett Senior and Junior High, in the hope bers.
Tuesday—Burpees vs. Kickapoo. twe tend the gymnastic competition at
of the William Penn dropping out of Libby. Walter Ballard. Ernest O. Pat that '.he typewriting done ty the club
Oak Grove Seminary.
sight in Boston Bay. never to be heard terson. Charles S. Gardner. Roland members for the teachers wll! pi ove games.
Wednesday—Eagles vs. Texaco.
Miss Alma Glidden of the Waldohelpful to the school system.
from again. I remember that well. Richards, J. Carleton Davis.
Recreation Alley expects a challenge ; boro High School facu.'ty is spending
Stewards, Cacilda Cain, Annie
Repair work on work typewriter
Capt. Seymour Watts was a boyhood
He was a fine boy Small.. Medora Berry. Nellie Ballard, tevers has been commendably carried of a different nature for next Wednes- ! the vacation at her home ln Winsfriend of mine.
But the ship and all the crew went Elizabeth Berry, Orra Bums, Amy on this week by two volunteers. Ros? day night, destined to be of great j low, and Mrs. Gwendolyn Mlardiin
interest to bowling fans. Details In . Trefethem in Bangor. •
out
of sight some way, somehow, we Miller, Cora Morrill, Emma Torrey. Moody and Margaret Pendleton,
• • •
And to the sky the beanstalks grow
Mrs. Annie Ludwick Mr. Lillian Mc
Tuesday's paper.
| When Janet reads!
Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt has re
shall never knew.
Linthel Lane, Cornelia McDonald, De• • • •
Curdy
These are books ordered to arrive | From many and many a golden pen
Thursday
—
Mixed
teams.
turned
to her home at North Wal
Some
few
years
ago
there
was
a
^
ora
Morrill.
Elizabeth
Libby,
Marion
The High School Is a regular bee
TEAM L
These visions come before her ken:
• • • •
within the week:
doboro
after
spending several months
French
fishing
boat
on
the
Banks
with
Weidman.
Annie
Spear,
Oertrude
hive
after
3.30
as
the
different
sec

Mrs.
Thelma
Stanley.
Captain
Then wonder - wide her brown eyes
Phyllis E. Bentley, "Inheritance."
glow—
with Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
Rockland Wins In Augusta
18 men on board. An ocean grey- Havener, Ethel York, Annie Richards, tions of the minstrel show rush in and
Miss
Caroline
MacM
1
>s
Barbara
Daddy, ls lt really so?
Lloyd Douglas, "Forgive Us Our "Oh.
Miss Mildred Creamer, who .has
Strout
Allister
The Rockland bowling team cele
hound ran over her and all were lost. f5e'ia Larson. Mabel Withee, Lillian cut for their respective rehearsals.
And did the tailor kill all ten?"
Miss Carol Gardner
Miss Donna de
When Janet reads!
Trespasses."
Their cries were heard and that was Keller, Laura Page. Nana Wentworth, The lineup, with Robert Allen as ex- brated St. Patrick's Day by defeating been a patient at the State Street
Miss Ruth Rich
Rochemont
—Christopher Morley.
Sinclair Lewis, "Ann Vickers."
ards
Miss Ruth Rogers
perienced interlocutor, embraces sev- Augusta dn the Capitol City team's Hospital in Portland returned home
Miss Lucy Quinn J all, or they never wpuld have knowm Ernest Crockett, Earle Achorn.
Miss Faith Lurvey
S. S. Van Dine, "Kennel Murder
Miss
Marguerite
deMiss
Saxon Lurvey they hit her at all. Just think, the
Quarterly conference secretary, eral of last year's big hits as end home alleys, the margin of victory be Tuesday.
Librarians in course of the year re
Roehemont
Miss Madlene
Case.”
Mrs. Earl Spear and daughter
steamer was going at the rate of 20 Cacilda Cain; communion steward, men: Wilbur Connon, Howard Crock- ing 45 pins. Hanson nearly gave the
Miss Louise Dolliver
Rogers
Editor O'Brien. "Best Short Stories ceive requests from many parts of the Miss Helen deMiss Helen Mattmiles an hour, maybe more. Where Nellie Ballard; treasurer. Ernest Tor- ett and Maurice Shepherd, assisted other Rockland bowlers a heart at Dorothy have returned from Rock
country and for many subjects. Re
son
Rochemont
ot 1932."
Mrs Ruth Ho-h
Ruth Sewall
would she be from that boat when rer- financial steward. Mabel Withee: 1 by new talent, Tony Accardi. Leon tack when he rolled a string of 69, land.
cently a letter came from <Missi Nina Mrs.
Miss Esther Chap- Miss Dorothy KalAlfred E. Mason, "Three Gentle
The second birthday banquet of
they got the steamer stopped some president of Ladies’ Aid, Linthel White, and Frank Pietroski. Shirley but the winner of this consolation
loch
man
E. Lyons of Detroit. Michigan asking
Miss Gladys Strout
Miss Virginia
men.”
Lane; Epworth League president. Ro- Barbour, Bernard Cohen, Bernard prlzemore than made amends wjth the Lions Club was held at Odd Fel
Miss Margaret Ellis miles away—all the men gone to the
1 for information which would enable
Proctor
O. B. Lancaster, "Pageant."
Miss Mary StockElizabeth
low's hall Wednesday evening
bottom of the sea.
Iand Richards; president of Johnson Freeman, Elmer Newman, Car! Phil- hisfinal EtrinS which helped pull the
j her to file a supplement with the Miss
bridge
Sukeforth
Virginia Flint
Did that happen to the ill-fated Society, Nana Wentworth; superln- brook, Carl Spear, and Herbert Cpcar I vififiors out
b°le- Webb had Owing to the storm, Lions from Cam
Hazel
Vasso
1 D A R. She wishes to trace her an Marlon Harvey
Dorothy Harvey
William Penn? We shall never know tendent of. Sunday school, Ernest make up the rest of the front line. high single (108) and Glidden had den, Rockland and Wiscasset, who
There is no time in one's life when cestry back to Israel Woodcock.
had planned to be present, were un
Novus Homo.
Crockett;
local preacher, Earle They will be backed by a chorus of 25 high total. The summary:
right reading is so important as in The writer stated that her great
Rockland
—
Lawry
464,
Mayo
473,
able to attend. Forty members and
Port
Clyde.
Achorn.
male
voices.
Why
suffer
tortures
from
Rheuma

one's childhood. With this thought grandmother's name was Corlenthy
tism, Sciatica. Neuritis. Muscular
Hanson 428. Glidden 503. Fitzgerald guests enjoyed a chicken dinner
Committees: Membership and lay
lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
in mind, last month marked the be (Woodcock* Gould, whose father, she
Proffsors are one of the chief evangelism, A. L. Corson, Gertrude
METHYL BALM
served by Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge.
The olio, which is to have a very 436, total 2304.
ginning of a new registration in thc thinks ks the Israel mentioned in
will bring almost instant relief?
currcs of the country. They talk too Havener, F. F Fowle; music, Amy novel setting, contains several clever
Augusta—Webb 440. Albison 453, District Governor Leo Sheesong of
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Juvenile department. The system like 1 volume two of Eaton’s History. The 73 PARK
ST..
ROCKLAND
much —Frederick H. Prince.
Miller, Nellie Ballard, Mattie Russell; stur.ts, among which are a dance by Bernard 433, McCall 479. Wilson 454. Portland addressed the Lions, folthat of the adult department will b1 librarian would be glad to forward
Sent Post Paid on receipt of netce
! lowed by Albert Wilkins of the State
50 cents
18-Th-tf
religious education, F. F. Fowle, Ernest Wilpas Sallinen and Rose Flanagan. total 2259.
kept alive by limiting the applicant any information.
•
•
•
•
I Forestry Department. , Mr. Wilkins
•
•
•
•
Crockett;
finance
and
benevolence,
j
a
girls'
trio
well
worth
hearing,
a
to a three year period. This need has
Linthel Lane, Marlon Weidman. Annie
-----------Wholesalers 4, Barbers 1
Illustrated his talk by slides and was
Our Public Library with its suralready shown itself through the
Spear. A L. Corson; foreign missions, i papers, Marion Weidman; trier of j The Barbers escaped a dead rabbit i enthusiastically received.
In beFOR
number regained by reviving their :cundlng lot Is certainly one of the ’
Marlon Weidman; social service and oppeals, Arthur Berry; lay delegate Thursday night by winning the final half of the Lionesses, Mrs. S. H.
reading interest. Thus the increase j beauty spots of the city. ItgocswithKeys made lo order. Keys maae
to conference, A. L. Ccrson; alter coring. Meating had high single, Weston presented the club with a
local hospitals, Johnson Society.
to fit locks wben original keys are
was 389 volumes over that of a loss of cut saying that everybody should be
but lost out for high total after a silk flag, pole and standard, which
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Auditor. Nellie Ballard; church rec nate, Mattie Russell.
Bring in all your Old Gold Scrap—
February of last year.
[ for it and not against it. There are
bonks provide keys for all locks
White Gold—Green Gold—any
Mr. Oliver expressed much pleasure close race with Thomas. The. sum King Lion L. T. Weston received
ords. Cacilda Cain, Arthur Berry, Rev.
The Children's Room has much to ' many people who during the winter
without bother.
Scissors and
thing.
F. F. Fowle, A. L. Corson; parsonage, at the condition of the church as mary:
with appropriate remarks. Mrs. B.
offer In .its collection of the fascina- months cross the lot without heeding
Knives Sharpened.
Like Finding Money
Ladles’ Aid; pulpit supply and pas- shown by the reports given by the
Wholesalers — Meating, 302; How G. Miller sang “Old Glory" in con
tion of science, history made vivid, j the walks, and during this time harm
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
toral relations, A L. Corson, Amy various officers and committees. A ard, 282; Glidden, 285; Hanson, 252; nection with the presentation and
interesting personalities, thrilling and J may not result but a bad habit is
Carl E. Morse
Miller,
Arthur Berry, Marion Weid- ; unanimous vote was extended Mr. | Thomas, 307; total, 1427.
also contributed solos with Mrs. W.
Crie Hardware Co.
true adventures. Each month we established which has a disastrous
JEWELLER
Barbers — Carr, 248; Mayo, 294; O. Labe at the piano. Mrs. John
map; nominating committee, A. L. Fowle to return as pastor for the
look forward to our Junior Literary effect on the grass ground. Conse
ROCKLAND
MAINE
t08 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Corson, Marion Weidman, Rev. F. F. sixth year. Preceding the meeting , Clarke. 253; Fitzgerald, 279; Shute, Nicholson sang, accompanied by Miss
Telephone 791
Opposite Strand Theatre
Guild selections, four in number, quently all people are hereby request
as-”
28-30
Fowle; custodian of deeds and legal supper was served by the Ladies' Aia. 269; total, 1343.
Gretchen Waltz.
ranging from the primary group to ed to use the walks.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS’

CASH WAITING

YOUR OLD GOLD

Every-Other-Day
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MRS. ELLEN DUNCAN
Representative Moran has appoint
The annual meeting of the Ladies'
ed Horace R. Young as postmaster Aid Society of the Methodist Church
Mrs. Ellen Duncan, 92. widow of G.
ot Matinicus, vice W. Scott Young. will be held next Wednesday after
COMTNO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
M. Duncan, died March 8 at her
iQeceased.
noon at 4 o’clook. Officers will be
March 20—"Minick’’ at High 8chool
chosen.
heme, 33 Camden street, having been
auditorium.
March 20—Washington town meeting.
Substitutes at the High School
confined to the bed for several
March 20—Rockport town meeting.
The Rockland Chapter of the CornMarch 22—Budget campaign of Pratt Thursday and Friday were Donald
months. She was one of the oldest |
Memorial M E Church.
Coughlin for Mrs. Mary Carrillo and i rades of the Way will entertain the
March 24—Union—"And Mary Did,"
Miss Helen D. Perry for Miss Mina ] Camden Chapter next Sunday everesidents of this city, born Nov. 1, j
U. H. S. senior play.
March 27—Thomaston town meeting.
ning at 6.30 ln the vestry of the Con
1840, daughter of Robert and Char- !
Murch 27-30—Farm and Home Week at Tower.
Orono.
the question, “Can one become a lotte (Tolman) Thomas. She had
gregational Church. John M. Rich
March 31—Rockland High School min
Warden Raymond E. Thurston ardson will give the address.
Christian after death?" Today we lived for more than 60 years ln the
strel show.
SERMONETTE
April 16—Easter Sunday.
leaves
next Thursday for Panama,
' are carrying out the slogan, "March house where she died. She was mar- 1
April 20-21 — Camden — “Stepping
Around." presented for hospital benefit. where he will spend ten days’ vaca
The Main street business firm which j
to church in March with your neigh ried on her 19th birthday, Nov. 1.1859, I
Brought To Book
April 22—State contest of harmonica
tion as the guest of Mrs. Thurston's placed a sign "Fishing Tickle" on its |
bors." The happy prayer and praise to George Merrill Dupcan. Their (
bands at Portland
Not since Christ lashed the
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied relatives.
window, learned what the newspa
meeting will be held on Tuesday eve- only daughter, Nellie Charlotte, died !
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
pers have long known—that anything I money lenders from the temple 1 ning at 7.15. The Rainbow Hour will 24 years ago.
Its world convention In Boston.
Representative L. A. Walker is to containing an error will attract much has corruption in the high places be broadcast overyWLBZ on Wednes
Mrs. Duncan's life interest was in j
preach at the Universalist Church more attention than anything which of banking and finance received day evening from 6.45 to 7.15.
WEATHER
her
home, where she was always
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
so scathing a denunciation by the
in Waterville tomorrow morning. He is correct.
• • • •
Yesterday was one of the best
33&35
ready to give a cordial welcome to J
head
of
a
great
nation,
as
was
will be accompanied there by Mrs.
March has brought, and would have
hcr friends. Possessed of a mind open
At
the
Methodist
Church
tomorrow
Walker, and daughter Elizabeth.
Keenest Interest is being manifest-, given by President Roosevelt at
delighted the good St. Patrick, ac
Rev. H.. H. Marr will preach at to the best in reading, she was well
ed in the State championship races his inaugural.
customed to the mists and rains of
inforpied, and was also versed in the
WANTED: AN INDUSTRY
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday which will be pulled off by Forrest j
CAMDEN
The shameless revelations of j 10.30 on "The Friendship of Jesus."
his native Ireland. Noon tempera evening, with Mrs. Allie Blacking
events and happenings of the early
j
T.ie
anthem
will
be
“
The
God
cf
the betrayal of the American peo
To Keep Prisoners; Busy Without
ture was up to 44. This morning is ton and Mrs. Susie Karl in charge Hamilton of Portland and Jeff Mealey
days of Rockland, about which she
Percy J. Good, who has been re
of Rockland next Monday, Tuesday j ple led to the burning words that IsraeV" At this service Theodore
Competing With Private Manucolder, and the temperature is ex of circle supper. The mystery pack
'
Lewin,
district
commissioner,
will
perloved
to
converse.
Of
a
refined,
artisI
cuperating
in
Miami,
Fla.
for
several
and Wednesday nights. Public skat- ( placed the fault for loss of con
faeture
pected to remain below freezing all age will be provided by Mrs. Lizzie
tic
nature,
during
her
lifetime
she
wccltSi
has
returned
home
.
His
unfidence squarely where it be | form the investiture service for a
ing before and after the races.
day; the wind will be in the north French.
had
done
some
very
fine
work
in
dertaking
business
has
been
ably
standard
church
troop.
Sunday
longed. It is an epic of con
Finding an industry to inaugurate
ern quadrant. Cloudiness of in
Enthusiasm runs high with those • demnation. and lt found endorse j school convenes at noon and Epworth painting, both on canvas and china I cared fOr jn his absence by Mrs. Ocod in prison institutions which will not
creasing heaviness will develop dur
lovable person, she will be I „
. ,,
,, .
....
.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R., who have seen the rehearsals for ment in> all the hearts and experi i League at 6. The pastor’s subject at A kindly,
'
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas of result in unfair competition to out
ing the day, with possibly rain or meets Wednesday afternoon at the “Minick," to be presented Monday
mused from the locality of which she Norlheast Harbor W(,re recenl
s
7.15
will
be
"Sharing
the
inheritance
ences of the citizens who had' been
side labor, but will keep the prison
snow. Tomorrow's weather pros kome of Mrs. Susie Lamb, 81 Rankin night at the High School Auditorium
with Jesus.” A Seth Parker “gath was so long a part, notwithstanding of Mr and Mrs L E SeUer H,gh
betrayed.
ers from becoming mentally and
pects are regarded as dubious. In Street, for sewing. There will be box under auspices of the Universalist
that nearly aU of her contemporaries , slre€t
President Roosevelt said, "Pri erin’’ will be held at 8.15. Tuesday
physically stagnated, will be a dis
Boston this morning the barometer lunch and an evening business ses Church. Adelyn Bushnell, Marshall
had
passed
on
before.
She
leaves
a
marily this is because the rulers evening prayer service is at 7.15.
i
Capt.
William
Annis
of
South
Hantinguished service to the State of
read 30.15 and was steady. The tem sion. Bring birthday penny bags.
sister, Mrs. Belle Hull.
Bradford and a high grade local cast of the exchanges of mankind's
■ son, Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maine declared Lewis O. Barrows of
perature was 36; highest yesterday
Funeral
services
were
held
from
will participate “Minick" is a play goods have failed through their
, _ ___
_ , Frank H. Wilbur.
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni . , , ,___ ___
Newport, before members of the
There will be a card party at Odd of the same type as the markedly suc
her late home. Rev. L. G. Perry offl58.
own stubbornness and their owr. versalist Church at the 10.45 serv
The next meeting of the W. C. Athene Club.
Fellows hall Tuesday afternoon, with
elating.
The
bearers
were
Lucius
E.
cessful "Gram."
incompetence and have admitted ice will have "The Twelve" as hls
Taking able-bodied men from civil
The Sunshine Society will meet ^Mrs. J. C. Cunningham in charge.
Jones, Boynton Shadie. Valentine T. U. will be held April 11, with Mrs.
their failure and abdicated. topic. The quartet will sing the an
life
and committing them to prison
Oscar
Annis,
Willow
street.
Monday afternoon at the club room. <Play will begin at 2.30 eharp. Miriam
Chisholm
and
A.
J.
Bird.
Interment
The prizewinners at the masquer
Practices of the unscrupulous them "Far From My Heavenly
Miss Caroline Thomas has returned without any opportunity to work
Rebekah Lodge's circle supper fol ade skating carnival in the Spanish
in Achorn cemetery.
money changers stand indicted Home,’’’Tours, and Mrs. Gladys Mor
Public supper is to be served at lows, and the usual evening session
to her home in Northeast Harbor after presents a rather serious problem,
Villa rink last night were: Best
gan will sing by request the spiritual
St. Peter's Undercroft tonight from when the past noble grands will con- dressed woman, Mrs. Hazel Nash; best in the court of public opinion, re
a visit with Miss Virginia Wagner. I and there arc several reasons why
RUTH MARIE RICH
jected by the hearts and minds of
"Were You There,” arr. H. T. Bur
The Lend-A-Hand Club meets next ' conditions have
not as yet been
5 to 7.
rer the degree.
dressed man, Harry Walsh; most
men. ’Faced by the failure of leigh. Church school meets at noon
RulhMarie, daughter of Mr. and I Tuesday eveningwith Miss Gladys solved, he said. On Lhe statutes of
comically
dressed
woman,
Mrs
Ruby
Tlie government steamer Oov. Ran
credit they have proposed only j also Knickerbocker Class at Legion Mrs.Llewellyn Rich, died Tuesday i Goose.
Maine there are laws which prevent
The dinner for the Boys and Olrls
dol, Capt. Maccmber. arrived Thurs Service Club Wednesday was served Allen. "Cliff Allen proved the “hit" the lending of more money.
’ hall, with William H. Deering, State after an illness ot several weeks
The Presldent' officers and mem-I the paymeit of a prison wage; which
of
the
evening
dressed
as
a
farmer,
day at the South Railways, where she toy the BPW Club. Mrs. Exxy Perry,
i director of the budget, as speaker, „
.
, .l3ers oI the Auxiliary to the Sons of i forbid over 20 per cent of the popuand provided plenty of amusement Stripped of the lure of profit by
#n_ la(lon
* employed
any Qne ln.
will undergo extensive repairs during president, acted as chairman. There
which to induce our people to fol
and the Women's Class at the home Her passing came as a great shock to Unlon Vetprans attendpd the
for the spectators. He carried off the
the next few weeks.
were 47 children at dinner. James prize for the most comically dressed low their false leadership, they bf Mrs. E. F. Glover, Intermediate relatives and friends who had hoped niversary of Anderson Auxiliary at dustry at any one time. The fedhave resorted to exhortations, Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. will have Louise that in spite of her serious lllnes i she Rockland Wednesday evening. The eral law. the Hawes-Cooper act, en
There will be^uction party at °'Hara ’aa »<■
Piano
man.
work was done by uie past presidents. acted during President Coolidge's adpleading tearfully for restored Waldron as leader. The week's was on the road to recovery.
O.A R. hall Monday afternoon undeT singing, and a delightful feature was
Farm and Home Week will be ush confidence. The money changers activities include "Minick,' the threeIt
group
of
songs
by
Felice
Perry.
She was born at Isle au Haut July Supper was served and a large birth- j ministration, forbids the shipment
1 auspices of the Daughters of Union
day cake attracted much attention
have fled from their high seats in act comedy, staged by Adelyn Bush
of prison made good; to other states
ered
in
at
University
of
Maine
on
Veterans. The Daughters are asked »
21. 1917. and early united with the
Mrs. A. L. Bryant entertained the —that is. goods made in prisons
Attractions at Strand Theatre next March 27, extending to the 30th. The the temple of our civilization. nell. at the high school auditorium
to meet tn the parlors for sewing.
yeek: Monday and Tuesday, “Sign j program wjn be in charge of commit- We may now restore that temple Monday at 8.15, for the benefit of the Congregational Church tnere. After i Twilight Twelve Thursday evening, must be consumed within the state
Supper at 6.
Women's Society; and Chapin Class completing her course at the gram- ] Mrs. Louise Dunbar will entertain in which they are manufactured.
qf the Cross,' with Frederic March tee chairman Maurice D. Jones, pro to its ancient truths."
Tuesday
evening at Mrs. E. E. Stod- mar school at Isle au Haut, Miss the Thimble Workers Monday eveOod grant the President help
The LT.L m^UMonday from 41 a™I Claudette Colbert; Wednesday fessor of agricultural economics, as
Mr. Barrcws said it has been pro
Rich came to this city to attend ' ning at her home on High street, posed by some that wooden posts
!
dard's
home.
This
is
not
politics
lt
is
the
way
sisted
by
Arthur
L.
Deering,
directo 5 ln the comer building of thc !*«d Thursday. "Child of Manhat••••
high school, making her home with Thursday she was hostess to the ured for guard rails be manufactured
to regain National self respect.
Baptist Church. There are 20 airwlth Nanfy Carroll and John tor of the extension service; L. M
planes on the air line and much Inter- Boles\ Priday and Saturday, “Clear i Dorsey, professor of dairy husbandry. |
The third Sunday of the March Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Snowman by j Chancel. Club
William A. Holman.
by inmates; laundry facilities be in
Mrs. Frank Blood entertained the stalled that the laundry of other in
program is "Neighbors march to whom she was regarded affection
est is being shown in who ls to be the , AH WireS, writh lee Tracy.
and Pearl S. Oreene, head of the
ately.
Friday Reading Club this week Mrs stitutions. especially for the tuber
home economics department There
The subject of Mr. Rounds’ sermon ‘ church" that is each one is to invite
first ace.
Being an only child, she was not Harry Pendleton was reader.
Knickerbocker Class, meeting at \
iectureSi demonstrations and
their neighbor to march to church
cular, be taken care of by prisoners;
tomorrow morning at the CoixjreThe adjourned annual meeting of the manufacture of burlap bags and
with them. This is to be carried out only a companion to her mother
Winslow-Holbrook Post has pre Legion hall. Sunday at noon, will ; otber features arranged to assist the
gational Church will be, "The Ever- I al ,he LitUefleld Memorial church about the home, but because of her the Community Hospital Association
of autonKWle plates has been sug
sented a flag and flagstaff to Mrs. have as speaker William H. Dearing, farmers and homemakers in meeting
lasting Foundation of the Social The pastor will preach using the ser fondness for the out-cD-doors she 1 will be held at St Thomas parish gested, etc.
State
director
of
the
budget,
who
is
problems
of
the
preS
ent
time,
Jennie Allen Wilson in appreciation
Order." Sunday school at noon. The mon subject “Ready for the Mas was a real pal to her father and a ! house Monday evening.
_____
Concerning the making of burlap
of the good work she is doing in be motoring over purposely to talk to !
Camden Comrades will be guests of ter's service." The choir will sing natural leader among the young' Tuesday evening the members of bags, the tpeaker said' a large in
the
men
on
8tate
finances.
He
will
Many
messages
sent
out
of
Calihalf of the Tillson Avenue Boys' and
folks. Coming to Rockland and Camden Commandery will hold a get- vestment of money for printing
be accompanied by Mrs. Deering, and fomia to anxious relatives, the past the Rockland Chapter at the meeting the anthem "Something for Jesus,
Girls Club.
they will be dinner guests of Mr. and week, reached their destination at 6.30 o'clock.
Lincoln HaU, and Dwight Mosher wiU starting in school a stranger it did together at the asylum. 8upper at presses would be necessary. In
1 through the eflorts of a man whom
At the masquerade carnival last Mrs. E. F. Glover.
• • • •
. be soloist. Junior Church will meet not take long for her to flnd herself 6 30, and Oscar H Emery of Bar Har- Massachusetts automobile plates are
------I they did not know, and whom they
night at the Northend Skating Rink ,
At First Church of Christ, Scien-l«t 10 30; Sunday school at 11.45; a niche in the hearts of teachers | bor' formerly of Camden, will give a manufactured in the prisons at 19
The Past Grands and Noble
probably never know. That man
and schoolmates alike and the many
on Y*1* triP
Washington,
prises for the best dressed woman
cents per unit cost. In Maine a con
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster BYPU. at 6.15, led by Howard
Wednesday evening Maiden Cliff
Chase, subject “A dangerous enemy.” friends she made in Rockland wiil
went to Esther Anderson cf Warren; Grands Association of Knox and I Kenneth V. White, and it is due to
tract has been signed and the plates
Lincoln
Counties
met
Wednesday
his
hlgh
i
y
efficient
wireless
station
I
streets.
Sunday
services
are
at
10.30
Evening meeting at 7.15 will be opened miss her greatly. Her sweetness of Rebekah Lodge will entertain Mystic are delivered in Augusta at seven
best dressed man to Walter Bodman;
funniest dressed woman, Elizabeth night at Odd Fellows hall, supper 1 that the messages were received on and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- by a song service. TT.e theme will be disposition and sunny nature mani Lodge of Warren and Bethel Lodge of cents per unit cost, so it would not
battle- of Armageddon, are fested itself through the trying hours Union. Supper at 6.30 The degree
Moon; and funniest dressed man. being served by Miriam Rebekah this side of the continent and for- mon will be "Matter." Sunday School .The
be a profitable venture here.
will be exemplified by Bethel Lodge
Clarence Flanders.
I ” Lodge, It was to have been the an- j warded to their destination, some to j is at 11.45, Wednesday evening tes- we ready for that day?" Regular of her illness.
Speaking of the methods of main
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge.
_____
nual meeting, but.due to the small | Massachusetts and some as far off as timony meeting is at 7.30. The prayer service is on Tuesday evening
Besides her parents she leaves a
Mrs. Myrle Dudley was the winner attendance, it was decided to con- i New York and Virginia. Mr. White I reading room is located at 400 Main at 7.30. Ladies' Aid on Wednesday host of relatives and friends. Fu Knights of Pythias, will be held Mon taining discipline, he said that a ra
dio head eet has proved the most
of the women's graceful skating con- 1 duct this business at the April meet- does this work without hope of re- street, and is open week days from evening at the home of Mrs.. ClardTlce neral services will be held this after day evening.
< ffcctive, the installation of which
Miss Irma Wadsworth of Wads
test at the Spanish Villa rink TTiuns- ing, to be announced.
ward, being engaged in wireless from 2 until 5 p. m.
Dorman, 107 Limerock street, takes noon trom the home at Isle au Haut
was done bv one of the "lifers." Each
worth Inn is making a week’s sojourn
day night and qualified for the final
I pure love for the vocation.
the form of a covered dish luncheon You cannot say. you must not say
I cell a’.l» has room for additional
Two
flocks
of
wild
geese
surprised
i
That
she
Is
dead
She
ls
Just
away
contest which will decide the cham
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal' provided by each one taking anythin’ With a cheery amlle, and a wave of the at Eagle Island, a guest at Quinn Inn iumiture.
Mrs. A. L. Harmon, Mrs. Fred
She is improving thc opportunity to
pion woman skater of Rockland j the ice cutting crews at Chickawaukie
hand
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, services for preferred in a covered dish. Thurs She has wandered Into an unknown
In concluding he said, that if the
perfect her studies in instrumental
Mrs. Hazel Nash was second and Mrs i Lake yesterday, swooping down into Achorn and Mrs. Alteena Thompson
day the missionary society meets aft
land. ■
law has the power to remove men
And left us dreaming how very fair
music and poetrv.
Hattie Heath third.. The next con the open water and apparently suf- ! won honors Wednesday at the card j tomorrow will be appropriate for the ernoon and evening with Mrs. Ed It
needs must be since she lingers there;
from society, its duty and policy is to
• • • •
test will be held next Thursday night. 'fering from thirst. Hie remarkable party given by the Auxiliary of Sons third Sunday in Lent: Holy Com- ward Sylvester. 23 Cedar street, mem So think of her faring on. as dear
return those men to civil life not
In
the love of there a* the love of here;
' part of the procedure is that the geese of Union Veterans, with Mrs. Mary munion at 7.30; church school at 9 30; bers taking their lunch. Bible study Think
Linneaus
E.
Young
of her still as the same, and say
a greater menace than when they
Tom Mix's best picture, was the 1 were flying south, thelr annual north- Jordan and Mrs. Mae Reed in charge Choral Eucharist and sermon at 10 30:
She Is not dead—she Is Just away.
Linneaus E. Young, 75, died Fri went away.
as usual cn Friday evening.
verdict Of all who saw and heard him em pilgrimage evidently failing be- Circle supper had Mrs. garah ( Stations of the Cross at 4 p. m. Week
day afternoon following an illness of
at Park Theatre yesterday. Another j cause frozen lakes and streams cut Thomas and Mrs. Oladys Thomas as day services: Daily celebration of the
MRS. ANNIE SCHWARTZ
several weeks. He was born in Lin
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
well krown member of the cast is off their supply of drinking water.
housekeepers. The 20th anniversary Holy Communion (except Monday
colnville but the greater part of his
ROCKPORT
William Farnum, and he, tco, is seen
Sunday afternoon funeral services life was spent in Camden. He is
of the Auxiliary was observed, with and Saturday) at 7 a m. Daily vespers
Ridge
and
Tort
Clyde
The Southern Maine Schoolmen’s these past presidents in the chairs at 4.30 except on Saturday, then at
at his best. You will be well repaid
were held at the First Baptist survived by a wife and four sons,
Roland V. Crockett Ls a candidate
The services of the day will be in Church for Mrs. Annie Schwartz
May
vlce 7.30. There is a lecture course given
by this picture. The new serjal, "The Club met Wednesday evening with, President.
Herbert and Frank of Wilton, and for re-election to the School Board.
Whispering Shadow" went over big supper at the Copper Kettle. There prejident, Mrs. Oussie Chase; secre- each Friday night at 7.30 on the sub charge of the pastor. Rev. Milton R who died March 9 at her home on William and Richard of Camden; He has served six years and is keen
treajjUrer Mrs ject of "What has bcen going on in Kerr. At the Ridge at 10.30 and at Main street, after a weeks illness of three daughters, Mrs. Mary Dona- ly Interested in school affairs. The
Strand Theatre also has an extra were 19 members present, the mem- j tary
bershlp including high school prin- g.
wcRae chaDlain Mrs Anas-'the Anglican Communion in the last the Port at 3. the subject will be "The pneumonia. Rev. J. Charles Mac- , hue of Rockland, Mrs. Madeline support of friends at town meeting
good picture for the weekend.
Believer and the World,” fourth in Donald officiated. There was a large D'Entremont of Philadelphia and
«#*. men
c in. tasia Harmon; patriotic instructor
will be much appreciated.
*
"The Banking Situation" will be structors. superintendent*, etc. There Mrs Hfk,n PaIadlno: „lldp Mrs | tchool Saturday at 9.30. The public the series from I. Peter. Evening attendance and many beautiful Mrs. Lillian Fletcher of Camden; two
Mrs. Helen Paladino; guide. Mrs
the subject of Earle McIntosh. Mon was a general discussion concern-i NeUle Achorn; assisUnt guide. M
is welcome at the services of the service at the Ridge, "Recognizing the flowers surrounded the casket.
I never say anything and if I did
j sisters. Mrs. Losena Sweetzer of East
day speaker at the Forty Club. ing problems of economy in the VeI|na Marsh; color guards Mrs thurch.
Son of God." Church school at the
Mrs. Schwartz was born in War- ; Hollywood and Mrs. Charles Dip- say anything it wouldn't be at all im
There will be a special musical pro schools, high school discipline and. Josephjne
Ridge at 11.30, at the Port at 2 p. m. ren, the daughter of Elias and Sarah joeg Of this place. The funeral will portant.—J. P. Morgan.
and
Eliza.
gram directed by Ben Dowling and other questions of particular Interest
Barton.
presldent
A sun-browned man of elderly Midweek services, at The Ridge Wed- Davis. There she spent her early be held Sunday afternoon at 2 oclock 1
Al Rougier. The club's drive for col in educational circles at the present Emma
1 The two best salesmen business has
inaide
Mrs years was being introduced on the nesday at 7 and at the Port Thursday I girlhood and attended school. After from Good's Funeral Home,
Burial
lection of Cliquot Club bottle caps time. The meeting of April 4 will be Emma Hal,. outside
in 1933 are obsolescence and depre
Mrs streets yesterday as Tobias Smalley. at 7. Junior Christian Endeavor1 |eavlng school ^he married Henry ln Market Street cemetery.
toward its charity fund goes apace at Camden.
ciation. Roger W. Babson.
Sunday at 6 p. m. at Port Clyde. All Schwartz, who died eight years ago.
garah
There were visitors Mr Smalley had Just returned from
and any persons or organizations
Miami, where the tropical weather!116 cordially invited to atland these [ Por many years she was a consjst.
F. A. Kimball's piggery at The from Camden'
having such bottle caps may leave
I ent member of the First Baptist j DO YOU VALl'E YOLK HEALTH''
had created a transformation which services.
If so, INSIST upon
• • • •
them at Corner Drug Store or phone Highlands is attracting its usual
' Church, attending services faithfully
The Baptist Men's League held a was as good as a disguise. While in
1835
1933
“NU-VI-TA” Herb A Iron TONIC
A System Cleanser, Purlller, and
Harold Horrocks at John Bird Co. spring attention and has an influx of happy session Thursday night, with Miami Mr. Smalley was stopping at Tenant's Harbor and Wiley's Comer whenever possible. She was also a
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
Tonic, Improves the Annrtlte. Aids
interested visitors. The inmates at a varied program which gave much the same hotel as Zangora. the as
and have them collected.
Digestion. Buy A BOTTI.E TODAY
Waldoboro and Roekland
At Tenant's Harbor in the morning, member of the W-C.T.U. Quiet In
and BUILD UP VOI R STRENGTH.
ffresent number 94, out of which satisfaction. The chicken pie sup sassin of Mayor Cermak, but if he
manner,
she
will
be
missed
by
friends
Highlands
Druggists, grocers—Order from yoer
and at Wiley's Comer in the after
If you see a generously sized man there are 46 brand new little piggies,
Jobber, or Ereedman Medicine Co.
Artistic Memorials la Stone
per concluded with ices appropriate to had known the fact lt ls quite likely noon, the sermon subject will be "The who always enjoyed her company.
Stonington. Maine.
23-34
doing a ten-mile hike over the rough “and believe it or not, nothing is
__________________________ 1228-tf
Mrs. Schwartz is survived by one
St. Patrick's Day. The northern that the attempt on President Roose Son of Ood as a Divider of the Peo
country roads some night lt is prob much cuter than the pinky white
velt's
life
might
not
have
been
made.
brother. John Davis of Warren; and,
------------ --- --------------------------- —
table missed “Dotty," but the very
ably Charles (Sully) McIntosh, the ness of a little piggy." writes the capable staff of waiters saw to it that Mr. Smalley says that feeling ran ple." There will be special music. two sisters. Mrs Lilia Jones of WarChristian
Endeavor
meets
at
6.15,
patrolman wrestler, getting ready for contributor of this item. Mr. Kim
nobody was overlooked. Col. Fernan very high at the time of the affair, topic, "What Was Jesus' Estimate of ren and Mrs. Justin Russell of Ells
one of the three matches which ball has added a 30 foot wing to the
do S. Philbrick, who recently cele and that Zangara would probably Human Life? Can We Live By It?” worth, and a stepson. Lester Schwartz i
Winslow-Holbrook Post will stage for piggery since last year, and the effi
who lives in Sanford. Interment was
brated his S9th birthday "fiddled" have been lynched but for the pro
its next smoker, Thursday night, cient manner ln which he conducts popular tunes with Mrs. S. Constan tection afforded by the authorities. leader to be announced. Following in Waldoboro.
Well, we think Prerlder.t Roosevelt is all right and we have
the
evening
song
service
led
by
John
decided to let him run the country while we attend strictly to run
March 30: There will also be four this business deserves more than
tine at the piano. The High School Mr. Smalley celebrated his 81st birth Reid, the pastor will speak from the
ning our store. That ought to suit everybody.
boxing bouts, when the fans may see passing mention.
BORN
K
contributed to the program a capable day in Miami on the same day that subject "Christ's Coming and Some ORNE—At Rockland.
Just now we want to call your attention to our new
March 16, to Mr !«
some of those Tenant's Harbor wild
accordion player in Carl Spear. The some folks were honoring the birth Signs of the Times."
and Mrs. Arthur K. Orne. a daugh-, x
SPRING SOFT HATS
President
Frank
H
Ingraham
calls
ter.
g
cats ln action.
guest speaker was Waldo County's day of a well known gentleman by
Beautiful shades, light as frathtrs, made by the best of hat makers.
MELVIN—At Huntley's Maternity Home, K
attention to the forthcoming annual
Rockland. March 16. to Mr and Mrs «
Only—
well known humorist Les Merrllhew— the name of George.
Speaking of old basketball teams, meeting of the Rockland Community I
Long Cove
W Scott Melvin (Marlon Oxton), a Z
• • • •
i
son.
Winfield
Scott.
3d.
'/
$1.98 $2.98
Chest
Association,
which
is
to
be
hela
so
wcl1
taown
lhat
he
U
don't overlook the RHS. champions
At St. George's Church < Episcopal I ! BERRY—At Warren. March 13. to Mr g
“Stopping the enemy," will be the
of 1903. a group picture of whom was On Monday evening. March 27. at 7.30, "WUl Rogers cf Maine.” His talk
CHILDREN
’S WASH SUITS
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday J,nadry I^v5eiy^olan<l Berry' “ d*u«ht<,r• I«
Some of the numbers we have ordered havr arrived. Very pretty
handed yesterday to the sports edi at 447 Main street (the same floor as took the form of a humorous mono subject of the sermon at the First services will be: Vespers and sermon j lash-ai Mew Bedford. Mass. March
logue. giving a version of his alleged Baptist Church Sunday morning.
5
pal.rrns—good material and at prices everyone can afford.
tor by E. H. Crie. The members of the Chamber of Commerce rooms).
to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lash, a daugh
at 7 o'clock. All are welcome.
ter.
personal
experiences,
and
was
fol

Thc
choir
will
sing,
“
They
that
trust
|
59c
that organization were Raymond The public is invited and those Inter
lowed by readings, notably "Paul Re in the Lord," Wilson and the quartet
Also
Men's
and
Boys
’
New Spring Light Weight
Bird, Wendell Hodgkins (now of ested ln the participating organiza
DIED
CARD OF THANKS
SWEATERS
I wish to express mv sincere thanks BENNER—At South Waldoboro. March {
Winthrop, Mass.). Bert Wardwell, tions are urged to be present with vere '# Ride," which brought down'lhe “He knows it all," Frey. The church
vestry. With Mr. Merrlthew came school with classes for all ages will for the many acts of kindness and ex —, Mrs. Herbert Benner,
Charles K. Philbrick (now of Dark out fail, as matters of importance will
Something new in models—and snappy styles
pressions of sympathy during my re MILLER—At East Warren, March 17. >
Eonnle Quinn of Eagle Island whe meet at noon. Tic Christian Endtav- cent bereavement; also for the beauti James B. Miller, aged about 80 years
$1.00, $1.25, $1.98
Harbor), Victor Hall and Fred Col be considered and the report of the
ful flowers, the cars offered and the BOWLEY—At Rockport, March 17. Abbie I |
orers will hold their meeting at 6 drivers.
son. Those lads were doing some budget committee of the Chest. H. P san« topical songs, to hls own accom(Snowman), wife of Harrison Bowley. y
Plea;;? don’t get excited over the new legislation they are tryMrs. Edwin W Oould.
o'clock. The people's evening service
aged 68 years. 11 months. 21 days.
fine stunts on the basketball surface Blodgett, A. W. Gregory and Rev. W. paniment on the guitar and haring to pass in Congress. Money sjyent for pants gives much more
Funeral Monday at 10.30 from Oood’s Z
will open at 7.15 with the prelude and
S.
Rounds,
will
be
presented,
relamonica.
Mr.
Quinn
was
the
star
of
g
satisfaction
in the long run than that vpent for beer, and makes a
Funeral
Home.
Camden.
CARB OF THANKS
30 years ago. My! My! How time
tive to 'the amounts apportioned to I the recent Lions minstrel show in big sing, assisted by the organ and
fellow certainly look better—don't you think?
We wish to express our sincere thanks YOUNO—At Camden, March 17. Lin 4
files!
neaus E Young, aged 76 years. Fu
our many friends and neighbors for
each organization for the ensuing Camden, and after listening to his piano. The Choir will sing, "Calvary," to
neral Sunday at 2 o'clock from Oood’s
thelr kindly aid and sympathy during
Funeral Home.
□ur
recent
bereavement;
also
for
the
selections
the
audience
could
easUy
Rodney,
and
the
solo,
"The
Penitent,"
You can buy late phonograph year. The drive will probably not
beautiful flowers that were sent, and the ORNE—At Friendship. March 17, William
J. Orne. aged 66 years. 5 months. 17
records 15 cents each, 2 for 25, at the take place before the last of June or understand why he was rated the Van de Water, will be sung by Ida B cars which were offered.
Mrs. Ida Brasler and family.
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
Huntley.
Mr.
MacDonald
will
discus
ace.
Kittredge Pharmacy.
32-33
first of July.
Thomaston.
•
from late residence.
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Notices of Appointment?*
were Sunday callers on Mrs. Oeorge
Probate Notices
| Fowies.
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro
STATE OF MAINE
bate for the County of Kn
Knox, tn
‘
the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cross and fam- i Miss Irene Marrlner of Searsmont,
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
_
..
interested In either of
the following estates the persons were .
ily of Morrill were Sunday guests of was overnight guest of Miss Flora
appointed
Administrators.
Executors,
At R probate Court held at Rockland.
her mother Mrs. George Fowies
Fogg Friday of last week.
“ d “ lh ln nnd for lhe County of Knox, on the
dates hereinafter named.
21st day of February ln the year of our
Bertha Robinson is spending a few
Mrs. Lyman Drinkwater and son
IO
fo
2
3
7
9
4
5
8
1
MARY A. BREWER, of Rockland, Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Ralph and wife of Moody Mountain ' days with her grandmother Mrs. LyJanuary 31. 1933. Elliott J. Brewer of thirty three and by adjournment from
Rockland was appointed Gdn and quail- dav to dav from the 21st day of said
: v.ere weekend guests of her daughter man Drinkwater at Moody Mountain
13
II
11 1
fled by filing bond Feb. 7. 1933.
February the following matters having
4
i Mrs John Robinson.
-----------------HERMAN RAWLEY, of St. Oeorge been presented for the action thereNovember 15. 1932, Ernest Rawley of St upon hereinafter Indicated lt ls hereby
Wilfred Cross of Morrill is visiting
WEST ROCKPORT
1
17
George was appointed Gdn.. and quail- Ordered:
, .
.
.
Ib
15
14
- - *by filing
•
7,
That notice thereof be given to all per
fled
bond February
7, 1933.
I his grandmother Mrs. Oeorge Fowies.
sons Interested, by causing a copy of
ELIZABETH
A.
McMANUS.
late
of
order to be published three weeks
Mrs. Gerald French of Liberty and
Mrs. Thurston Spear has as guest
1
Thomaston, deceased. February 14. 1933, this
20
16
'9
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
George A McManus of Thomaston was newspaper published at Rockland ln
Miss Frances Hannan of Palermo; her brother Charles Miller of New
appointed Admr. and qualified by filing said County that they may appear at a
York.
bond on same date.
Probate Court to be held at said Rock
24 15 2b
22 23
2i
Pat was Wnad. He told Tony to
ALICE V PAYSON, late of Cushing, land. on the 21st day of March A. D.
Mrs. George Parker entertained the
deceased. January 31. 1933. Irving A 1933 at nine o’clock ln the forenoon,
mind her own business and thal If
Tuesday Club this week. Mrs. George
Fales. of Cushing was appointed Admr. and be heard thereon If they see cause.
2&
1
27
she butted in on him she'd be start
and qualified by filing bond Feb. 14.
Hamalainen
is
to
be
hostess
next
1933.
FRED A OLEASON. late ot Union,
ing something she couldn't stop.
L. MORTIMER BUTLER, late of War deceased WUl and Petition for Probate
week.
Tony said he ought to be ashamed
1 29
Btj. Octavus Roq Cohere
30
thereof,
asking that thc same may be
ren. deceased. February 21. 1933. Fred
Neelo Lofman has moved into the
of himself because I was such a
M. Butler and Lizzie M Whitmore, bothI, proved and allowed and that Letters
.
Testamentary
Issue to
William C.
Cssv-'vSZ s, Oifcr., Wss CfAss/
Vs, St U. iHVICS
of Warren, were appointed Exrs. with
kid. and he said he'd do what— Charles Fernald place which he hai5
Gleason of Union, he being the Executor
1
out bond.
33 34
32
I what he d—n pleased.”
HELEN BRADFORD BRYANT, late of named ln sald Wl11' Wlth0Ut bOnd
rented.
“Yes, sir."
IRVIN E SPEAR, late of Cushing. deThomaston. deceased. February 21. 1933
"Answer me one question. Miss '
"And you?"
5s"
Harvey Lunden has bought the,
Harriet
Wilson Burgess,
“
of Thomaston, ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
“
Did
Max
Vernon
meet
you?"
37
“1 Just stood there. It seemed
Welch: Ain’t 1 the terriblest look
was appointed Exx., and qualified by thereof, asking that the same may be
Herbert
Merrifield
place.
“Yes, sir.”
like 1 was an outsider. 1 hadn’t
filing bond on same date
proved and allowed and that Letters
ing detective you ever saw?"
Mrs. M. J. Oxton who spent the
"What happened then?"
44
AMBROSE MILLS, ..w
late w.
of Rockland. Testamentary Issue to Herbert I Spear,
The girl's blue eyes opened wide
ever seen Pat mad. and I never
40 41 41 43
39
deceased. Feb. 21. 1933. Ada B Mills, of I of Cushing, he being the Executor
She hesitated, and her cheeks . thought Tony could get so sore."
winter in Rockland has returned
and a truant dimple appeared.
Rockland, was appointed Exx . without named ln said Will, without bond.
' home. Miss Marion Keller of Rcck
“It was a real fuss?”
"Well, 1 wouldn’t say you were a grew white; but she answered I
bond
CHARLES H
LOVEJOY, late of
48
45
4b
47
with brave honesty:
CLARA E YOUNG, late of Rorkland Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition
“Yes, sir. 1 think Tony must be iand was her guest for several days
sheik.”
deceased. February 21. 1933. Edward K for Probate thereof, asking that the
"They had a pretty nasty quarrel,
“I ain't this bad Id cold weather, j
eraz.v about him. and she was
Gould of Rockland was appointed Exr. same may be proved and allowed and
Vernon Tolman. patrolman on the
1
52
and qualified by filing bond on same that Letters Testamentary tasue to Gll49
51
50
Ileal Just knocks me for a row of Mr. Hanvey."
Jealous. Anyway, I mean she acted state highway was operated on for 1
date.
ford B Butler, of South Thomaston, he
llauvey leaned forward. "Would
tin cans. Now Reagan yonder. ...”
'nst like that."
ALBERT L. GUPTILL. late of Owl's being the Executor named tn said Will.
appendicitis at Knox Hospital. Rock
He lowered his voice. "You mustn't you mind telling uie, Miss Welch—
"You didn't get any hint—from
Head,
deceased.
February
21.
1933.
Lauwith bond.
54
53
re<;t» ? Ouptill. of 9W28 ?ead was ap’
EDWARD S. SPEAR, late of Warren,
get sore at regular dicks. Miss what Vernon and Thayer quarreled
either Pat or Miss Peyton—what land Tuesday night. He is reported i
pointed Exx . without bond.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Welch," he advised confidentially. about?"
there was or had been, between as doing well.
ALLEN Y. BOGGS, late of Hope, de- i thereof, asking that the same may be
She Hushed slightly. “About me.”
“If they slough everybody, they're
them?"
ceased. February 21. 1933. Hattie A proved and allowed and that Letters
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Boggs ot Hope, was appointed Admx . Testamentary Issue to Ada Spear of
10-A number
“Why?"
bound to have tbe right one. Me
“No, sir."
1-First letter of the 37-Bury
NORTH HAVEN
without bond.
Warren, she being the Executrix named
12- Part of the foot
39- Ocean (abbr.)
“Well,” she auswered with a
Greek alphabet
—I don't hardly ever make an ar
"And you think Miss Peyton told
ADDISON W McCORRISON. late of ln sald wln- without bond.
13Word
used
in
40Reats
A
meeting
of
the
Red
Cross
is
called
flash
of
straightforwardness
which
8-A
pale
yellowiah
rest, and my Job now is to turn
your brother that he ought to do
Appleton, deceased. February 21. 1933.
ja.MES E ULMER, late of Cushing.
connecting other
44- Tellurium (abbr.)
Lizzie
y.cCorrl“n' ,°L *PPleton- was deceased
Will and Petition for Proclay
loose at least two of the three Rea he liked—"I guess I acted pretty
something about It?"
by the chairman, Leon B. Stone to bappointed Exx . without bond
bate thereof, asking that the same may
words
45Piece
out
11-Quiet
gan has got in stir." Jim was using rotten. 1 had a date with Max and
"Yes. . . . Larry Is crazy ahnnt held in the selectmen's office Thurs
OUY
O
THAYER,
late
of
North
Haven,
be
proved
and
allowed and that Letters
16-Pronoun
13- To supply with air 47-To the time when
deceased. February 21, 1933 Marlon E Testamentary Issue to Rose L. Robinpolice vernacular tn a deliberate 1 stood him up.”
her. He didn't act nice He said I’d day night at 7.30. A good attendance
14- A pen for twine
48-Foot-likc organ
Crockett. of North Haven, was appoint- wn of Warren, she being the Executrix
22- Above
"I see. ... You preferred be
effort to Impress the girl, and he
ed Admx . without bond.
named In said Will, without bond.
15- Dresses
49-Repaired
23- Shore
ir. desired
knew thal he was succeeding. She ing with Thayer?"
WALTER A QUINN, late of North
FLORA A DUNCKLEE. late of Rock17- River (abbr.)
51-Most recent
25- Fog-hom
Sunday
there
will
be
an
opportunity
Haven. deceased
February 21
1933. iand. deceased Will and Petition for
was sitting forward tensely: com
"Of course."
18- Electrical Engineer 33-A horse
26Wasted
Oeorge
L
Quinn,
of
Rockland,
was
approbate
thereof, asking that the same
fcr North Haven people to hear Rev
“WhyT*
pletely awed by his authoritative I
(abbr.)
54-Starts suddenly
pointed Admr., without bond.
may be proved and allowed and that
31- Noise
“Because Max is Just a kid. He’s
Crville J. Ouptill, of the Seacoast
19-City in northern
LAURA
H.
SHIELDS,
late
of
VinalLetters
Testamentary
issue to Maude E.
manner. “One thing. Miss Welch;
VERTICAL
32- Sent forth
haven, deceased. February 21. 1933 Blodgett, of Rockland, she being the
England
1 want you to know I'm on the a good sort and all that, but he's a
Mission at both the morning and eve
Charles
A
Shields
of
Vinalhaven.
was
Executrix
named
111
said
WUl, without
34- Directed wrongly
1-Ar Item in one'e
20-The (Fr.)
level. I wouldn’t try to put nothing , baby.”
bond.
appointed Admr.. without bond.
ning services. At night Mr. Guptill
35- Despise
property
21An
armistice
“Haven’t he and Thayer alwaya
VESTINA ULMER late of Thomaston.
over on you—cross my heart and
WILLARD E HAHN, late of Warren,
will show interesting pictures of this
2- A metric measure
36- Products of the art
24-Manufacturing city
deceased. February 21. 1933 Orace E deceased. WUl and Petition for Probate
Jiope to die if 1 would. If you been good friends?"
of
capacity
(pi.)
Flak,
of
Rockport,
was
appointed
—
of
poetry
thereof,
asking that the same may be
mission work along the coast cf
of Prussia
“Yes."
without bond.
don't believe that. why. there ain't
proved and allowed and that Letters
3- To be steadily
38-Reclines
27- Pleasure
Attest
:
Maine.
of
Administration
with the Will An
“When did you notice any
hardly no use for us to talk."
employed
41- Final
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register
nexed be Issued to Maurice 8. Hahn, of
28- Clips
Leon B Stone was in Rockland
“I think you’re all right,” said change?"
4- Pronoun
Warren,
or
some
other
suitable person,
42- Near
29- Father (short)
with bond.
5- One who fishes
“Oh, I can't Just remember, Mr.
Thursday on business.
Ivy firmly.
NOTICE 6f FORECLOSURE
43A
metal
30- Musical note
6- To make smaller
Whereas H F Sawyer and Ciuy SawMARY F TURNER, late of Appleton,
"Thanks. It's real nice of you to Hanvey; but Max has been Impos
Mrs. Freeman Howard is ill with a
4C-Point of compaso
yer both of Vinalhaven ln the County deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
31- Amber colored
7-Conjunction
say that. And now that we've sible lately. Mooning around with a
(abbr.)
of
Knox
and
State
of
Maine.
doing
busibate
thereof, asking that the same may
severe cold.
substance obtained g-Organ of hearing
ness
as
H
F
Sawyer
&
Son.
by
L.elr
be
proved
and
allowed, and that Letters
started off so good, lemme tell fou face like last week's wash, and al
9-A series of steps on 43-Prepcsition by
from turpentine
Francis Lipovsky was in town thimortgage deed dated April 23. 1931 and of Administration with the WUl Anone thing more: I ain't a regular ways talking serious Instead of kid
recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds ln nexed be issued to Charles B Miller, of
each side of a
53-Prefix. From
33-To alter the form
week
superintending
the
moving
of
a
Book 228 Page 345. conveyed to it the Appleton, or some other suitable perbull. I ain't got the slightest de ding along like he used to. I got
fence (pi.)
'52-West Africa (abbr.)
36-Sepa rates
underslgned. a certain lot or parcel of son, with bond.
building from the premises of Harry
sire to make a record, and I'd rath awful bored. Then I started going
land together with buildings thereon
nrowirr marrv inianni
----------- »
(Solution to Previous Puzzle I
situated ln Vinalhaven ln the County
ESTATE BERNET HARRY LUNDEN.
Whitmore to a lot he has purchased
er never slough anybody than do with Pat—that’s Mr. Thayer—and
and State aforesaid, and bounded and la'e
Rockland, deceased Petition for
any harm to the wrong feller. Max got sorer than ever. Then he
from WUl Dole.
described as follows Administration asking that Frank H
VINALHAVEN
Beginning at a point ten feet north Ingraham, of Rockland, or some other
You're sure your brother didn't do asked me for a May day date. We
Mr. and Mis. John Lermond whe
easterly
of
the
north-easterly
corner
of
"
u
‘tab'e Person be
appointed Admr.,
this thing. I sort of agree with were to go to the class track meet.
have been spending the winter In
Don't forget the Legion dance toland of the Vinalhaven Light A- Power wltb bond
you. But there’s a whole lot of 1 met Pat and Just naturally forgot
Co
:
thence
north-easterly
In
contlnuESTATE
LUCY
P.
SPEAR, late of
Florida arrived home Friday mom- night.
»t‘°n of the north-westerly line of the Rockland deceased. Petition for Adlying going on . . . and while I the date—that's all. Then when
sald Light A Power Co two hundred and ministration, asking that Charles T.
ing.
Mrs.
A.
U.
Patterson
returned
don't want to make you sore. Miss Max met us he got nasty about It,
nine l209> feet for a corner; thence Smalley. of Rockland, or some other
A rather strange sight was wit- Wednesday from Rockland,
south-easterly one hundred and nine ,uitable person be appointed Admr..
Welch—it ain't any secret that your and. of course, Pat wouldn't stand
(109| feet to a stone post standing on with bond
nessed Thursday when C. E. WaterRehearsals are being held for the
brother ts doing more than hls share that”
•
the south-westerly corner of the Harbor
“Mm-m! Old Vou Tell Vour Broth,
Wharf, so-called; thence south-westerly
ESTATE ERNEST H NICHOLS, late of
—which ain't helping him a bit. I
“Of course not. What did Mr.
man and his crew were cutting ic senior play. "All on a Summer's Day,”
along the shore to a point ten feet from Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ader That Vou and Pat Were En from the eastern end of the pond, with Mrs. Everett Libby director,
want to locate somebody who knows Thayer do?"
the north-easterly line of land of the ministration, asking that Ollford B
gaged?”
said Light & Power Co.; thence north- Butler of South Thomaston, or some
"Oh, he sort of treated Max like
something and is willing to talk
while there was clear water Just s \ The Wild Rose patrol of Girl Scouts
westerly one hundred and nine (109) other suitable person be appointed
straight. Will you or won't you?" a kid. Max got awful sore. I
feet to the place of beginning
Admr . with bond.
have to quit going with I'aL I said tew yards away at the center of the met Thursday night with Miss
Ivy didn't hesitate. “I will I”
mean, he was downright ugly about
land“ten 'feeV wlde’Tylng''be *wcro*thta 1 ESTATE SYVILLA V BURNETT, late
1 wouldn't, and he said he'd see pond. Incidentally this ice was as Nathalie Smith.
Ind shove dcJX-d and Und of the °' R-^kland. deceased.
Petition for
“Good girL Now I want you to IL"
that 1 did."
l?d Lliht A Pwr<Co
Administration, asking that Russell G.
thick as any cut there this season
Royal Arch Chapter conferred the
tell me about Mr. Thayer—and
"And then?”
Also
this
com
ey
r
.nce
to
Include
.1!
^?S!e"
aS^
Jim's eyes were hnlf closed. His
Donald Stone is the proud owner of. Past and Most Excellent degrees on
"He stalked off. trying to look
yourself . . . Just whatever you
buildings wharves, also all water rights
** aPP°lnted Admr..
voice came In a slow, disinterested
and tide privileges belonging with the witnout bona
feel 1 should know."
like a man."
a full-rigged sai'boat. made and Edward Lindsey Thursday night.
drawl.
lot herein described
ESTATE ORRIN H WOODCOCK, late
“And you and Mr. Thayer?”
The girl bit her Up. “I feel funny
given him by his uncle Clarence
After the regular meeting of Mar- ; mlltee Carrie Cassie. Cora Bunker
Being thc same lot conveyed U> -th» Bf Cushing, deceased. Petition for Ad“And then he told you he was go
“We talked for awhile and then
about that. Mr. Hanvey. I've tried
Orantors
by
deed
ol
the
Bodwell
Graultg
Rjinlstratlon.
asking that Mina A.
Stone. Donald can hardly wait fur guerite Chapter. OES Monday night
Mae LaWTy
ing over to see Thayer, didn't he?''
Co. recorded In Knox County Registry Woodcock of Cushing, or some other
to tell one or two people—even uiy he said he had to get ready for an
of
Deeds,
Book
181.
Page
67
suitable
person
"Yes. sir."
warm weather to come so that he can an entertainment will be given by the
Mrs w y. Fossett was in Rock- and Whereas the condition of said tnort- without bond. be appointed Admx .
brother—and they all laugh—or afternoon class. He said lf Max
“That was about half past one?”
committee.
Mrs
Agnes
Smalley.
Mrs.
j
and
Thursday.
gage has been broken.
_
_
_ _
launch
her.
sneer—when 1 say I was In love was sore and wouldn't take me to
Now. Therefore by reason of *,tLe
ESTATE FLORA E MARDEN. late of
“1 think so."
Henry Lawson returned Thursday breach of the condition thereof lt North Haven, deceased. Petition for
Mrs. Lucy Poole who has been 111 Beulah Drew. Mrs Hilma Webster
the track meet, he'd take me."
with him."
"He was real sore when he left
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
Administration, asking that Fred C.
“1 wouldn’t laugh. Miss Welch.
“That waa nice . . . Now, about
with the prevailing epidemic of grippe "The Seven Ages of Woman " and “The frQm
Dated at RocklandMaine Marcia1 Marden of North Haven, or some other
you,
wasn't he?”
1933
1
suitable person be appointed Admr.
I’m a sentimental old bird . . . and your brother . .
Family Album" will be presented
is much improved
The
Washington
Club
will
be
enter
She seemed startled. “Not gore
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY 'a
without bond.
I believe In young love. Oh, gosh I
Her eyes flashed. “You know he
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Burgess
of
tained
tonight
by
Mrs.
George
NewIt
is
reported
on
good
authority
B>
E
y?®,.£;.
DAVIS
L
®
ESTATE ARTHUR W. STURTEVANT.
enough
to
kill
anybody,
Mr.
Han

bow I do."
wouldn't kill anybody, Mr. Hanvey.
Treasurer
late o( Rocgian(i deceased Petition for
vey. Don't you understand: Larry that on account of the physical con- North Haven have been guests of
“I'm seventeen,” she said. “I
You've met him; he’s a fine man ...
aT.TT nt as*twwCOrp' .
Administration, asking that William O.
and Mrs. Allston Roberts,
Knox. ss. 8TATLc°kTan“AM.Erch L 19^3
°' R<>Ck'*nd' Or *Ome °““r
Isn't that kind at all. Maybe he dition of their son Ex-Mayor Peten
guess I'm not so awful dumb. I
and he Just wouldn't do anything
suitable person be appointed Admr.. with
Friends and neighbors
of Mrs. Alice
could have quarreled with Pat and and family of Boston will not spend
SILVER LANDSCAPE
-------know about as much as the next like that"
I. Elmer C Davis, on oath depose and bond
that I am Treasurer of said Se
had a fight , . . although I the summer on North Haven. These
girl. And 1 was in love with Pat
recently did a kindly act by pre- The ^»od£»P» faded and the w»Ur sav
"Did you see I-arry between the
curity Trust Company, and that I am
ESTATE WEBB C PATTERSON, of
never have known Larry ever to do well liked and popular members of paring and fitting a large woodpile into a fountain till the silences
Thayer. He was wonderful to me. time Thayer left you and the time
duly authorized
and on behalf of Boston
Petition for License to sell
Were beheld
fraught with music and we two said company to sign this foreclosure, certain Real Estate, situated In Thom
thaL BuL anyway, he could have beat
Not always wise-cracking and show Larry went to see him at the fra
the summer colony will be greatly for which she was very grateful.
and that said notice ot foreclosure ls aston. and fully described In said Pe
Pat up. He never would have used
ing off smart like moat boys. lie ternity house?”
true.
..
tition. filed by Ralph J. Patterson of
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge held How delicate and lovely sliver ls.
miseed.
Before me.
” Boston. Conservator.
a knife."
,
..
...
.. Was lt the dreaming birch upon the
was awful different, and I guess a
She looked away, and he could
regular
meeting
Tuesday
night
after
bank
ALAN L. BIRD
“Do you know If he and Miss Pey
ESTATE ADELIA L. MASTERS, late
girl knows whether she’s in love see her fingers clasping and un
27-S-33
Justice of the Peace.
which
was given,
civen ■ Vocal
gave
thc s
Pe11
’llv<‘rwp
*° theP001
’
wnicn this
mis n-ozram
p.ogram was
vocai That
j o|)ly
know
,^
Bt of
when
and
of Thomaston, deceased
Petition to
Writes About Washington
ton are engaged?”
or not, no matter how much people clasping nervously.
Determine Inheritance Tax. tiled by
solo, Blanche Hamilton Kittredge; !
drank
“I don't think so. I mean, 1 think
Security
Trust
Company
of
Rockland.
laugh. And when he—when he—"
Alton Calderwood writes in i re
Reflection mirrored what was beautiful
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLEl Admr. c.t.a.
"Yea, 1 saw him."
Iutrry would like to be. but I'm sure cent letter: "Saturday afternoon we piano solo. Mrs Ola Ames; soprano
Her eyes filled with fierce hot tears
“Where?”
ESTATE ELIZABETH A McMANU8.
Tony was crazy about Pat Thayer."
solo. Oertrude Sellars; pantomime For ’l^r llpped our hand« and mua,c
which she dashed away. “I'm an
"Over at the women's dormitory.
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition to
"Mmm! Did you tell your brother visited the new Natural History Mu sketch by Violet Baum and Cora Up wrist and arm. Surely, the birch was
awful silly little fool, Mr. Hanvey 1 He came to see me."
Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by
what
seum. The first room we entered
-JA
Oeorge A. McManus of Thomaston,
that you and Pat were engaged P’
—but I can't help It."
Bunker, with harmonica accompani- Turned day to sliver ere the night beAdmr.
“What about?”
contained
skeletons
and
reconstruct

“
Sure
I
did."
1!
“You go right ahead and cry,
ment
by
Mae
Lawry;
humorous
readThe
rose
„
rly
even
„
we
sat
Her answer came In a whisper.
ESTATE ANNIE KALER. of South
“
Did
you
mention
that
Thayer
ed forms of prehistoric animals, oi.e
Ivy," Uanvey’s voice waa Infinitely
Thomaston
First and Final account
“Mr. Thayer.”
ing by Cora Peterson, and a mechani- uP°n tbe b»nk.s more silver seemed to
was wearing your diamond ring?"
filed for allowance by Sidney O. Hurd,
gleamgentle. "1 guess I know how you
of
which
was
70
feet
Ion?
and
stood
y**•'
“I see. , . . What did he say
of
South
Thomaston.
Gdn.
cal
doll
dance
by
Hazel
Rogers
Dyer.
We
saw
the
stars
reflected
in
the
stream
“No. I Just didn’t remember. 1 12 feet at the hip6. I'm glad I didn't
<? *
Ii
feel. Once wheu I was a heap
about Mr. Thayer?”
ESTATE BLIZABETTH A McMANUS.
A
box
lunch
was
served
by
the
comj4^,
Bar
r
old
Vlnal
ln
Christian
science
wasn't
scared
to
tell
him,
though."
younger—and a heap thinner—I had
late of Thomaston, deceased First and
“He said—he said 1 wasn't to see
“I don’t believe you were.... Tell live in those times.
Final account filed tor allowance by
a girL And 1 lost her. . . . She I Pat any more."
"There are groups of African
Oeorge
A McManus of Thomaston.
me:
Would
Larry
have
been
likely
married another feller, and it sort
Admr.
“Why?"
to recognize that ring? Did he know tribes. Chinese and Japanese totem
of seemed as though she had died."
"He wouldn’t tell me. There's al It pretty well?”
ESTATE ADELIA L. MASTERS, late of
poles and what not. Of most inter
Ivy sensed the very genuine sym
Thomaston, deceased
First and Final
ways beeD a lot of meaD talk
“
Yes,
sir.
It
was
my
mother's."
account
tiled tor allowance bv Security
est
to
me
were
the
stuffed
an
’
r.tals
in
pathy and the deep human under { around the campus aboul Pat. He
”1 *
'ifl
Trust Company of Rockland. Admr. c.t.a.
"Larry
went
to
see
him
to
make
•
I* .lb
standing. The campus tragedy had
was better thao the rest of them. him stay away from you. He was their natural surroundings. They
ESTATE FLORA C. HUSSEY, of Rock
hurt more than anyone suspected.
and u
a),
bJlI> fw be,
look so real it doesn't require much
port. First and Final account filed for
10
iS
allowance by Lottie F. Simmons of
There had been the shock, the hor- I m„re
maIL An(J
knew mad when he wenL Yet you think imagination to see the animals
Portland. Odn.
he didn't kill Thayer?"
ror . . . then the fear that Larry t of it- I never made any secret
HENRY H WINSLOW late of Rock
"I'm sure of IL Mr. Hanvey. Larry breathe. Included in the lot are
might have done IL Only her room i about IL"
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
couldn't stab a man. Anyone would specimens from Africa collected bv
mate knew of the long hours of cry
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
“Then why did he suddenly come tell you thaL"
may be proved and allowed, and that
the Theodore Roosevelt Expedition
ing , . . only the roommate could
Letters
of
Administration with the Will
and speak to you day before yes
“They have," admitted Jim. “And for the Smithsonian
tell of the heroism which sent Ivy
Annexed be Issued to Alexanderenna
terday?"
they've
told
me
the
same
thing
Winslow
of
Rockland, or some other
"Welch bravely out on the campus.
“The mounting which impressed ,
Again her check turned white.
suitable person, without bond.
But Ivy had not talked to tliat I "Somebody had told him some about Miss Peyton and Mai Ver
r.:r more was that ol a common sheep,
THEODORE J. BRADFORD, late of
non.” He rose ponderously. "I'm
roommate. Hanvey, now—he was
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition
thing."
much obliged. Miss Welch. You've siat.ding in the snow m such an ex
for Probate thereof, a'king that the
different She felt that he under“Yes . . .?’• Jim was infinitely lieeD a darn good sport and you've hausted condition that its tengue
same mav be proved and allowed and
stood, and would help, lt was a
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Julia
patient •'Who?”
dragged in the snow. On its back two
helped a heap.”
Annie Bradford, of Thomaston, she
relief to talk. . . .
"Antoinette Peyton."
being the Executrix named In said Will,
“Will you tell me the truth about parrot-like birds clung tearing its '
"Pat Thayer and 1 were en
without bond.
“I see. . . . And how did Miss one thing. Mr. Hanvey? Have I vital organs, the blood from the
gaged,” she said simply.
ESTATE CLARENCE E ULMER, late
Peyton happen to pick thal particu helped my brother, or hurt him?”
“Gee.”
of Rockland, deceased.
Petition for
wound coloring the snow red. Honlar day to tell him?''
Administration,
asking that Florence M
Jim
smiled
a
broad,
lazy
smile.
“Of course, we weren’t thinking
estly, that was so life-like I wanted
Capen of Belmont. Mass., or some other
“Because—well, lt happened this
“You’ve helped him, Ivy. I give
about getting married Just yet. We
•ultahle person be appointed Admlnlaway, Mr. Hanvey.” She walked to you my word -on that. You see. to let out a hoot to drive those mur
tratrlx. with bond.
both felt 1 was too young. But I
the window and motioned him to for the first time 1 got a little of derers off.
ESTATE ALTON E
DRINKWATER.
was wearing his fraternity pin and
Join her. “You see, all the college the truth."
et als. of Rockland, minors. Petition
"Have been to the White House [
be was wearing a diamond ring
for
License
to
Sell
certain
Real Estate,
buildings are on a hill here. Way
He watched her as she opened twice on business for the Library but {
situated In Rorkland, and fully de
IN A GREAT HURRY
which used to belpng to my moth
over yonder on that big hill Is the the door. He saw her give a start, have had no time to look around as
scribed 111 said Petition, filed by Doris R.
er." Again her eyes filled with
Lunt of Rockland. Odn.
Peter is never in a hurry to go
women's dormitory. When you and her slim figure stiffened.
tears. “He had lt on when—when
yet. At a banquet under the auspices ,
to school, but here he is in it*'
THEODORE ROS3, late of Camden,
walk over there you go dowu the
"You!"
she
cried
sharply.
he died, Mr. Hanvey."
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
of the Sons of the American Revolu
great hurry to go some place. If
hill beyond the Bowl and pass
thereof,
asking that the same may be
"Yeh.
It
’
s
me."
answered
Reagan
Jim shook his head. “Where is
proved and allowed and that Letters
tion at the Mayflower Hotel I met a
you take a pencil and join all the
through a pretty little patch of woods. from tbe hallway.
it now, Miss Welch?”
Testamentary
Issue to Emma Elizabeth
numbered dots together, starting
There's a place down there all kind
famed Arctic explorer, Mr. Baldwin,
Ross of Camden, she being the Exx.
“You've been listening?”
“I don't know. I suppose it's still
named
In
said
will, without bond.
with
dot
number
one
and
ending
of closed in—everybody knows It.
"No'm. I haven’t. Honest. I've a very quiet and pleasant looking
on—on his finger. 1 put it there
with dot number forty-one', you
It s called the Bower and couples Just been waiting for Jim Hanvey.” man.
ESTATE ANTTI PERTTULA. late of
myself.”
St. Oeorge. deceased. First and Final
will find out why hc is so rushed
go there lots of times. It's a sort
“I enjoy the services at the Metro- !
Ivy withered him with a glance
account filed for allowance by Frank H.
She suddenly buried her face in
now. It is a word of five letters
of college rule never to go in there and stalked off down the hall. Rea
Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admr.
politan Baptist Church very much !
her hands. Hanvey, filled with a
and Peter says it makes him
I when someone else is there.
I gan entered the room grinning.
ESTATE NELSON B. COBB, late of
deep pity, watched her ln silence.
Rockland, deceased.
Petition for Li
There were 28 in the class I joined,
hungry to even talk about it. •
mean not to go in when you hear
“Any luck, Jim?"
cense to sell certain Real Estate In North
Then tiie blond head Jerked upward j somebody.
---------------------------------------------------L
which
has
a
very
fine
teacher.
T.»
Haven.
Owl's
Head.
South
Thomaston.
"Plenty."
and she forced a smile. "I won't
Rockland and Rockport, and fully de
“Tony Peyton was coming from
church has a fine welcome printed
“Got any hunches?”
scribed ln said Petition, filed by Earl
talk about It any more, Mr. Han
the dormitory and Pat and I were
McIntosh and Albert 8. Peterson of
upen its calendar: 'To all who need
“Yeh.”
vey. I'll- try to be a good scout.
Rockland. Executors.
In there. Tony Peyton eavesdropped
"Against who?”
a church home, to all who mourn and
You're going to help get Larry
ESTATE NELSON B Cobb, late of
, and theD busted right In on us. She
Hanvey chuckled. “Everybody.” reed comfort, to all who are friend
free?”
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Con
i —she gave Pat the devil."
firmation of Trustee, asking that Earl
he answered. Then: “Did you see less and want friendship to all who !
And
other
rectal
diseases
“Yes—If he is innocent."
McIntosh and Albert S Peterson both
“I see. . . . But what business Vernon ?”
"Surely you don't think. . . .1" j was lt of hers?”
of Rockland, be confirmed as Trustees
are lonely and want companionship,
Treated Without Pain
of the Estate given ln Trust for the use
“1 did."
“No, Ivy—1 don’L But I do
to all who pray and to all who do not,
The face which Ivy lifted to Han
and benefit of Albert Cobb Peterson and
‘•Show him the knife?"
or
Loss
of
Time
Clarence Ames Peterson, both of Rock
think that Larry lias talked himself
vey was a study ln bewilderment.
but ought, to all who sin and need a
land. Filed by Earl McIntosh and Al"Yep."
Into a lot of trouble. And if he
"1 don’t know I”
i bert S. Peterson, both of Rockland.
Saviour, and to whomsoever will, this
“What did he say?"
won't tell the truth it's up to me to
“Didn’t she say?"
T'S the new fad—doing magic tricks with cigarettee. Luis Zingone,
“He said.” answered Reagan, church opens wide the door and
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Esfind lt out from someone else."
“No. Of course I could tell that “that the knife Is hisl"
magician to the “400," it showing lovely Mitzi Mayfair, dancing star
j quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
TEL. 1076
makes free a place, and, in the name I
•Til tell you everything 1 know.”
County. Rockland, Maine.
there was something between Tony
of "Take a Chance." how it's done. Magic tricks have become the rage,
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
Attest:.
of Jesus the Lord, says Welcome.'
“Good. Now first: Weren’t you
as a result of the current cigarette ads explaining how the famous
and Pat; or, anyway, there had
I ..
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
127Stf
The minister ts John Compton Ball." I illusiorts of stage are performed.
(with Mr. Thayer day before yesterbeen. Tony was awful sore, and
(To Be Continue^)
27-8-33
guy Just about jioou?"
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an

Community Yardstick
Is it a good place in which to bring up a child ? That is the acid test applied to any town.
V

,

How can we find the answer ? By using the community yardstick—which provides a threeway test of the factors that have a direct bearing upon child life in the community. It will
take but a few minutes to measure our community with this yardstick and ascertain whether

or not this is a good place to bring up children. Here are the acid tests—

1. Do We Give Our Babies a Fair
Chance to Live?

2. Do Our Children Receive an Ed
ucation to Fit Them for Life?

3. Do Our Incomes Provide the
Proper Standard of Living?

In order to attain the rating "Good" the
infant death rate of a community should
not exceed five deaths, during the first
year, out of each one hundred babies
born alive.

GOOD

This rating is secured by communities
who have safeguarded their future citi
zenship by seeing that at least seventyfive out of every one hundred children
of school age are attending schools.

GOOD

The rating "Good” may be applied to a
community where 90 per cent of the
families are enjoying an annual income
of more than $1 500 per year.

FAIR

Whenever only sixty children out of
every one hundred children are attend
ing schools the community is given a
rating of “Fair.”

FAIR

A community where 90 per cent of the
families receive an income annually of
from $1 200 to $1 500 is entitled to a rat
ing of “Fair.”

POOR

This rating is applied to communities
whree the citizenship has failed in its
responsibility to the children to such an
extent that less than one-half of the
children of school age are attending
schools.

POOR

This rating is given to communities
where a low standard of living is found;
where the income of 90 per cent of the
families is $1000 or less.

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

I

Any community in which the infant
mortality exceeds seven and one-half
deaths during the first year, out of each
one hundred babies born alive, would be
rated as “Fair.”
This low rating is applied only to com
munities where the conditions have
reached the disgraceful state where
there are ten or more deaths of babies,
during the first year, out of each one
hundred born alive.

The infant of today is the citizen of tomorrow—it is de
serving of a fair chance. The safeguard of infant life is
the least a community can guarantee. Baby deaths are
largely preventable.

9

What greater handicap can be placed upon a child in its
preparation for life, than the lack of an education. Every
American boy and girl deserves the chance to go to
school.

Every community should seek to provide sufficient in
comes for at least 90 per cent of its families so that they
may s cure the comforts for their children that lead to a
healthy and happy childhood and youth.

Folks, these “acid tests” put the problem squarely up to us.
No matter how good our standing, it may be bettered, but only through the co-operation of all.
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WARREN

THOMASTON

HIGHWAY LINKS U. S.

ki Everybody’s Column

CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
<
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
Real Estate .......................... 813,332.020 99‘
Mortgage Loana .................... 40,193.832 62
AIREDALE lost, answers
toname I Collateral Loans ...................... 24.967,529 41
Bunny Lastseen March
11 lnHeld on Stocks and Bonds .............. 65,002.778 51
Pine St.
Reward. MRS. CLARA W Cash ln Offlce and Bank .... 2.476 069 06
JOHNSON. 16 Limerock St.
32-34 Agents’ Balances ................
70 358 79
______ ___ _______ Interest and Rents .......... 2,806.737 05
----------------------------------------------------------- All other Assets ....................... 4,985.165 68

: LOST AND FOUND;'

Advertisements In this column not to
Mr. and Mrs. Safhuel E. Norwood '
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
and Mrs. Ella Lewis were in Au- j
three times for 50 cents. Addi
WITH MEXICO CITY cents,
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
gurta Wednesday to attend the hear- !
10 cents for three times. 8tx words
make a line.
The Art Club of Thomaston High School will present "St. Patrick's 1 ing on the two tax bills proposed by
the
State
Grange,
one
an
excise
tax
Opens
Up
Southern
Neigh*
Eve” ln the school auditorium tonight at 7.30. under the direction of
Mrs. Wilbur Strong and Miss Eleanor Seeber. The program follows:
on electric properties, the other a tax j
bor to Tourist Travel.
Oross Assets .................... $159,834,492 11
upon intangible property.
! Deduct Items
not ad
mitted ...............................
113.415 83
Poland Paquin
Washington.—Mexico ls pushing
Charles Young is busy re-decorat- [
Hazel Harrison
Admitted
............................$159,721,076 28
ing the tenement belonging to the j forward its greatest highway proj
POSITION as chef or order cook want
ect—an Improved road linking the ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Warren Telephone Co.
United States border at Laredo, □race St.. City.______________ HI
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,226,309 89
DREAM CHARACTERS
ONE
pure
black
beautiful
full
shaegv
Unearned
Premiums ........
581.896 63
Laura Beattie j Georg© Pote has returned to Texas, with its capital, Mexico cat. female, of breeding age. wanted.
Contingency Reserve ........ 2.500 000 00
Terry, the child
City.
The
federal
highway
commis

Swampscott,
Mass.,
after
spending
a
BAY VIEW FARM. North Haven. Me
All other Liabilities .......... 147.814.937 86
Amv Miller
___________________________________ 31*30
Katie, the child
; Cash Capital .......................
3,000 000 00
few’ weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 1 sion of Mexico states that this 770| Surplus over all Liabilities
4,597.931 90
POSITION as general housekeeper
mile section, opening up northeast wanted
Overiock.
FAIRIES—GRADE ONE
by experienced woman
MRS
Total
Liabilities
and
Sur

ern Mexico to tourist travel and MARY E GARDNER. Box 34 Tenant’s
plus
.......................
$159,721,076 28
lean Crie, Jean Gilchrest, Mary Luce, Eleanor Nelson, Lois O'Neil,
Miss Grace Lawrence, R. N., of Wis- 1 trade, will probably be ready for Harbor, Me._____________________ 32*34
27-3-33
LITTLE farm wanted, near to good
and Dorothv Robertson
casset is in town this week.
through traffic in June, 1933,
road Price not over $1000 small down
BOSTON
CASUALTY
COMPANY
Alfred Chapman
A bulletin from the National Ge payment. Answer to Waldoboro. Me
Lep recau n
52 Province St., Boston, Mass.
A daughter, Mary Evelyn, was born
Lulu Kangas March 13 to Mr. and Mrs. Roland ographic society describes the chief R F D 3. BOX 37,________________ 29*34
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mother
WA8HINO9
and
Ironings
wanted.
$112,938 67
William T. Smith, Jr. Berry. Mrs. Oertrude Starrett is car cities and scenic features along MRS ANDREW LARSEN. 77 Cedar St. WHEN you are manning to sell yout c h office and Bank
’ferry, the lad
8.962 29
this picturesque route, which will be Tel. 948-M.
31*33 chickens and fowl, call PETER ED Agents' Balances
1 506 62
M. Elizabeth Henry ing for mother and chtld.
Katie, the lassie
WARDS.
Tel.
806-J.
Rockland.
26-tf
a part of the proposed 10,0002.668
82
Bills
Receivable
.............
ALL KINDS of saws hied and set at
Interest
Accrued
on
Bonds
1.443 77
reasonable
rates.
ANDREW
LARSEN.
BARRED
ROCK
baby
chlx
and
hatch

Mrs Rose Watts returned Thurs mile I’nn-Amerlcan highway link 77 Cedar St Tel 948-M__________ 31*33 ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL All other Assets .................
DANCERS
4 827 00
day to Belmont. Mass., after having ing Washington, D. C„ with Buenos
WANTED. You to know that all cash BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me 26-tf
Sidnei Caler. William T. Smith Jr„ Charles Spear, Walter Strong,
Oross Assets ...............
$132 347 17
Aires, Argentina, and other Latin grain markets during these bank holi
gre
been
guest
of
Mrs.
Martha
Watts
the
6 006 62
Deduct Items not admittedI
(.'archil Elwell, M. Elizabeth Henry, Evelyn Paquin, Janet Tuttle
days are very erratic and much higher for
__ poultry. By ton. $8 delivered Write
American capitals.
We are still taking ln eggs, checks and ALFRED
‘RED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me.
past week.
$126,340 55 V
Admitted
"Motorists
seeking
new
roads
to
orders on savings
bank deposits from RR~Rfd chick. rrom Bt»te te8Ud‘ lr‘
Fiddler
,
Phyllis Belasco
OMDle” In-'ixchan^'Vor'ou;
1932
A
Mr. and Mrs. A. R . Moody have conquer will find that this ‘farthest reTno^slbVe
n?fhi Ftour^nd Feeds W»’«re(lolM credited, trapnested stock 812 per 100
Brian Rourke
Ina Coates
$5,904 98
b
”
mess
n
?he
same
usuaY w’h .n‘^ W. L. MERRIAM. Union, Me.______ 19-t_f Net Unpaid Losses ...............
south' for a continuous highway
been ill with hard colds,
Unearned Premiums ...........
9 503 00
our customers. Supplies of Whole
8 C. R. I. Red chicks three years state All other'Liabilities ...........
2,751 26
DRYADS—GRADE FOUR
Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman aud son journey from the United States Is Oralns and Feeds are being exhausted, accredited, price according to number, Cash Capital ...........................
100 000 00
a roadway of spectacular variety," very fast In the East, owing to these ■ Chickens are now the farmer's best bet Surplus over all Liabilities
8.181 31
Eugene visited D. W. Montgomery says the bulletin. "The route tra unusual conditions. We are still sell- Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E
I.oui i Ashton, Maxine Chapman, Everol Elwell. Virginia Foster,
Total Liabilities and Surplus $126 340 55
and Henry Montgomery at Thomas verses deserts, mile-high mountains, Ing More For Less" Egg Mash at 41 38 C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me Tel. 13-42.
Evelvn Hahn
per bag and ’ More For Less" 20r; Dairy [
26-tf
27-8-33
Elizabeth Brown
ton Tuesday.
Piano
ranch country, lush tropical jun Feed at 1108 per bag These feeds are
priced way under carload cost basts, and) Otl
. aualitv
the Best
812 Der hundred
CORPORATION
W«oih
‘t on—^or
oterV^H
W?LLIE LONDON ASSURANCE
Mrs. Cassie Means and Frank Rcb gles, and, ln places, runs through
London. England
SINGERS
nF<tdthA,’
a * SON. Thomaston. Me. R 1. Phone
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
bins of Rockland spent Sunday aft deep canons where the highway is obliged to ad\ance
ln price as Wwrr^n io-fi
99.tr
a mere scratch on the steep moun won as present supplythem
Virginia Beckett, Fern Benner, Miriam Erickson, Ida Harjula, June
of raw materials • 7arren 10. ------------------------------------££« Mortgage Loans ..................... $20,000 00
ernoon with Mr. and Mrs. John tainside.
ts exhausted. We guarantee More For
PRICE of baby chicks reduced S. C. Stocks and Bonds ................. 6.235 034 31
Henry, Miriam Laaka, Elizabeth Lindstedt, Ina Mahoney,
Less here at all times. Mr. Farmer R. I Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay- Cash In Office and Bank .... 512.743 80
Teague.
Tics Up With United States.
805.479 53
Bertha W’inslow
and Feeder, your Promised New Deal Is lng strain, hatches each week, one to five Agents' Balances
64.721 95
"From
San
Antonio,
Texas,
a
right here
STOVER'S CASH ORAIN hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11. Interest and Rents ...............
Mrs. Ida Libbey returned Monday
18.812 75
STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER Orders of a .thousand and over. $10 per All other Assets .....................
STORI
paved
road
southward
to
the
twlu
PROPERTY MEN
from Rockland where she had
LIOHT. Waldoboro,
C
FEED MFO CO on track at 86 Park 100
Oross Assets ....................... $7,656,792 34
border
cities
of
Laredo
and
Nuevo
17-38
Tel
17-12.
St..
Rockland
Tel
1200
30-tf
Fred Bucklin, Edward Fettorel, Wilbur Strong, Woodrow Verge, N spent the weekend with Mrs. J. B.
Laredo ties ln the new Mexican
TO MY old and new customers Deduct item* not admitted 168.717 95
Raymond Wardwell
Rcbinson and Mrs. Martha Burgess.
throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
highway wiik the improved men
Admitted
.... $7,488,074 39
desiring their eggs hatched I wish to an
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A jolly time was had by those who system of the United States. Nuevo
nounce I am ready to take them on
every Saturday throughout the season Net Unpaid Losses ................. $777,265 00
attended the costume party given Laredo, la the Mexican State of
Notify me a week ln advance as to the Unearned Premiums ............. 3.285.583 22
Tamaulipas, and the flrst city to
number of eggs to be hatched. Why All other Liabilities .......... 231.213 28
for the factory, where 58 hands are ,
Thursday
afternoon
by
Mrs.
Anna
UNION
pay 12c or more for chicks when you Surplus over all Liabilities.... 3.194.012 89
be
reached
after
crossing
the
Rio
now on the roll, and more will be !
LUMP soft coal. $7 50; screened. $9 50; can get them for 5 cents Write for
Starrett at her home, the proceeds
Grande, has developed -amazingly hard coal, $13 50 coke. $10 50 J. B
Baby chicks 12c
HAWES Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,488,074 39
added next week.
Community Club Notes
to benefit the Congn-g a tional Church 1 in the last two years, since pave PAU LSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 30-tf irtlculars
ATCHERY, A. C. Hawes. Union. Tel
EDWARD W BERRY & CO . Agent
21-39
40 Broad Street
27-8-33
Miss Shirley Payson of Warren who
The Uth regular meeting of the Several old-fashioned gowns were in ment was completed to Monterrey. ~~ONEBrown Bobby machine, dozen ca 8-24.
pacity. for sale cheap for cash. KIT
This 151-mile section compares fa TREDGE PHARMACY
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
has been vlsitinK Mrs
clark- Women's Community Club was held evidence, a few being wedding gowns
32-34
CORPORATION
returned home Friday afternoon.
March 14 at the club rooms, with a Old-time music of the “gay nineties" vorably with the best American
USED STROLLER for sale. $2. TEI
33*lt I
Kansas
City, Missouri
851-W.
highways.
One
stretch
runs
45
Clams are coming to the Black & goodly number present considering added to the merriment of the occaThe Idea behind this column Is to
FARM for sale. M acres land. Barn | makf possible the exchange of goods oi
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
miles
across
the
desert
without
a
Qay cannin8 factory in quantities I the inclement weather. The presi- -'lea. as did the photo guessing con\ f DllUl.tl. ZOJ Maili .ssM.4e.aao
kaemenn nannla
sarKzx wt.h
♦ /> Real Estate
and camp
between
people who
wish to
$52 797 37
curve.
30-tf services
St. Tel. 1080
trade some possession of theirs for other Mortgage Loans
709 109 15
sufficient to keep a large crew busy.
dent. Mrs. Ethel Creighton, opened tert and the clothes contest. A lunch
“Monterrey, the capital of the
or articles
Simply
address the Collateral
Loans
BARGAINS IN USED PIANOS. $40 up. goods
_
_
________ ___
2 930 22
To Portland today went Capt. the meeting with the singing of of pea soup, hot meat sandwiches
2 370.620 56
state of Nuevo Leon, Is surrounded also Buffet C Melody Saxophone. Conn . Classified Editor of The Courier-Oazette stocks and Bonds
Cornet.
Holton
Melophone
Cash
or
The
charge
ls
25
cents
for
one
Insertion
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
398 558 17
Warren
Eldredge.
First
Lieut. America, followed by the roll call to salad, baked Indian pudding, old- by mile-high peaks, the most con terms. Newr pi
___ __a:_____
pianos
greatly ______
reduced 1 of three^ lines. 50 cents for three lnser- ; Agents' Balances
594.739 71
Liberal aliowance~on old upright | tions. Larger ad prices on application Interest and Rents ........
45.487 03
Chester S.ader and second Lieuts. which the members responded with in- fashioned sugar and molasses cookies spicuous being Its famous Saddle prices.
pianos
Write or phone for prices. 1 Phone 770.
All other Assets .............
40 698 73
mountain
(Monte
de
la
Sllla).
teresting
facts
about
"Presidents
and
was
served,
Mrs
Starrett
being
assistMAINE MUSIC STORE
33-35 ____
Russell Hoffses, Philip Newbert and
Oross
Assets
............
...........
$4,214
940 94
“
An
Improved
gravel
road
leads
SIX ROOM house for sale at 36 James
Warren Feyler of Battery F. Second their homes " The food sale com- ed by Miss Pauline Starrett, Miss
WILL exchange sheep for heifer or Deduct Items not admitted
55.716 34
Tel
from Monterrey over the mountains St F A MAXCY. 37 Warren St *ti»vti
H.
D.
CRIE
Tel
83
cow
giving
mllk.
mittee
reported
*6
08
from
the
sale
Christine
Brown
and
Mrs.
Ruth
PhilBattalion, 240th Regiment Coast
Thomaston
31-33
,to the west of Saltillo, capital of 950-M
Admitted
$4,159,224 60
THREE houses for sale near South
ArtiEery, to attend the weekend March 4. The dollar which each brook. The guests numbered 34.
Coahuila, a region of ranges where Main
Bt. Improvement,, garage Must ) ^^V^du\ ’tTfre^nTn'W
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.
,.
.
__
___
„„
i
Jersey
cow.
due
to
freshen
In
.
member agreed to earn, reporting to
Mrs. Hattie Moody and Norman
echool annual reunion,
long-horned cattle graze. This even be sold at once Can be purchased on I ber for a horse that weighs 1000 or over. I Net Unpaid Losses —........... 41.079.437 18
— plan, price from $600 to $1500 V.
v CLINTQN A THURSTON. Rockville
) Unearned Premiums
994 238 70
tually will be part of a through rent
A call on Oscar Williams who re- the club the manner in which it was Mcodyof Augusta visited relatives
F. STUDLEY 283 Main St Tel. 1080
31-33 All other Liabilities ................. 482 653 74
route to Mexico City via San Luis
30-tf —.M-goMw
turned from Knox Hospital one week obtained, was well represented, seven here Thursday afternoon,
_________ ______ __________
.. I Cash Capital ............................ 1,000 000 00
Quaker Baled Poultry Litter. Some- rh^e n?e Xk ffie^e X?ite orphow 8urPlus over »“Liabilities ....
602 894 98
feU over>thls Potosi.
ago. after a surgical operation, found being received with varying and in-A feeling of
“The main highway today, how iand and the
V. best poultry litter for hens LUDWIO MOTOR SALES Tel. 135. Newcastle. Me._________________________ 21-tf Tot“ Liabilities and Surplus 44.159 224 60
him gaining rapidly. He had just teresting recitals. The president exal news of the death of ....................
........................
ever, strikes south to Ciudad Vie- and chicks on the market. A circular
come in from a walk from his home pressed the hope that all who have Mics Helen
which occurred toria. This 180-mile section ls on request. No waste. Very low ln_ I WANT some responsible woman to -----------------------------------------------------------Used'and en-! look after my home ln exchange for THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE COMBales or tons
on Georges street to Main street.
not as yet earned their dollar will Wcdnesday afu.rnoon in 1^.^^ about a quarter paved and the rest price
dorsed by Maine Experiment Station good board and room.
Reference*
PANY OF AMERICA
We
also
Just
received
car
baled shav- Write MRS. S K., care The Courier-Oamake
every
effort
to
do
so
before
the
aft<!r
an
cwerlnj
The committee appointed to recls all-weather gravel.
Here the
150 William Street, New York, N. Y.
ings. STOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES zette.
22-L. |
six months
Howard A Welch road winds through one of the chief DISTRIBUTORS
ommend appropriations to the an- meeting on April 11.
----------------------- for STOVER FEED -----------------------------------------------------------ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
WILL exchange laying pullets for
Park St . Rock marketable fowl or pay fat prices for
MFO CO on track at
After the routine business the wU1 offictate at
at ,he hQ|ne fruit-raising sections of Mexico.
nual town meeting will meet in the
$5,978 489 59
30-33 fat birds PENDLETON. 131 Rankin St Stocks
land. Tel 1200
_ . . and Bonds .................
n .
Paradise for Hunters.
176 353 35
Tel 843-W
30*32 cash ln Offlce and Bank
selectmen's room Monday evening.
meeting was turned over to the pro- Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock InberAgents'
Balances
.................
404.789 07
"From this point to the little town
• • • •
^am committee under chairmanship ment wlll
at Riv^view cemetery,
Boards for a partition. I’d like some | Bills Receivable
6.385 10
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • •
•1
♦
♦
•
of Valles, ln the state of San Luis
boards to build a partition. WlU trade ( Interest and Rents
71,525 39
Albert A. Keene
of Mrs. Lela Haskell, who served for gKi(jes her parents Mr. and Mrs
for an awning or truck cover. Write ; All other Assets
2.314 63
Potosi, the road surface alternates
ROCKLAND AWNING CO. 15 Willow
.
----------------Albert A. Keene, son of Horatio Mrs' Carrie Ames "Majch-" an «ii- Mansfield Robinson, she leaves a between gravel and graded earth.
St . City.__________________________ 14*16
Gross Assets .... .................... 46.639.857 13
This region Is a paradise for hunt- R ***** * *
- — — — —
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous Deduct Items not admitted
71 126 14
n. and Elizabeth (Johnson) Keene lOr‘al- was read *>y Mrs. Etta Orin- ;LSter Mrs. Hugh Blodgt't of WestTENEMENT on Gleason St . Thomas- Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. atvle F
of Appleton, was born in Rockland neU PaPers "When the White House fieW N j U(1
brothers Rav ers—boar;
raccoon qnail
Admitted
............. ............... $6.568L73O 99
ton
to
let.
Seven
rooms,
electric
lights
sood
as
new
for
a
quantity
of
wood
or
anil
turkey being nlentlful.
plentiful. Coffee,
Coffee, and flush. Apply to R W TRIPP. 35 «•’; for
in 1854. His early life was spent in chan«« Hands." "Franklin Roose■
n'1 turkev
or cash
,Or .trucking
truckln« service
... ..........................
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cf South Paris, Albert of Chicago, and J cotton, rice and vanilla beans are Main
St., Thomaston
31*33 Heater good as new Apply Nell 8 Perry, Net Unpaid Losses ................. $323,001 00
veil's
Comeback
from
Invalidism,"
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
Offl'e,
ardson. Ensign Otis. Obadiah Gard- that city, obtaining his education,
Earl of Warren.
the principal crops.
ATTRACTIVE six and four room rents,
14*10 Unearned Premiums ............. 2.407.949 92
ner and Judge E. W Pike of Rock- For a time he was in business at I and "Frances Perkins—Her Progress
"In tlie rugged mountain section fine location. 17 Orove St., recently reno Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will •Reserve for Depreciation ln
Mystic Rtbekah Lodge is invited to 1
vated. with or without sara^e. Phone
Securities .............
218.721 77
from
Schoolgirl
to
Secretary
of
La

exchange right. P. O BOX 441, City.
iand. and Bradford Redonnet of clark Island. Later he became a
attend the meeting of Maiden Cliff between Valles and the village of 611-M DR R W BICKFORD
! All other Liabilities
128 603 77
i4*ie | Cash Capital ............................ 1 000 000 00
Wlscassrt. Each presented the issues wholesale flour commission mer- bor,” read by Mrs. Bernice Payson, Lodge the evening of March 22. sup Jacala, in the state of Hidalgo, con
LARGE heated front room with bath. , __ ..... - 4
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
2
490
454 53
to let MINNIE C. SMITH. 37 8prlne St
WE ^ILL trade at bargain price, a
of the present time in a clear and chant representing standard flour ) Lela Haskell and Edith Bowes, re per to be served at 6.30. Bethel Lodge struction work has been moving for Tej 45.j
31-33 new Addressograph complete, standard
ward
slowly
since
April,
1931.
Here
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$6,568,730
99 ,
Fl
Addressograph
No
32382
for
M
plates,
spectively, furnished a constructive
able manner. The supper commit- mnis
the West.
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. bath foot power selector to work with dupll• This reserve ls the difference be- ]
cf Union will exemplify the degree.
the road climbs from the dense lights
gas
furnace
heat.
$20.
and
enjoyable
program
Refresh

tween
the
Convention
Values
and
the
MILTON
cator.
flat
envelope
plate
No
2
less
regutee, to whom great credit is due.
oct 28. 1884. Mr. Keene was marRay Robinson arrived Wednesday
tropical jungles and swamps along M GRIFFIN 25 Ocean St.
31-tf lar envelope plate: 50 sets B plain tabs; Actual Market Values as of December
were then served.
comprised Rodney E. Feyler, Stanley ; rjed to Miss Alida N. O'Brien of ments
FOUR ROOM house near Main St one Gl Graphotype No. 10064 for M plates 31. 1932
. , . ,
night from South Paris, called by the the Tatnuin river, where parrots fly
MAURICE F LOVEJOY
10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M
A
food
sale
will
be
held
April
1
at
dfa;h
of
Mjjs
He[en
Rc|j
overliend auu
nn<l gur„enus
ffor"pcms nuwers
flowers anu
and | rTh
omaston
. $15 monthTel.Call
MARY No.
Cushing ar.d Elmus Morse, assisted Thcmaston. They lived first in
INSURANCE
ouvriieau.
nrw
at the
th*
Thomaston
plates, complete with metal stand, copv
,
LUCE
at
Lucette.
holder,
cover
and
20
extra
dies
and
Masonic
Temple Building. Rockland
the
club
rooms.
The
next
regular
in
<.
3n
banana
groves
border
the
highway,
I
52-3.
23-tf
by Stanley Copeland and Richard Brooklyn. N. Y„ and for a long period
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000
27-S-33
meeting will be March 28. with roll
to the tableland.
FIVE ROOM bungalow to let. electric style M blank plates, stub sec ; 7.ZSS
Feyler.
were residents of Philadelphia,
Frank D. Rowe attended the din- !
lights,
flush
toilet,
garden
spot
Rent
style
M
plates,
bottom
sects;
7.000
style
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
"From Jacala southward an Im reasonable to right parties. TEL 1188-M
The Thomaston High School Art where children were born to them. call on "Books of Today." The sub- ner held at the Copper Kettle WedM blank plates, top sects ; 5.000 frames,
of Hartford. Connecticut
proved highway will carry the
31*36 style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
Mrs. Josephine
Club presents a St. Patrick's Day play Ab3ut 27 years ago the family went ject is . “Libraries,
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u
u
nesday evening for the Southern route througli Pachuca,. an imiiorFOUR room furnished apartment to °!*''e Freen cabinet: one base. Th‘« ««•-I
Bessey
to
be
in
charge.
,
.
.
at 38 Beech St Bath, electricity, gas chlnf l? bra/id new and can be bougnt Real Estate
tonight at 7.30 in the assembly ha.. t0 Hyde Park. Mass., which has since
......... $470 845 79
•
Sc.ioclmen s League.
tant silver mining town, into Mex let
one-half the actual price; and can be
Rnri Bonds
parage space. $5 week. L A. THURS at
......... 6.102.676 52
*s and Bonds
followed by a social. The cast will been their heme. The family made
Fred Overiock was in Orono a few ico City. Rapid progress has been TON. Tel. 1159.
30-tf seen at this offlce any time Address Stoc
Cash
ln
Offlce
and
Bank
...... 363.309 91
N. S Perry. COURIER-OAZETTE, Rock Agents' Balances ..................
STRAND THEATRE
477.948 95
made here in recent months, and
include: Terry, Ro.and Paquin; Katie, annUal visits in Thomaston, but Mr.
days last week.
LOWER apartment, flve rooms and land. Me.
24*31 Interest and Rents .......
41.961 10
A new romantic team makes its
hath to let, at 20 CAMDEN ST. Tel
All other Assets .....................
45.743 52
Hazel Harrison; children. Laura Be- Keene's vacations were very short,
Austin Wiley is doing tlie chores [ what some travelers once charac 639-J.
26-tf
$$***>•«*•***>•>*••>•**••-••>**
bew
to
film
fans
in
"The
Sign
of
the
terized
as
the
‘
most
dangerous
road
attie. Amy Miller; young folks. Eliza- as a jarge and flourishing business
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
for Mrs. A K Spear while the latter i In the world’ ma)’ goon be a mod
Oross Assets ........................ $7,502,485 79
room furnished apartment, both
Deduct Items not admitted .... 1.111.241 14
beth Henry, William T. Smith, Jr.; absorbed his time. For the past four Cross," Monday and Tuesday
E receiving treatment at Knox Hos- 1 ern boulevard, a monument to engi three
heated
and newly finished.
MRS
Ftedric March and Elissa Landi
FROST Tel. 318-W
26-tf
fairies, Dorothy" Robertson, Mary years he had been unable to do busi
Admitted
......... -................. 86.391.244 65
pital.
neering skill. Near Pachuca are
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St . heated
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Luce, Lois O'Neil. Jean Crie, Jean Gill- ness and with Mrs. Keene had spent are the lovers in this drama of the
Miss Christine Starrett was over- , great basaltic formations some and lighted 13 50 week V. F. STUD
POULTRY. FRUIT FARM on main Net Unpaid Losses . ............. $259,949 00
26-tf state road. Lincoln County. Mile from Unearned Premiums ............. 2.566.555 79
chrest. Eleanor Nelson; Leprechaun. ) the summers in their Thomaston stirring events of Nero's reign in im night guest of Miss Arlene Overiock times called ‘the Giant Causeway of LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
— village, railroad, schools, church, short All other Liabilities ............. 933 497 58
perial Rome, the story of Nero's per
Alfred Chapman; Mother, Lulu Kan-1 ^ome
FURNISHED apartment.to lev
u
„vallvc seashore.
America.’
distance
Attractive 10-room
at Pleasantville, Monday.
.................... 1.000.000 00
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cottage house, good water, shaded lawn surSlns nvi?’
“From Mexico City modern roads ST Tel. 600 or 211-M
gas; Irish lads and lassies. Charles
Mf Keene>s death occurred March secution of the hapless Christians
over all Liabilities.... 1.631.242 28
24-tf ‘ ,hruba; 42 ft. dairy barn. 104 ft. poul- ISurplus
’,irnl’”‘ nvrr
are
branching
out
in
all
directions.
,
discovered
making
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"sign
of
the
Spear. Sidney Caler. Walter Strong, ? funefal servi=€s
heW jn Hyde
157.?.°Ute.-Fra.^;n“
“JSTlSS Total Debilities andBSm-plusW391.244 65
FRIENDSHIP
The longest, of all-weather gravel llahts. ga**. bath, hot water heat, rent ! tillage, two young anples. balance
Carolyn Elwell. Evelyn Paquin. Janet Park Mafch g He u
by hu J cross,” by hE myriad spies March
reasonable F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main pasture and .woods. *2800 Easy terms
3OS-36
Agents
construction, extends over tlie Old
21-tf Free circular. FEDERAL LAND BANK
Tuttle; Larry, Phyllis Belasco; Bryon, wjfe; a ion Nc;£on
Reene of has the role of the virile, handsome
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lash ol New i Spanish Trail to Acapulco. Another St. Tel. 422-R
Springfield. Mass.
33-lt
APARTMENT
of
five
rooms
and
bath,
FITCIIBl'RG
MUTUAL
FIRE
INSUR

Ina Coates; dryads, Everal Elwell Dedham, Mass.; a daughter, Mrs. Prefect of Reme. second in command Bedford. Maas., are receiving con-' carries the Pan-American highway second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
ANCE COMPANY
Wesson
Hawes
(Marion
O.
Keene
>'
i
S^nS
of
a
daugh-|
ANNE
V.
FLINT.
Tel.
1013-M
19-tf
781
Main
Street,
Fitchburg
Mass.
Virginia Foster, Louisa Ashton. Eve
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
southward to tlie city of Pueblo.”
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APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block
lyn Hahn, Maxine Chapman; pianist
ter.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
MRS. B B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
of West Orange. N. J.; four grand tian girl and who walks hand in hand
Real Estate .................. ............ 8130.000 00
___________________________________ 26-tf
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes Mortgage Loans ....................
Elizabeth Brown; members of the children; and a sEter, Mrs. Frank
1.000 00
Word was received in town Wed- | Divorces in Reno Now
the City of Rockland, hereby give Stocks and Bonds ................. 546.086 72
with her to meet the fierce Numidian nesday of the death of Mrs. Herbert ,
HEATED apartments all modern, four of
chorus, Miriam Erickson, Ina Manotice
to
the
Inhabitants
of
said
City
Cash
In
Offlce
and
Bank
18.265
86
W. Darling of Hyde Park.
Cheaper Than Year Ago rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6c ROCK rnd other persons having Taxable Prop- Agents' Balance* ................. 64 878 99
liens—and death—on the sands of Benner
cf
South
Waldoboro, i
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
26-tf
honen, Mariam Laaka. Bertha Wins
nrty withinsaid city, to make and bringInterest and Rents ...................
7.629 05
Iteno,
Nev.
—
A
decrease
of
J.T43
the Circus Maximus arena. DeMille Among surviving children are Mrs.
in to said
Assessors true and perfect All other Assets ..................
11.290 84
low, Ida Harjula, Elizabeth Lind
ln divorce decrees granted in Reno
of their polls and all their estates.'
- —
EAST FRIENDSHIP
has used all the vaunted soectacular Everett Murphy and Perley Benner, ln 1932, as compared to the pre 8t**************S II lists
stedt. Evelyn Stevens, Fern Benner
real end personal, ln writing Including
Oross Assets ..................
$779,151 46
Mrs. Annie Doe and Mrs. Edith trappings for which he is noted, re
»
•
Money
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or
at
Interest,
and
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
61.619
02
Services at the Federated Church
vious year, is shown in figures com
residents of this town.
| debts due more than owing, and all
----------------Havener have employment at Bum- ports from Hollywood declare.—adv.
I
property
held
ln
trust
as
Guardian.
Admitted
............................
$717,532
44
piled
hy
the
county
clerk
here.
Sunday will be: Church school at
Mrs. Randall J. Condon has re
ham & Morrill's factory at the har
♦
i Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
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9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11
otherwise (except as Is bv 'aw exempt M
t
nm m
turned to her home here after There were 3,195 decrees granted
bor..
taxation! which th*
thr- were posses
Dosses-1
f’pr^lumsllXOM 84
here last year, ns compared witii
from taxation)

o'clock, subject, "The Great De
LADIES-Reliable
hair
goods
ax
Rock
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with
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daugh

sor
of
on
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flrst
day
of
April,
1933.
Mr. and Mrs. Rynel Davis, Mr. and
4,248 granted In 1931.
and
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* rrnuthOortSeeP.‘.mc.
14.374 90
Mak<! °a,“ ‘°
' Sur^ov^^'lSbliluii' :::: 2&&
cision." The anthem for the morn
ter and son-in-law, Prof, and Mrs.
Tiie decrease Is blamed, to a solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Mrs. Earl Davis of Port Clyde, Mr.
26-tf
ing will be "Crown Him Lord of All.”
Frank C. Foster in Greenville. Tenn. large extent, to the depression.
toAnotlfV’ffieiALe^re~f"1he name^or Totl“ Abilities and Surplus 8717 532 44
arlfi Mrs. M. P, Ome of South War
epi
by Wilson. Evening service at 7. sub
Arthur T. Simmons is here after Fees of attorneys also decreased. father and antiques. Call and deliver. all persons of whom they have bought1
CO HAND IN HAND
ren were in town Sunday calling on
A MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St . or to whom they have sold taxable
ject, "Through Thick and Thin.”
visiting relatives in Boston for sev- Persons coming here for divorce ' S.
PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
26-tf property since the flrst day of April,
relatives.
Buy From Thc Guy
Keene, New Hampshire
sought more moderate and cheaper Rockland. Me.
Monday. March 20. the second
i
eral
months..
ALADDIN LAMP PARTb at all times 1932
Who Can Buy From You
Several from this place attended
And for the purpose of receivin'? said
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dwelling places during their six Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
diphtheria texoid clinic will be held
lists
and
making
transfers
of
all
prop

Mrs.
Ellis
Lawry
was
tendered
a
$1,400 00
town meeting at the village Monday.
26-tf erty bought or sold, the undersigned will Mortgage Loans ...........
weeks’ residences.
CAPB( \ SAILS BOOKS
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and
Bonds (Market
at 1 30 at the selectmen's offlce.
i
surprise
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on
her
be
in
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at
the
Assessors'
Room.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson mo
Of
thc
3,105
divorces
granted
here
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Op
Ppinjinc
No. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve Cash ln Offlce and Bank ......
Services at the Baptist Church tored to Portland Monday on busi
35.367 10
' birthday by friends and neighbors, j in 1932, 1,087 went to men nnd 2,001
-Inq
o'clock ln the forenoon, and from one Agents' Balances ..................
8 970 48
Sunday will bc. 9.45 a. m.. Bible ness.
to four o'clock ln the afternoon of each Interest and Rents ...............
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. | to women, while 17 of the cases
2 428 45
day.
12,787 01
All other Assets .....................
Ray Winchenpaw, Miss Elizabeth j were annulments.
school; morning worship at 11. topic.
Mrs. Herbert Smith and son of
SATURmY. MONDAY AND TUESDAY
KOMI TO*™
$507,289 18
“The Power and Word of God;” 6 Ncrth Cushing spent last Thursday
April 1, 3, 4, 1933
Teacher of Piano
; Winchenpaw, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
5.334 76
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis Deduct Items not admitted
Odd Accident Ie Fatal
22
CAMDEN
ST„
ROCKLAND,
ME.
p. m., Y.P.S.C.E.; 7 o'clock subject. with Mrs. R. J. Marshall.
H. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. John Stetrators, Trustees or Guardians
Tacoma,
Wash.
—
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a
speed

TEL.
63!
-V/
$501,954
42
Admitted
..........................
“Fanny Crosby and Her Hymns."
The statute provides that you must I
1 vens, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Neal. Mrs.1 ing automobile rounded a turn on a
Mrs. Elsie Kraft will entertain the
124’lt
1932
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true
The Beta Alpha Club will meet girl:: cf the 4-H Club Saturday.
j
Otis
Munroe.
Mrs.
Ethel
Day,
E.
A.
and perfect list of all taxable pronerxy Net Unpaid Losses ............... $79,360 57
mountain highway, a rotten, 40-foot
Buy
ln your possession to date ot Aprtl 1 Unearned Premiums
40.985 77
with Mrs. Addie Jones. Wadsworth
Wincapaw and Fessenden Winca- I snag of a fir tree crashed across
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Starrett and
1933. otherwise It will be taxed aa the All other Liabilities
10.584 91
statute
provides,
and
any
personal
ex

street, Monday evening. Refresh Mlrs Pauline Starrett of the village
WHERE YOU
200.000
00
paw.
the highway in front of tlie car beamination of property by the Assessors Surplus over all Liabilities .... 171.023 17
ment committee, Mrs. Leila Smalley. spent Sunday with Mrs. Seppala.
will not be considered as a waiver of
Mrs. Ellen Wallace has returned lng driven by Louis J. Larsen. He
neglect of any person ln bringing in true Total Liabilities and Surplus $501,954 42
Sell
Mrs. Dora Kalloch.
to Portland' after visiting Mr. and I WHS kil,e'’ nn'1 a romPani°n. Alex
Mrs H. J. Autio remains very ill and
and perfect list as required bv law.
33-S-39
McEacliren, flfty-two, suffered crit
Any person who neglects to comply
W. C. Brooks of Bo ton. president ’ confincd to her bed.
j Mrs. Charles Wallace for several
with this notice will be doomed to a tax ,
ical head injuries.
according to the laws of the State end I
of the J. B. Pearson & Co. is in town.
Miss Cora Havener spent Sunday
days.
BROILERS, FOWL, CHICK
be barred of the right to make application !
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY
Mr. Brooks brought more business with hcr parents Mr. and Mrs. Willie
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon M. Waleither to the Assessors or County Com- I
for any abatement of taxes,
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
| lace, made two round trips to Port
Since
1840 this firm has falthtn'i^ mlssloners
•------- ----------------------------------------- Havener.
unless such person offer such list with I
MODERN WOMEN served the families of Knox County hls
Prompt returns at highest possible
application and satisfies the assessors
Strout Insurance Agency
Nearly all the men are now emland this week. She carried lobsters NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
prices Quotations, tags, testimoni
that he was unable to offer it at the
LADY AT TENDANT
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
und if its PRINTING
als. sent on request. Our atm ls to
i Walter Strnnt
Alfred M. strout ployed at clam digging and finding
from Trefethern's Pound here to Chi-ehes-ters
time appointed.
Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
gain and hold shippers' confidence.
M. M. DAGGETT
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Don't Forget
I their shop in Portland.
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold by^
Insurance ln all Its branches
it very discouraging, prices low, and
Established 25 years. Coops loaned
Chairman.
all druggists for over 4 5 years. A»klo*-—j
free.
H. W. KEEP.
Probate Bonds
Notary Public j clams scarce. The best of the digJohn D. Mitchell was in VinalBURPEE’S
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W. F. WYMAN & CO.
Assessors of Rockland.
. haven for a Masonic inspection WedVinal Building, l’hone 158
sera are not receiving much more
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston, Mass.
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At the Republican caucus Thurs
day evening the following were nomi
nated as candidates to be voted for
at the annual town meeting March
27: R. O. Elliot, moderator; Enoch M.
Clark, clerk; William T. Smith, select
man for three years; D. P Whitney,
assessor for three years; Henry B
Shaw, overseer of poor for three
years; Albert Elliot, school committee;
Harriet Williams, treasurer; A. Mabel
Fernald, auditor.
Among the students at University
Of Maine elected to Phi Beta Kappa
ls Luthera H. Burton of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton en
tertained at a picnic supper Thurs
day evening. Chinese food was
served with great satisfaction to the
hostess and guests, every dish being
highly praised. Cards and dancing by
the music of the radio furnished di
version. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. William Flint., Mrs. Charlotte
Gray. Mr. and Mrs Lee Walker. Miss
Clara Spear. Mrs Katherine Garvey.
Nathan Farwell, Fred Hinckley.
Myles Weston and the host and
hostess.
Mrs. Austin Elwell is employed as
nurse in the home of Frank A Crute,
Cushing.
The Baptist Mission Circle will
meet Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the par
sonage. The topic will be "Judson
College." leader Mrs. Louise Brown.
Mrs Edna Young entertained the
Federated Sewing Club at her home
on Fluker street Friday afternoon.
The members busied themselves on
work for the spring fair. Light re
freshments were served.
R. O. Elliot has returned from a
business trip to Boston.
Mrs. A. F Rice has received a let
ter from her nephew Frank Robinson,
who with Mrs. Hri°n Robinson Collins was in the earthquake territory
in California, announcing their
safety.
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn who
spent the winter in South Portland.
have returned and opened their house
Thomaston's three active Industries
are giving employment at present to
more than 100 people.
Next Sunday at the Baptist Church
will be "Neighbor's Sunday." The
Baptists have many neighbors whom
they are hoping to see at church.
Mrs A. K Hamilton who has been
guest of her daughter Mrs. Oliver
Hahn for the winter has returned to
her home in Holbrook. Mass.
The Roosevelt-Garner Club met in
K of P hail Thursday, with guests
present from Camden. Rockland and
Wiscasset. Supper of scallop stew,
cake, daughnuts and coffee was
served at 6 30. following which the
president introduced the several
speakers of the evening, Jchn L
Tewksbury of Camden. Gilford
Butler of South Thcmaston and
Rockland. Mayor Charles M. Rich-
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®SOC* ETY,

TENANT’S HARBOR

Knows Songs but

The Eastern Star furnished dinner j
||1 and supper town meeting day.
Mrs. Harry Paterson and Mrs. El
HIS comely young lady gives tha
mer Allen visited Mrs. Ida Rivers
‘•special permission of the copy
Monday in Wallston.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
right owner” you used to hear so
much about. Around the office of the
The many friends of Mrs. Harriet
In addition to personal notea regard-1 Muriel E McPhee upon arriving
American Society of Composers, Au
Wheeler
are pleased that she is im
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- ,
.
.
,
.
thors and Publishers. Miss Ileidinger
ment especially desires information of home lrom school Friday afternoon
proving in health.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
ellrnrised with a hand.
To the Christian Science Monitor ming her palaces in the air with
Notes sent
sent by
bv mall
mall or
or telephone
teleDhone will
will be
be was Kre»uy surprised W1U1 a naiKlNotes
Two flocks of wild geese passed over
gladly received.
, seme birthday cake, adorned with St.
we are indebted for several clippings geometric precision; and of the
this place one day last week. This
TELEPHONE .....
770 or 794
Patrick’s Day deckings made and
of real interest. One is an editorial tremor of leaves in hidden valleys,
is one of the signs of spring.
1 given to her by Mrs. F. M. Beggs.
“Guarding the Children’s Hour,” the lure of water tumbling over
Miss Oladys Blethen has been in
Harold Hupper with trucks finished
The occasion also marked the wed
I which contains real food for thought. stone.”
Boston for a few days, meeting there
hauling ice from Warren Monday,1
Between the dark and the daylight.
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
When the night ls beginning to lower.
her sister, Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence.
And a poem by Jessie Linkletter j havinK Ailed his ice house.
Percy L. McPhee. Among the gifts
Comes a pause ln the day's occupation.
Miss Blethen and Mrs. Lawrence wili ! received was a set of initial silver
That ls known as the Children's Hour. which Just fits the time:
Frank Robinson ls doing carpenter
motor home Sunday, Mrs. Lawrence
“Still draws the dusk its gentle
I work for Mrs. Clara Corey.
MADCAP MARCH
i teaspoons from Mrs. McPhee's sisters
to have a vacation from her duties Who reside in the West.
March, thc madcap.
curtains. Still come3 the children's
Henry Allen and Thomas Radford
Now romps through the land.
as dietitian at Wells College, Aurora.
hour. Not even the ubiquitous and
Draped ln dusky fabrics
were in Rockland Wednesday.
With
new
gifts
ln
her
hand.
N. Y.
Mrs. Lilia Jones of Warren and
Incessant radio hail been able to
Birds and rabbits love her
A sparring and wrestling exhibition
And follow ln a band.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Russell of Ells
make the grave Alices, the laughing
was held ln 1.0 OF. hall Wednesday
For March ls a hoyden
Mrs. Gladys Buzzell of Thomas worth, were in this city last week,
And races on the sand.
Allegras, the Ediths with golden
evening.
ton was hostess to the Moonlight called by the illness of the late Mrs.
hair, or the little Bcbby Browns forMarch, the merry madcap.
Mrs Leander Wiley is visiting rela- j
Is on a holiday,
Auctioneers
Thursday
evening. Annie Schwartz.
' get their twilight prerogative. But
I tives in Winthrop, Mass, for a few
Whistling through the brambles.
Bridge honors were won by Mrs.
Making willows sway,
1 the radio has entered into the childays.
Pinning buds and catkins
The Ruth Mayhew Tent has a
Rollo Gardiner of Camden, Miss
■ d.-en’s hour and into their thoughts
On thin boughs, bare and gray.
Mr. and Mrs. William T Hocking !
Noisy
little
maiden.
Esther Ahlberg and Miss Oladys I card party Monday afternoon at thc
j to such an extent that parental reMISS ALICE UKIU1KUEU
Laughing all the day.
are visiting friends and relatives in
Bowen. St. Patrick's Day decora- home of Mrs. Priscilla Smith, 160 la known aa the "special perm, ion sponsibilities are becoming more
• • • »
Worcester. Boston and Philadelphia.'
girl.” Because constant repetition !
tions lent a festive air.
{Pleasant street.
Les Camarades Musicaux of Bath,
complicated
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
kills songs quickly, the composers endeavor to prolong the popularity of I “Among these responsibilities is , who gave a delightful exchange pro-: were jn Rockland Monday also WalThe Girls of the Know-How Club
Dr. C. W. Moffitt and son Edward •ome of the tunes by having h.er.i tbe important one of keeping the , 8ram with the Rubinstein Club, pre- doiowe
less frequently. Miss Heidin- !
. ,,, ,
,
,
i-uwe.
of Ingraham Hill are invited to attend of Dorchester. Mass . were visitors in played
ger receives about 150 requests a day ' child's mentality free from fear, sented a program last Wednesday for
charter OF<? ls eonziurt
Sunday School at the First Baptist ! this city Thursday.
by letter, telephone and telegraph for And in at least one American com- the Cecilia Club, Augusta. The con
ing a baseball contest. Some pretty
permission tc play these restricted |
.
.
Church.
------.
cert was at the Biaine mansion upon
_____
Mrs. Maud Mather entertained thc songs. This makes an impressive munity parents have shown deterwild shots are being made with the
the invitation of Mrs. Louts J. Brann,
average of 45.000 a year. She musl mination to prevent the radio's play
arrows. Presumably the losing side 1
An important meeting of the Rub- JoIly Six Club Thursday.
know the names of thousands of
songs, who wrote them and who pub ing on tender Imaginations with | wife of the Governor,
will have to pay the bill for a good
instein Club executive board has |
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller entertained lished them. That’s quite a job be 'bogeymen' and dramatizations of
supper when the contest is ended |
been called for Tuesday afternoon a'.
cause more than 5,000.000 different
A person interested in music who Ernest Rawley and Albert Slingsby'
In Scarsinformally last evening at her home songs
are Included in the repertoire harrowing experiences.
2 sharp at the home of Mrs. Helen
A N E N S E M It L E FOR E V E NI N G W E A R
dale, N. Y., parents have organized
Panning to make a trip to Europe are the respective captains.
covered by the Society's licenses and
at Olencove.
Wentworth, president.
_____
ntw ones are added every week.
themselves and made complaints 1 ^is year should certainly make an
------- _ ....... ...
Miss Daphne Winslow arrives to' which have reached the ears of both' effort to visit at least one or two oi
IT'S a veritable lifesaver, thia sleeves and buttons down the en
Mr. and Mrs. Henry O. Wall have
lQ
a week.#
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes have re- (he bjg American broadcasting com- the 8reat festivals which will take
Dr 11 F Kalloch is chairman of
* two-in-one costume that
tire back. A single huge buckle
returned from a week's visit in Portw.(h hpr mQther
Q turned from their winter’s sojourn at , panj(,s
And assurances (rom thP ' place in the British Isles or on the lhe community relief and unemploybreaks thc severe, unornamented
goes out so smartly In the eve
land, where it is understood that E Rol)jns
plainness of the front. High neck
Searsport, and are guests of Mr. and broadcasting organizations that ad Continent. Such visits can ordl- ment organization in Fort Fairfield,
ning. The two-in-one idea is a
"King Henry" made a close study of j
_____
Mis. Almon B. Cooper before return vertisers are quick to respond to any narily be fitted into the tour itin- Forty-flvc men of the unemployed, favorite theme with the modern lines, even fur evening time, are
the rule of the day, and this
spring styles in candlepins.
erary without difficulty, and they have ^'fn cutting wood there all win- j woman for It enables her to make jacket follows that edict. ’ The
The weekly Friday night dance held ing to their North Haven Kmc.
resentment against their programs
double use of her ensembles. This
at the Copper Kettle was largely atoffer an opportunity to hear the very ter. This wood is sold in the com-! particular costume can bc worn frock can either contrast with the
| already have been published.
The Progressive Literary Club
| tended by many High School students
Mrs. A. J. Bird has returned from
best music performed by great art munity and the men are given orders | with or without Its jacket, and it's jacket or be of the same material,
•
•
•
•
meeting Tuesday with Mrs. Lucia | from the local and nearby schools.
and rough silks tn vivid colors or
equally smart both ways. (McCall
Boston where she was guest of Mrs
ists in settings that are conducive to to the amount of whatever they
dusky pastels nre shades favored
Burpee, will study Act TH of “King
7238).
"But it is pointed out that com
earned,
to
be
exchanged
at
the
differj
Alberta Rose for two weeks.
the greatest enjoyment.
Special
these days. (By courtesy of The
The jacket makes a simple,
Henry IV." Mrs. Hattie Keating
mercial sponsors are not in th:
Mrs E. L. Toner has been visiting 1
ent
stores
for
groceries,
etc.
Dr.
Kai1
McCall Company).
charming design with Its long
festivals will be given in commemo
Mrs.
Frank
S.
Marsh
is
In
Boston
j
habit
of
revamping
programs
bewill be the leader.
! friends in Winslow for the gveek.
ration cf the 50th anniversary of loch is the son of Deacon Henry Kal
cause of criticism by some isolated
visiting relatives.
Richard Wagner and the 100th an loch of this town.
"Man is falling behind the ma
Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw returned
jjrs. Gardner French and Mrs.
MINTURN
group. So the success or failure of
Warren Philbrook, Archie Smalley
niversary of the birth of Johannes
chine." states the writer of a maga
Thursday from two weeks visit with Leiand Drinkwater entertained at
Mrs. Ellen Creighton is confined to ; the Scarsdale parents' move for more | grabms
and Leander Wiley have been con-1
her mother Mrs. George DuBois. in
Wednesday evening at Mrs.
Mrs. Agnes Turner who has been zine article. Well, that's better than
her heme on Park street as the result acceptable children's hour programs
In the British Isles the Welsh “"ed to the house the part week with
Staten Island. New York.
Bfinkwater's home. There were
seriously
ill with pneumonia, is now falling ln front of it.—Atlanta Jour
lnterbad colds. At present they are much j
of a fall she received last Saturday may depend upon the active
nal.
.
.
Eisteddfod,
perhaps
the
oldest
hisable
to
sit
up.
three tables and honors were won morning while on her way to work.
est awakened in parents the country |, .
, ,,
... . better.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith whc
_
J”
t
torically of all music festivals, will be
Friends
of
William
Martin
will
be
by Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., Miss
over. The Scarsdale group may have ....
, . ,,, .
,
have had rooms with Miss Minnie
; . ,.
' held Aug. 1, at Wrexham. Wales. At The month of March has brought • glad to know that he is improving in
Esther Ahlberg, Mrs. C. E. Freeman
The great secret of successful marannua]
chQirs boisterous weather. Heavy winds,
Miss Helen York 1s having a va- been the flrst to vo.ee its feelings. ■ „ercford
Smith. Spring and Union streets, for
health.
and Mrs. Lawrence Leach. The cation of several weeks from The Cou- but it by po means includes all the ,
i
riage
is to treat all disasters as inci
wU]
uke
from
rain
and
snow
have
prevailed
so
far.
the winter, have reopened their home
Mrs. Carrol Staples is in Knox Hos dents and none of the incidents as
table decorations savored of St. Pat rier-Gazctte office.
I parents who are gravely concerned j 3_g
It came in like a lion, and we hope it1
cn Ocean avenue.
,
pital at Rockland. Word comes tha: dL'-astcrs—Harold Nicolson.
rick's Day.
_____
about their children's radio enter'
April 21 and 26 Dresden will pre- wU1 B° °ut llke a lamb' “ the oldsay she is improving.
inc
goes
Miss
Amanda
Wcod
of
Bcston
is
tainment.
Nor
are
the
abuses
to
In the series of "pyramid teas" be
.
' .
Calvin Stanley who has been in the ,
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve visiting relatives for a few days. On I which this group objects the only sent Brahms festival performances.
ing given by Methodist women Mrs.
Another Brahms festival will take DA“Stin Wentworth has returned to Bar Harbor Hospital for a surgical
ning at the home of Mrs. E. E. Stod her return she will be guest in Port ones to be noted.
WillianO Elhngwood and Mrs. H. II
place at the famous Oewandhaus In f.L0/1, a
•u n<linS a f‘W aays operation is expected home next week
MON.-TUES.
dard. Grove street.
land of Mrs. Thomas Douglass and
h hiS mOther' Mrs Orace Pr*™™"Perhaps it is only fair to say that LeiDZiz Mav 5-7
Marr charmingly entertained Wed_____
Mrs. Nellie Robinson is visiting her
while his
nnw
I
while
his shin
ship wars
was in ,f.hot
that port.
radio — even under advertisers'
nesday afternoon at Mrs. Ellii'gwocd's
Mrs Herman Hart w#s hostess tQ Miss Blanche Richardson.
mother Mrs. Abbie Rich.
For late March and early April
sponsorship
—
is
providing
some
good
Mrs.
Rodney
Davis
of
Port
Clyde
heme, Talbot avenue. There were 16 the Hm &nd
Cecil Turner has a new truck.
cycles of the eperas included ln the
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Lermcnd
were
rpent one day last week with Mrs..
entertainments for adults and chil
guests. The table was attractive, in afterncon
The jig-saw fad has Just recently
"Ring"
are
scheduled
for
Dresden
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. dren alike. Most thoughtful people
Grace Freeman.
So I can get some
keeping with St. Patrick's Day, with |
_____
reached herc. It became popular over
■nd during Easter week, four per
E.
8impson.
Beech
street,
on
their
Mrs. Amelia Taylor of this place
are aware, however, of room for im
exquisite appointments of green | Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs. Lucius
sleep!”
night,
and
everyone
is
busy
these
cold
formances
of
Parsifal,
ln
a
new
arway from Sarasota, Fla., to North provement. They no doubt would
and daughter Mrs. Edgar Brown of evenings.
glass and candle light. Green was i York, Mrs. Henry Jordan and Mrs.
“
When did you
’ rangement.
Haven.
Wert Rockport have returned after
welcome signs that radio advertisers
also featured W the menu. An im- 1 w. H. Anderson won honors at the
Mr ant^ Mrs . Warren Staples have
wake
up?”
In Bayreuth performances of Par
visiting Mrs. Taylor’s daughter Mrs gone to Manaet to visit their daughter
were less willing to take unfair ad
prcmp'.u program of Irish songs and [ card party o{ tbe BPW club Thurssifal, Rheingold, Walkure, Siegfried
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Chapin of
jckes furnished merriment.
day evening at the Country Club, Stonington were recent guests of Mr. vantage of the child's credulity. ! and Gotterdaemmerung will be given Frank Sholes In South Portland, i Mrs. Albra Stanley.
During their visit a joint birthday
Alert parents probably look forward
with Mrs. June Kalloch and Mrs
Mrs. Luella Dunham is very ill.
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of North Julia Shattuck in charge. These and Mrs. I. E. Simpson. Beech street. to the time when they will not have from July 21 to Aug. 19. This year party ln honor of Mrs. Taylor and
1 flrst class rooms will be available in
Main street, was hostess to the T weekly card parties are to be omitted
Ethel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ta correct false impressions—like thc Bayreuth hotels at from $1.25 to $2 Mrs. Nettie Loull was given by Mr 1
ROCKVILLE
Club last evening.
for a time.
Edward Hayes celebrated her 12th one contained ln a beverage 'blurb' I at inns from 75 cents to $1.50 and in and Mrs. Shcles at their home on
Pine street. Two large birthday
The iisnol services will be held to
birthday Thursday by having a which implies that drinking a par- private homes from $1.75 to $2.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F Glover have as
cakes were on the table, and the eve- morrow at the Baptist Church,
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth had bridge party at the homc of her aunt tieular product three times a day is
Munich will present an even more
J guest Mrs. Glover's cousin. Mgis Alice as dinner guests Thursday night Mr
....
. ,
..
„ | ning was spent socially. Those pres- preaching by Rev. Oeorge F. Currier
Elizabeth Post, Fulton street. Win all that is necessary to make a elaborate
musical program than its I
..
. j
,
... t
Dennis cf New York and South Free and Mrs. Harold Allen of Camden.
J OO
’ ... rrnAwm vw ent were Mrs. Gertrude Mosley. Web- at 2 o'clock followed by the Sunday
’
r*nr
oiiioc
ners were Ruth Thomas and Stella healthy body.
sister cities, with 22 Wagnerian
T .... ,,
...
„ , _
port.
.
.
s
ster
Loull,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pearl
Bar- school at 3 o'clock.
"If,
as
the
broadcasters
say.
ad

_ • .
------,
__ . Ycung. In other games the prize.,
------- Missionary SoThe We
dancing
party
at the
Elkr. :-nners
.
„ and. vertisers are eager to adjust their cpera performances and an even 1 ter, Mr. and ,,
Mrs. Lindstrom. Mr. and
Mrs. Acel Trueworthy of Bruns
The Congregational
dneLy
evening
brought
-ere »Ixurse McConnell
dozen performances of Mozart
Mrs. Bert Sholes, Misses Reta. Ruby. wick and Mrs. F. J. Hunter of The
radio
offerings
to
public
demand,
ciety was delightfully entertained out a
8ttenaance which enjoyed Ste la Young. MUs Ethel received
operas, given on alternate nights to
Lillian and Frances Sholes. Mrs. Highlands were guests of Mrs F. L,
they can hardly ignore the increas
the Wagnerian series. The dates
W^day^fU^ atJh^orneof^,, music of Rougler, orch.tra
Nettie Loull, the host and hostess Hunter Wednesday.
ing
indications
of
dissatisfaction
j
Etrlla
Young,
Anna
and
Jc;;phine
Mrs. H. A. Buffum. Grove street, with Buffet lunch was served. Another
are from July 18 to Aug. 28.
and
their house guests, Mrs. Taylor
A. C. MAccn Co. has had a large
with
certain
features
in
current
pro

j Pellicane, Doris Borgerson. Ruth
Speacer
22 present. Mrs. Buffum was assist party is planned for April 6.
The Salzburg Festival, in some
and Mrs. Brown.
cre-w
cutting and hauling Ice frcm
grams
for
children.
In
so
far
as
Thcmas,
Virginia
Wood,
Marion
ed by Mrs. C. H. Duff. The guests
ways most elaborate ot all thc an
at his wisecracking best
• • • •
Chickawaukie Pond to thtlr ice house
Mrs. A. B. Nort^Twas a guest yes- | ViRa1' Dcrothy Sherman. Ruth they da ignore them, they will run nual summer mtcic fe’iilvals, will
were received by Miss Charlotte Bufon thc Engine Quarry, where the ice
Joan BENNETT
fum. gowned in a beautiful Japanese terday of Mrs. Evelyn Snow in | Rhcdes' Louise McConnell and hcr the risk of cultivating much ill will begin July 29 with a production of
Wilbur Watts
never attained a thickness suitable
among parents while attempting to Beethoven's single opera Fidelio.
sister. Sylvia Hayes.
goes comedienne
costume. Those taking part in the I Thomaston.
Another link in the chain of friend
for storing.
gain the gcod will of children.
pregram were Miss Relief Nichols.
_____
Vienna Itself will have festival ship and fraternity has been severed
tn
LOCAL MEN TO ATTEND
Mr. and Mrs. F W. Robbins, Miss
"The radio public is long-suffer weeks from May 28 to June 18 with in the passing of Wilbur Watts. 81,
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy and Miss Buffum.
The entertainment committee of
Lottie Ewell, Miss Olive Tolman and
ing.
When
any
part
of
it
is
moved
with Miss Elizabeth Till presenting the Congregational Church is to put Jchn „ M( Loon~7His Sales Force
gala performances at the opera and whose death occurred at. his home
a musical program. Ref reshmenu I on a one-act comedy by Edith Barnw|„ Gft F(ret ,Iand Information to organize sa that its protests may Important orchestral concerts. All March 7 after a lingering illness, Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard attended
the supper at Penobscot View Grange
be heard, it behooves the broadcast during the summer there are per- Funeral services were held
ard Delano, "A Friend of the Fami
the
were served.
On The N'ew Frigidaire
in
Glencove last Thursday.
ers
to
'tune
in.'
The
listening
may
ly,” to be staged by Atwood Leven
formances at the Paris Opera, usu-, Davis chapel in Thomaston, Rev. F
not be pleasant. But it may be ally three or four times a week.
Mrs. L. F. Chase entertained the saler. The cast will include Mrs. W.
W.
Barton
officiating,
and
burial
was
John H. McLoon, manager for A.
Chase Farm Crowd at supper Thurs- Seymour Cameron, Miss June Cook, C. McLoon Co. local dealer for profitable."
• • • •
| in the family lot in Seaside cemetery. IN FIGHTING AGAINST
TODAY
day at her home on Talbot avenue t BObby crane. Mrs."' E. L. Scarlott, Frigidaire. has been invited by H. W.
* * * *
| When Doris Doc, contralto of the j Tenant's Harbor.
Eureka Ledge,
TOM MIX
FLU-GRIP
tn
St. Patricks Day decorations, lent
Hazcl Mar£ban, Miss Dorothy Newell, vice president in charge of
Harold Vinal, a Maine poet, con- Metropolitan Opera Company, and , F A M. attended ln a body. The floral
Krrp the bowels open and take
"FLAMING GUN’S”
a festive air to the table. The guests ! Snow Mrs. Walter S. Rounds, salts for Frigidaire Corporation to tributes an unusually fine article on 1 a native of Bar Harbor, appeared as < tributes were very beautiful.
BROWN’S RELIEF
marched to the table to the strains , Cleveland Sleeper, Jr. and Mr. Lev- meet with officials of the company “Snaring a Nightingale." What he Ortrud in Lohengrin at White Plains, j Mr. Watts was employed at the
cf a harmonica duet by Hester and } ensaier,
on arising and retiring
on March 20 in Boston where several says pertaining to its song is of | N. Y., ln a Metropolitan perform- granite quarry in his younger days
Frances Hatch, two little ladies, who
Norway Mrdirine Co
1-tf
------! hundred of the company's dealers will special interest to devotees of music ance, she was accorded very favora. until ill health prevented continua
were prettily costumed in green and
The Woman s Foreign Missionary . j-e
^r. McLoon will be and our feathered friends.
ble press notices. One critic com- tion of hls labor. He lived alone in
white, and who also acted as wait Society of the Methodist Church met accompanied to the conference bv
"Thc song of the nightingale is not mented: “The rising of the curtain | lecent years, but when his illness bcresses. George Hatch of Damariscot Thursday afternoon at the home of seVcral
his salesmen.
quite like anything you have heard disclosed the young American singer j came critical Mrs. Nannie Wheeler
ta was a special guest. Cards and Mrs. J. A. Stevens. Rockland street.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
The meeting is to be one of a num before, of that I can assure you! It a3 a sinister figure, who made her and hcr brother Frank Watts of Camsewing were evening diversions.
Mrs. Frank C. Flint in charge of de ber held simultaneously in various sec will be of the woods themselves presence felt through her acting, for bridge, Mass., were called home and
votions. had as her subject, "Streams tions of the country, Frigidaire's ad burgeoning into green; or of thc Ortrud has little to do vocally ln the save him thc best of care In his last
The Mightiest Spectacle Ever Lavished
Fifteen members of Rounds in the Desert." Mrs. Thelma Stan
vertising, promotional and sales plans willows standing knee-deep in flrst act. In the second act, when days.
Upon the Screen!
Mothers Class met Wednesday eve ley acted as soloist. Mrs. Ruth
Mr. Watts is survived by the step
for the remaining months of 1933 will amber, or of the sky cloudless and the witch-like princess discloses her
ning at the home of Mrs. Walter S Ellingwood as program chairman
CECIL B DeMILLE'S
be discussed in detail for the benefit serene that arches overhead. HL plan, and urges her husband to ven daughter and .‘tep-son above men
Rounds, with Mrs. Harold L. Karl, t(Jok up ,he portj0n of the text book
of the company's 15.000 dealers and songs will be all of nature and of geance, Miss Doe's voice disclosed a tioned, both of Cambridge, and four
Mrs. A. R. Haveher and Mrs. Emery pertaining to "Practicing Chris
salesmen.
her marvels. You may think him rich and1 dramatic timbre. Her nieces, Mrs. James Kellogg of Cam
Howard assisting. It was voted to tianity" as applied to child welfare,
somewhat
extravagant, for hls song singing of the duet with Elsa, and bridge, Miss Cora Murdough of Bel
donate milk to a needy family during in the home and school, as carried
BLAISDELL A CANDIDATE
will not be about usual things. It her vocal and histrionic power when mont, Mrs. Louie Burns of Worcester
thc month of April. An interesting on in missionary work in Cjrina.
is not hls purpose to celebrate con she stopped the procession on thc ar.d Miss Edith Watts of Lynn.
letter from an absent member, Mrs. Mrs. Shirley Rollins gave a graphic
Senator C. Carroll Blaisdell of
Mr. Watts will be mis:ed by his
steps of the church, stirred her audi
Irene Moran, was read, setting forth description of the family budget of Franklin, announced his candidacy fusion or the commonweal; he takes
with
ence and pointed to the fact that neighbors and associates In every
personal
pride
In
not
reckoning
with
the inaugural ceremonies at Wash China as compared with that of for President of the Senate in 1935.
day
life,
also
hls
brothers
in
Eureka
FREDRIC MARCH
ELISSA LANDI
ington and other features of that America, the startling revelation He was the second to enter the race, them at all. He Is an independent this young American singer was on Lodge. He was once a daily figure
the way toward becoming one of the
soul,
and
admirable
in
consequence.
memorable day as viewed from a per- being that many families ln China Senator Harold E. Weeks, of Fairfield
on the streets, but gradually these
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, CHAS. LAUGHTON
There will be talk of dogwood and leading contraltos of her day."
tonal standpoint. Sev. 'ng, Irish music j exist on a (amjiy budget of practi- having come out for the post a few
trips to the postoffice and stores were
•
•
•
»
AND 7500 OTHERS
trillium, and whlte-thrcated lilies,
and games, requiring wit and memory. caUy J5 ,n ^rican money, per days ago. Blaisdell, who is serving his
When Paul Whiteman calls to hls given up as ill health intervened. Hi
and
of
the
seasons
and
the
spells
A Magnificent Love Story ... a Gigantic Spectacle! . . . Rome
were pastimes of the evening. Re year. Articles pertaining to mission first term in the Senate, was a mem
orchestra players to go on the stage, memory will linger ln the hearts and
Dcitroyed by the Cruelty of Mai Nero—a Great Multitude,
freshments were served in the dining ary workers In China were present ber of the House of Representatives they cast upon the heart; there will he whistles on his fingers and yells minds of friends who knew him best
be talk of those furry creatures of
Who e Only Sin Was Bring Chri: Can, Sarriiiced To An Em
room where the table was festive ln ed by Mrs. Minnie Rogers. "Mysteri in 1927, 1929 and 1931.
through
the
many
years
of
his
life.
the woods—the rabbit and the vel "Come on, you guys.”
peror's Regal W'him!
decorations in keeping with St. Pat- ous Ways,' and ,by Mrs. Edith
• • • •
vet-footed
fox—of the spider trimIt ts profits not prices—which
lick's Day. Mrs. H. B. Bird presided Tweedie, "A Picnic.” Founders Day,
A letter from the editor of this hymns, accompanied by a three
at the table. The April meeting, at falling on March 23, was observed make prosperity.—Bernard M. Baruch
NOW SHOWING
paper, who with Mrs. Fuller is en manual organ and grand piano. We
VINALIIAVEN A ROCKLAND
the heme of Mrs. Bird, will be an old"KING OF THE JUNGLE”
joying winter relaxation In Florida, don't make enough of this feature in
by a demonstration put on by Mrs.
Whether you go home in the sub
STEAMBOAT CO.
with
fashioned donation party, the mem Ivy Chatto. Mrs. Ellingwood. Mrs. H.
our church services. The hymns
says:
,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
way or in the Rolls-Royce is com
BI STER CItABBE, FRANCES DEE
bers to come in appropriate costume.
‘I wish you could enjoy the church should be more carefully selected and
8teamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
H Marr, Mrs. H. M. deRochemont, pletely unimportant—Kathleen Nor
M., Stonington 6 25, North Raven 7.2$. 1 r*.iic(e vested choir of 30 odd and
lalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock- I mu-lc ve^tea cnorr ot oU oaa, ana the congregations made to sing 'em
Vinalhaven
Steamboat tickets to any part of Mr3' Stanley and Mrs' RoUins' 11 ris.
land about 9.M).
I high grade, Dudley Buck's Te Deum There's nothing like it to warm th»
the world. Tours arranged to West j was entitled “The Spirit of '69,' and
Return—Leaves Rorkland at 1 id ?. M.. . ,
.
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. set forth the flrst venture of the
You can’t pick thc virtues of the, Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven
, 3 .30.a 8ton-. i last Sunday was Simply glorious hearts of his hearers and lay them
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, Woman's Foreign Missionary So past and preserve them in alcohol.— uiand about 6.(X>Up. M.8" '* * *“* And the congregational singing — open to receive the preacher's mes
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
B. H. stins^.^ I i8oo of us on the splendid old sage."
ciety March 23, 1869.
Leroy E, Bowman.

Hasn't Time to Sing

THE REALM OF MUSIC

two>in*one

T

“Marry me...

TRACY

Me and
My Gal
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“SIGN
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STRAND
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H
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WIRELESS AMATEURS •
known their wishes for books not
us on the station and so many windy
Included in the “libraries" and the
and stormy days.
Association fills large numbers of Knox County Organization
Not very good housecleaning
such special requests, especially for
weather but we have made a start
Plans To Have Clubroom
technical books concerning the busi
in tiie tower and chambers.
and Establish Station
ness of the ship, such as navigation,
Many thanks to Editor Fuller for
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
seamanship and engineering.
the beautiful postcard he sent us.
Following the musical program,
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Mrs. Henry Howard, president of I
We too enjoy The Courier-Gazette
broadcast
over WLBZ March 7, the
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
this Library Association, served dur
and Its "Guardians of our Coast"
A grand-niece of James O. Blaine, ing war days as Chief of the Social Association has continuously re
news.
Maine's famous statesman and Sec Service Bureau of the U. S. Ship ceived expressions of appreciation
This was one of the lucky stations
handled spade and a steel rake. It Is retary of State ln Harrison's admin
Spade Your Own Garden
ing a particularly sincere young during the storm earlier in the w
Portland Head
ping Board Recruiting Service, and from many listeners. To all who
best to work ln an avenue six feet istration, ls gaining literary fame in
A. W. Hathorn was in Portland last preacher, who is also a brilliant ter, but Friday evening during the
when she saw thousands of men have expressed their appreciation
The first tool an earnest home gar wide or so. Begin by digging across the Middle West. Mrs. Dominique
speaker. In this last respect some blow our bird-house was blown off
week Friday.
going to sea for the first time in ig
dener lias need of in the spring is a this avenue a trench about two feet Homan of Elsemere road. Shaker
the Association extends its thanks.
Mrs. Doughty of Portland was guest of us are not certain but that he can the barn wrecking tt somewhat.
norance of the difficulties they might
spade and the first task, after the wide and one full spade's depth. Re Heights. Cleveland, Ohio, the former
At the last meeting, the plan for
• • • «
of Mrs. Thayer Sterling Sunday.
hold his own with the best in the
encounter, especially in foreign ports,
ground is sufficiently dry to work, is move all earth from this trench Helen Walker, has finished her latest
Willard Hilt and Albert Martin state—reminding me somewhat of
Burnt Coat Harbor
she conceived the idea of a "Sea co-operating with the Sea Scouts
Clean the surface of the next twe book, "By Post to the Apostles," and
have gone into the junk business.
Rev. M. G. Perry, formerly of North
Keeper Roscoe Chandler received to spade the vegetable garden.
men's Handbook for Shore Leave." was taken up. The members of the
feet of aU debris and tramp this it was placed ln circulation last
This
task
may
seem
appalling
to
Last Saturday afternoon F. W. Mo Haven, but now of Trenton. N. J.
a card from Editor Fuller and wishes
which would supply much needed in Association, with the co-operation
debris
down
in
the
bottom
of
th<
week.
rang, A. W. Hathom F. O. Hilt and
The keeper has had a supply of to thank him for same, hoping ht cne not accustomed to it, and thc
formation. This pocket-size handThis is Mrs. Homan's second pub book has proved to be a veritable ot leader Haskell of the Scouts, will
Mrs. Hilt were in Portland shopping wood hauled. Friday of last week has a pleasant vacation in Florida | temptation to hire a man with a plow trench. Then spade up and throw
into
the
trench
the
dirt
from
the
next
Robert Sterling Jr., had half a holi a cord of hard wood was obtained
lished volume, but it is said to be Baedeker for Jack Tar. It gives in- *lve individual Instruction to Scout
All have been sick with colds here is strong. And many a garden fever
day Wednesday of last week because from Edgecomb. and on Monday at the station but are better now.. has grown cold waiting for the plow- 1 two foot strip across the avenue. very different ln subject matter from formation about 366 ports or 401 j members, in the plan as outlined at
This in turn provides a second the first which was entitled "Pre
of the storm.
there was completed the hauling
Everett Chandler who is attend man to keep his promise, while many
cities ln 95 different countries. It present. This instruction will con
Mr. and Mrs W. C. Dow and son of the soft wood (about four and ing Monroe High School is spending a garden has been a failure became trench which may be filled as was senting Mrs. Chase Lyon." The new tells seamen about American con sist of code practice and fundamen
Byron of Portland called on Mrs one-half cords) which he cut him a week's vacation here at the light. the work entrusted to a plowman or a the first; and this operation is repeat book is in the form of personal let sulates. amusements, dental clinics, tals of short wave reception and
ed until the garden is done.
’aborer was poorly done.
Thayer Sterling Thursday afternoon self this winter in a nearby forest
ters to the Apostles in which are re excursions, inexpensive hotels, legal transmission.
Keeper Chandler Is absent on sick
A. W. Hathom returned to St. (cutting on halves). Our supply of leave and Roland Chandler is tend- ' Spading the garden after a winter 1 Burying debris including the rem counted episodes of their lives and aid. laundries, libraries, physicians
The last meeting was devoted
of Inactivity means sore muscles and nants of last year’s crop, is said by incidents which reveal their char
Oeorge last week Sunday. His plans coal will about carry the furnace ing station.
mainly to the laying of groundwork
seamen's
homes,
banks,
agencies
and
a weary back, but nothing more. And 1 Eepartment of Agriculture experts to acters. both with the aid of making
were to be on deck at town meeting through the present month.
» • • •
unions, etc. As a special guide for for securing an Association club
what a satisfaction to start on time be as good as burning it. for destroy them seem “human." Mrs. Homan
Monday. He was accompanied by F
Matinicus
Risk
The local lire whistle was sounded
medical service at sea. there is given house. The entire membership was
W. Morong who went to his home in for the first time March 8 as a "no
Hello everybody, it is some time and be independent. Ail the garden : ing the fungi of plant diseases. But delved for months into data in the a complete list of all ships carrying appointed as a committee to obtain
Rockport on business. Mr. Morong school' signal.
sir.ee we have written. Never can tell need not be spaded in a day or even the method described must be fol apocryphal gospels. 8he has been on physicians, their regular routes and all available information regarding
returned to Portland Head Tuesday.
when one can get off here to get a week, since the earliest sown crops lowed with care and the debris buried the staffs of Vogue. Forum and New radio call letters, as well as a list possibility of the erection of a club
• • • •
Busy days, muddy days, stormy
mail or send any. In February it was occupy a small portion only of the deeply so it will not be turned up in Republic, and has written magazine of the Coastal stations of the Radio- building, obtaining of a suitable lo
Tenant's Harbor
18 days before our boat was able to entire space, and when once at work cultivation but will remain undis articles and plays. She was edu.
days and happy days are all here
cation and necessary expense.
We wish to thank Editor Fuller
marine Corporation of America.
an^ a^bit hardened to lt spading turbed until decay is complete. Noth cated abroad and holds a law degre
again. "We ain't got much money for the very pretty card and hope hc get ashore for mall and supplies.
Evidence that the membership has
This "Seamen's Handbook’ is the
ing
should
be
buried
that
will
not
The
keepers
and
families
of
this
'
goes
surprisingly
fast,
but we have a lot of fun.” Keep smil is enjoying warm weather and sun
from New York University.
been working since the meeting ls
only
book
of
its
kind
and
ls
arousing and whistling boys, they say gcod shine. We are having snow and cold station extend their sympathy to the J Good tools are always important, decay readily. Pieces of wood, shav
“By Post to the Apostles" is the ing much interest both in this coun- apparent in reports that a site has
family of Mr. Young of Matinicus. oui j and lot this job one needs a spading ings. etc., should be kept out of the March selection of the Catholic
times are just around the corner
try and' abroad.
been secured, and that a quantity ot
weather.
postmaster, who recently died. He
strongly made, a sharp, short garden soil.
Just where or how many miles away
Book of the Month Club.
____________
used lumber is available. It is the
Keeper Dudley has had a bad sore
that comer is we haven't figured out
will be greatly missed by all who
■
FARMINGTON NORMAL Intention to either procure a structhroat but is better
knew him.
NORTH 11 WEN SCOUTS
hoped that the organization will sur
y»t.
"Peking Picnic,' the first novel by
_____
■ ture already built or build one. with
Our radio is out of order at pres
F W. Morong was in Portland last
We wish to thank Editor Fuller for
vive this period and that the public Ann Bridge, was written almost en
The annual formal "B" hop will be the members doing the work. Should
ent and during these storms we miss
Appeal
Cor
As-istancc
That
Summer
Saturday evening.
will be willing to do its utmost ln tirely before breakfast between
the nice card he sent us from the
held tonight. Jimmy Sitcllff and Hls ruch a building become a reality it
hearing the news.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling ard Mrs. F O
Program May Be Carried Out
making an organization of this sort a and 9 a. m.. and she is busv. at the
South.
Maine-onians will play for the oc- is planned to equip it with transmitWe would like to hear from Mr.
Glad to see so many more lights
Hilt were visitors tn Portland Satur
success.
same unearthly hour, on a second caslon. *
~
\ ting and receiving apparatus. The
and Mrs. Fred Robbins at South
The Boy Scouts of America is the
listed in the lighthouse news, espe
day.
Some of the great needs for money novel, also dealing with European
• • • •
facilities of this equipment will be
west Harbor. The}- were stationed
only
organization
in
the
country
F. W. Wellington of Waterville was
cially Nash Island. We are in hopes
are troop flags and insignia, provid life in North China. And lf you
at the service of the city of Rock
on Heron Neck Light when Capt
The superintendents' conference for I'
guest of F. O. Hilt Thursday and
to make a visit there this summer which deals exclusively with the ing uniforms for boys who cannot haven't read "Peking Picnic." make
land. the American National Red
Dudley was stationed on Saddleback
1933
was
held
March
7
in
Merrill
hall,
i
Friday of last week
We made one visit there with Capt proper training of the boys of cur afford them or who cannot find work it a point to do so—it is fascinating.
Cross and any other recognized
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Watts
and
nation
into
men
of
sterling
character
•
•
•
•
Banquets
were
held
in
Purlnton
ar.d
W. C. Dow and family of Portland
and Mrs William R Keene of Manse t
with which to buy them, to provide
agency which desires its use in emer
son are planning on returning to the
visited R. T. Sterling and family Sun
and it was a trip to remember. The and leadership. It is an organization camping equipment for overnight
Here is a list of fiction for those South'halls. E. E Roderick, deputy gency.
harbor the first pleasant day.
commissioner
of
the
State
Depart-I
which
is
backed
by
all
fathers
and
keeper and his wife gave us a won
day.
hikes and for the week's camping trip who Just love to read—with no par
The names of all members, their
• • • •
mothers and executives of the coun this summer, and to provide a place ticular end in view—there are a lot ment of Education, and Principal
Mr. and Mrs J Albert Thomas of
derful time.
addresses,
and station call letters,
Great
Durk
Island
try.
It
teaches
the
boys
things
which
Mallett spoke at South hall, and Mr
Lynn were Sunday guests of the Hilt
The keepers are working on their
which is ample for the carrying on of us ln that class, you know:
as Issued by the Federal Radio Com
Libby,
also
from
the
State
Depart!
March 7 Mrs Lockhart was re boats giving the paint brush a r«6'. (he parents cannot teach them. It of the work.
family. They had with them Ctn
Wanton Molly, by Booth Tarklngment. and Charles Preble, science In mission. are In the hands of the
moved from Duck Island Light with a until better weather to start on sta values deeds above words. It builds
their chow puppy.
If there are those who desire to I ton.
Rockland Chapter, American Na
character
through
habit
and
citizen

bad
case
of
appendicitis
and
as
the
tion work. All inside painting is
Robert Sterling Jr. entertained in
Ouy Mervyn, by Florence L. Bar structor at the Normal School, spoke tional Red Cross, for emergency use.
make
a
small
donation
or
ln
some
I
ship through service. Its outdoor
at Purinton hall. Much of value was |
his home after schooi hours Thurs trip was a long one for a person in j hone in each dwelling
ether wav be of help to the boys, it J cla>'
received by the prospective teachers. This action was voted at the last
day Miss Mildred Cribby of South her condition she was landed at Bake j The boys are on watch Wednesday craft healthens, deepens and enriches is desired that they get in touch with
Thc Narrow Corner'
w Se
meeting'
• • • •
Portland In the evening they at Island Light, the home of her par- I nights for the wrestling matches on boys' life. Scouting is a process of ttle Scoutmaster. Paton Dyer, or Rev erset Maugham.
making
real
men
out
of
real
boys,
by
ents Keeper and Mrs Faulkingham WNAC. They broadcast the main
tended a theatre.
A series of bridge parties is being
The Anxious Days. by Philip
Mr. Huse.
Mrs Adora Hilt and Mrs Martha After remaining there over night her | bout around 10 oclock. Plenty of ex a real program. And such ls the
planned
by the social training com
Oibbs.
A public council meeting Is being
Sterling met with the Good Timers mother and Mrs. Kennedy of Duck citement and no matter what watch movement now underway at North
Peter Ashley, by DuBose Hayward mittee of the school, beginning April
planned
for
the
near
future
to
be
held
Club Wednesday at the home of Mrs Island tried to leave there with her the keeper has. he gets up to hear it Haven.
The Sheltered Life, by Ellen Glas- 1st. Miss Mary Small of Rockland j
A troop committee has been formed in the church. At this meeting the cow.
We were glad to receive a letter
Minnie Herrick, Lawn avenue. Port for the hospital, but there was a howl
has been chosen as chairman.
tenderfoot insignia will be presented
land. Other guests were Mrs. Wad' ing southeaster and it was too rough telling us that Capt. Keene of Man- of three public spirited citizens who
• • • •
Bachelor's
Bounty,
by
Grace
to the Scouts passing those tests, and
and Misses Carrie and Eva Crockett to think of moving her then. March set is improving from his illness of have willingly given their time and
North Station
a ceremonial of scouting will be ar Richmond.
The nursery school under the di
The crowd was busy with needlework 9 the storm had abated and the the past two months. He is a former effort to further this movement
Invitation to a Waltz, by Rosa rection of Miss Clara Littleford, child
ranged
These
meetings
are
regularly
BOSTON
They are Philip Brown. Foy Brown
While they discussed chief topics of Coast Guard boat came in command , lightkeeper on Great Duck Island.
care instructor of the Home Eco
held to acquaint the public writh thf mond Lehmann.
and
Leon
Stone.
Paton
Dyer
has
of Capt. Bryant and his three husky
There is no news here. Hardly
the day.
Little Girl Lost, by Temple Bailey. nomics Department, opens March 20.
progress of the boys and to show them
500
seamen. Calvin Alley. Lawrence Beal anything passes by the station out been installed as Scoutmaster and
Prologue to Love, by Martha Os- The junior class of the home eco
just
what
is
being
done
for
them.
and Mr. Smith. They were certainly side of fog. rain and big seas, and a shculd make an excellent one as he
Bluehill Bay
ROOMS
tenao.
nomics department has charge of this !
In his first news letter. Keeper, very kind and if it had not been for gale of wind all the time. As one has worked the past seven years with
Smith, by Warwick Deeping.
project which lasts until the first of j
With BATH
TREMONT
Justin Foss writes: “In looking over them the party would still be at fellow said, what is wind anyway? boys' organizations of all denomina
The Tall Ladder, by Katherine June.
tions
with
much
success
and
has
a
Baker's
Island.
They
were
taken
to
The
reply
was.
air
in
a
hurry.
As
for
my paper today, I noticed a lot cf
Newlin Burt.
• • • •
Mrs. Jacob Kelley spent several
• • • •
lighthouse news from different sta Northeast Harbor where a taxi was me I hope it will get there and give good knowledge of the requirements
The
final
basketball
game of the ,
Jan. 29 Sara Teasdale died at her
tions. It is always interesting to waiting to take Mrs. Lockhart to the us a change for a while. Best re of the Boy Scouts. As assistant days last week at Seal Cove writh her
season
was
held
in
the
Alumni
Gym ;
Scoutmasters are Austin Joy. a former sister Mrs. John Murphy.
home in New York. One editor says: Tuesday, with Bridgton Academy. !
know what folks are doing along the hospital, and She was operated on the gards to all along the coast.
U EXTRA KRSON
next
morning
At
this
writing
she
ri
Boy
Scout
and
boys'
trainer,
and
A benefit card party for the Red The death of Sara Teasdale comes
coast. Hope Keeper Corbett has bet
The
Blue
and
Gold
hoopsters
have
Harvey Calderwood.
Cross was given at the hall at Mc as a profound shock to all lovers of
ter luck with his hen setting than I feeling a little brighter, considering
completed a successful year, having
Many fine things are planned for Kinley Thursday evening.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
poetry in America. Her reputation
did. I set a hen on 14 eggs and got the three operations she had to go j
lost but one game, that with Dur
through.
We
owe
many
thanks
tc
I
the
boys
under
correct
leadership,
the
Mrs.
Lida
Smith
will
be
the
speaker
will endure as a remarkably fine
one chicken. I guess he couldn't
the Cranberry Island Coast Guard J
coming months. Among them is the at the Sunday morning service at the lyricist.” Many of her poems were ham. N. H
stand the depression, and died.
• • • •
•
(■•(irtlva Office
both
captain
and
men.
hike around the island by the shore Tremont church, and there will be set to music, and lent themselves
“The storm of Jan. 27 and 28 wa?
School
closes
April
7
for
the
Easter
HOTEL MANGER
•
•
•
•
line
to
be
used
as
a
basis
of
some
singing
by
the
girls'
vested
choir.
exquisitely
to
song.
Louis
Untercertainly bad. Although I didn’t get
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
vacation.
It
will
be
a
ten
days'
,
scout
training,
also
the
seven-day
Capt. John Latty in the schooner meyer, poetry authority, in speaking
Two Bu-h Island
much here I thought of the stations
flaal* i«"d------ ••coqnitl*. C«rdi
period,
the
students
reporting
for
camping trip to Lake Megunticook Th coline is on his way home' from of her quatrains said; "They were
which I know would get it. especially
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Batty and son
for vie byfritntfc ond myi«lf. Ne
work
on
Monday.
April
17.
or
some
other
Interesting
place,
dur

New York.
obligation.
sparing of metaphor and almost bare
Libby Island, where I spent the pas, Bill left recently for Portland to visit
ing which much scoutcraft and wood
The ladies' aid met with Mrs. Sarah of imagery, yet they attracted a great
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